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Holland, the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Town Where

Folks Really Live
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Milk Ordinance
Passes But Is
Still in the Air

Makes
Good At Haven

Holland
The common council and the audience repeated the Lord’s prayer
led by Alderman Bultman.

" • •
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•
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LIGHTNING CUTS

Rescue Mission

a bolt

A
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Holland Since 1872
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HEAD FROM BODY

i At Holland’s

Ago Today

SNAKES

The News Has Been

pranks were played by
itning during a thunder
lenkinsville, S. C., re-

Council Silent

On

Board
Communication
Police

storm
Raalte avenue will not be
cently.
FLOATS AND BAND ARE THE FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
FEEL RESTRICTED MILK
The
engagement
Is
announced
of
TEACHING. PREACHING AND First it struck a tree and snapped
A questionnairewas sent
COLLABORATE
TALK
THE
AREA MEANS MONOPOLY paved.
Attorney Louis H. Oosterhous, BENEVOLENT WORK
out to 51 owners of parcelsof land
WITH
ALoff the head of a snake hidden in
*
SIDELINES
Two
thousand
and
two
dollare Grand Haven, and Miss Adeline
ON PROGRAM
on that street,
did not reply,
a knot hole.
DERMBN ON LIEVENSE
was the amount taken in for pas- Jessie Rosenberg of Ravenswood,
85
objected
to
paving
at
this time
Spectator Toll* Aodtanco of More
MATTER
Then it jumped 8 feet to a parked
All Grand Haven felt very kindly senger ticketsfrom the local sta- Chicago. The date of the marriage
Since the reorganiution of the
and 3 wanted Irving done.
Thou
Hundred HU Opinion
toward Holland last Friday. TTmi tion, the C. A W. M. R. R. Why has not yet been made. He has, City Rescue mission on Central automobile and tore two holes in
the top.
The “Chief Lievenae investigaof the Milk
The milk ordinance as drafted was evident on every hand where not build a better depot? Note— • however, made it known that he is avenue, with George Trotter as
tion" Is still hanging fire. Upon
Still
unspent,
the
bolt
plowed
a
The
Httle
village
of
Hollaitd
did
Hollanders
came
in
contact
with
a candidate for prosecuting attor- acting superintendentin charge
but not as Passed, is found coma motion two weeks ago by AlderGrand Havenites. The county seat by flsr more train riding then than ney.
plete on page 8
and his brother, Mel Trotter,' su- furrow in the earth about 10 feet
this section.
man Huyser, a proposal was made
The common council meeting last
• •
folks all thought that Holland now. with the advent of the autoperintendent.devoting part of his long and showered loose dirt on
by the alderman to meet in prievening was a long, drawn out afThe marriage of Miss Jessie time to mission work here, the lat- the top of a house 80 feet away.
City Attorney Elbern Parsons showed a wonderful spirit in tak. mobile. In spite of this fact, this
fair, principallybecause a lengthy
After
the storm the snake’s head vate session with the oollce board
ing
such
a
big
part
in
helping
them
dty
received
a
fine
depot
just
as
Clark,
a
Holland
school
teacher,
ter
giving
his
services
without
ordinance which had just been was instructedto attend the hear- succeed in their hundredthbirth- the truck and the private ears were and Isaac Slooter, a young Holland charge to the mission,a very pre- was found beside the house; its to go over this chief of police matings at Lansing of the Michigan
ter and after the meeting or meetdrafted by the ordinance commit,
body was still in the tree.
Bell Telephone companybefore the day celebration. They knew we did taking the local business from the man. took place at Lesley, Mich., tentious program is being launched
ings, then to come to some decitee was read, section by section, and
the home of the bride. .
with the bodily as well as the spirutilities commission. The matter our best, they knew we contributed railroad.
sion on the vexing question. At
approved or diupproved in that
• • a
a generous share in putting over
itual welfare of the needy going
of rates is to be gone over.
RECOVER LEO LILLIE’S
Monday night’smeeting the police
way. Chairman Huyser of this
what we did, and that is not disJacob Kuite, Sr., local butcher, FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY hand in hand.
Jx*ard failed to come to a decision
CAR AFTER THIEVES
committeewas given the chair by
counting
the
Wonderful
displays
in
this
week
shipped
132
calves
to
the
The
report
compiled
by
Acting
A resolutionprotesting to Gov.
Mayor Bosch who took a seat in
BADLY
WRECK
IT but promised to have a communicaPerade
and
pageant
that
the
city
. hicago market and receiveda fine
Chicago
Superintendent
George
Trotter
is
The Reformed churches at both
Comstock the trap netting in Lake
tion ready before the council meetthe audience to listen to the delib>rice fo
or them.
Jamestown and Forest Grove were very gratifyingand would indicate The Studcbaker car belonging to ing. This communication, signed
Michigan of white fish was adopt- of Grand Haven put on.
erationsthat followed.
9
The whole was simply a marstruck by lightning. Not much J*1 “me r®al h*rt? wor5 has gone Leo C. Lillie of Grand Haven has by the chairman, Mr. Luidens, seta
ed by the council. *
City Attorney Parsons who __
into the rejuvenation of our
'
velous spectaclewell and thoughtLast Thursday the grocery firm damage is reported. The steei
*
•
•
been recovered,
but it ia far from forth that they felt that nothing
sisted in drawing up this ordinance
mission.
the beautiful new model it was would be accomplished by such a
Election inspectorswere chosen fully planned, and what is more of Prins A Geerlings was dissolved of the former began to bum
in a legal manner, was called upon
A
report
for
the
months
of
June
there
was
not
a
mishap
of
any
the
drenching
rain
that
by
mutual
consent,
Peter
Prins
confollowed
when stolen on Monday night from meeting, and stated that they were
to give a review of the changes for the coming primaries as fol- consequence, even the weatherman tinuing the business. Note — The put the fire out.
and July show that the mission has Third street,opposite the Elks
not responsible for any rumors
made deviating from the old ordi- lows: First ward, Dick Brandt so regulated his showers that it Prins mentioned is a former aiderconducted or held nine sessionsof temple.
second ward, John Woltman; thin
that would harm Mr. Lievenae.
nance. It appeared that there were
proved refreshing, rather than oth- man, father of “Heinie" and Mr.
Rev. Albertus Pieters and family Sunday school with an attendance
cfr *1** evidently been in
The aldermen were silent when
some revisions in some of the sec- ward, Harry Jones; fourth ward, erwise.
QeertinK* was the father of Henry have arrived here from Japan and of 1,019; 9 young people’s
trouble for there is hardly a square the communicationwas read,, but
William
Lawrence;
fifth ward, G.
tions and some entirely new secices
with
354
'sttending';Y
services
will
remain
for
a
year.
Geerlings of this city,
inch that is not battered, dented it was apparentthat the matter
W. Kooyers; sixth ward, Herman Our own Holland American Letions. It was apparent from the
for the Junior Mismonary band, and scratched. The car evidently was not over. Even the mayor had
a frame structure, stood
8^*88® rda.
gion band under the directionof
• ? •
‘‘go-in" that the aldermen were not
129
attendance;
62
regular
meet• • •
The congregation of the First
where the Holland Theatre
Eugene Heeter, was there with a
rolled over several times on the no comment to make any further
going to stand for certainchanges
Reformed Church, Monday, ex- ings with 1,884 people in attend- gravel road of M-60 west of the than to say that the action of the
The polls during the primary on full membership,and expressions now ia.
that had been made and that apgas station.
tended a unanimous call to Rev. ance and have reached approxi- Yellow
ow Jacket aas
Tuesday, September 11, in Holland were heard everywhere, “Here
board did cause rumors “so I feel
plied especially to restrictedareas
Cards are out announcing
James Wayer of Grand Rapids to mately 1,626 people through its
It was picked
licked up by Zeeland that that part of the communicawill be open from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. comes that great band from Holfrom which milk was to be secured
7
street
services
held
each
Saturbe the successor of Rev. Henry J.
land, Michigan," and the boys nev- marriage of Prof. John H. K
deputies and later was towed into tion means nothing." On motion
• v a
and by the same token restricted
heksel to Mrs. Anna Van
Veldman who has become pastor day night at Eighth and Central. this city by a local garage
Alderman Prins made a motion er showed to better advantage.
of Alderman Kleis the communicaareas where pasteurisationwas to
Besides
this
there
were
several
trace of the robbers has been tion was tabled until the next
We would be remiss in this re- on Tuesday, Aug. 19. Note
of the Reformed church at Newto put in a six-stall garage at entake place. The complete ordinance
hundred
in
the
one
park
service
found. If they were injured when regular meeting. The communicagine house No. 2 in the first ward. sume of the Centennial if we did many years the former was
sjin- kirk, la. Mr. Weyer is a graduate
as drafted, but not as passed, is
not give our own “Dutch" Vander structor in mathematicsat
of Hope and the local seminary. they were privileged to hold at the accident occurred no one In tion follows:
found on page 3 of this section. At present there is a shed which
Schel a full mead of credit for his and Mrs. Kleinhekselwas
Note — Rev. Wayer is still in Centennial park. With special that section of the county reportHolland, Mich., Aug. 18, 1934.
The first bone of contention,if you will be torn down and the lumber
prayer meetings and other meet- ed it, said the officers.
used
together with more lumber contributiontoward the Holland di- daughter of Holland’sfounder.
charge of the local church after 15
To the Honorable, the Mayor and
turn to the ordinance,is in section
ings, 98 services have been confrom the Ottawa Furniture com- riflon >n the. parade. The wind
years of faithful service. Rev.
Common Council,
4, beginning at the word provided.
pany plant. City Engineer Zuide- mill float with a Dutch garden com- TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Veldman has since been in Mil- ducted during these two months. ZEELAND BANK MAKES FULL
Holland, Michigan.
This containsa ten-milelimit from
Many
calls
have
been
made
to
the
ma is in charge.
p ex in which litUe Dutch children
PAYMENT UNDER PLANV Grtitlemen:
waukee, Detroit and is now at
TODAY
the city and caused a great deal of
sick and needy, clothingdistributed
played, received the admiration of
Muskegon.
The board of police and fire coma a a
discussion, and when the final vote
and many helped through the acThe banking skies of Ottawa missioners received notice of the
many;
the Dutch fishing “smack"
Alderman
Van
Zoeren
brought
The
Alpena
Restaurant,
concame on a motion by Alderman
tMtjes
of
the
City
Rescue
mission
county
are
looming
brighter
and
action taken by your body at their
The milkmen held a picnic Wed- of Holland.
Prins, supported by Alderman up a matter relatingto guards at with its labyrinthof nets and fish- ducted in the Blom building on
brighter as time goes on. The lating rigs reminded one of the “Zuilast regular meeting held August
Kleis, the last half of that para- the schools, stating that last year
River St., will move to the stpre nesday at Tennessee Beach. Let
George
Trotter
states
he
can
est
gratifying
surprise
is
the
an
der Zee." ‘ The “Stadsraad"were
graph in brackets was strickenout we were under the impression that
east of Nies’ Hardware. Anthony us hope that it will sweeten their see more and more the need of this nouncement of the Zeeland State 1, 1984, requesting a private, inon a float by themselves looking Romeyn is still conducting it
formal meeting with our board to
dispositions to such an extent that
and, according to the revised ordi- welfare paid for these men, but
rent work here in Holland, and bank through the president,Chris
discuss our action in requesting
the milk may go back to its former f.'
9
9 9
nance there is no limit By the when the bill came in the city had very dignifiedin silk hats, Prince
greatly encouragedwith the J. DenHerder, who states that time the resignationof the former
price as soon as these pastures are
same token section 7 of the ordi- to pay. Mr. Van Zoeren felt that Alberts and swingingthe proverhelp and co-operation he has re- certificates D and E are available
bial cane. They were all smiles
While
singing at Hope Church green again.
Chief of Police Peter A. Lievense.
this
was
a
school
matter
and
ought
nance restricting pasteuriution
ceived. He states also that he feels for payment. These certificates
•V 9 9
and did not seem to be weighted Sunday morning. Oscar Erickson,
After due deliberationthe police
plants beyond the six-mile limit to be paid by school funds. The
that
the
local mission has a won- are not due until 1937 and 1938,
Bemie Dieters was fined $3.00 derful future, and already plans and total negrly a half million dol- board feels that little, if anything,
was also strickenout This section council did not go that far. how- down with the chief of police in- leader of the Chicago Glee Club,
vestigation. Aside from looking bolted from the church after he by the justicefor going too fast
would be accomplishedby such
rather dovetailed with section 4, ever, but the matter will be rewise, not much business was trans- had sung only a few bars and has at the street intersections and hav- are being made for an extensive lars, or to be exact, $485,000.
meeting. The statement has been
and the
me aioermen
aldermen felt
xeii that
mai mere
there ferred to the school board.
program
ogram for the fall and winter.
This, added to the three pay- made that rumors have been ciracted possibly because a quorum not been seen since. It was learned ing his muffler open.
• e e
was ai possibility of a milk monopoThe City mission has also Joined ments already made, will mean culatingin the city, derogatory to
was not present.
9
•
•
later
that
the
great
singer
had
A man by the name of Knowlen
ly, «nid they were going to forewith the Holland American that the bank will have paid out in
the character of Mr. P. A. LieA musical float brought a hi- burst a small blood vessel while Peter Westrate was fined $5.75 hands
stall that, knowing t
that there was asked to rent the city farm on East
Legion in collecting clothing,bed- full in fourteen months' time, cer- venae. If this is true, we wish to
singing
which
necessitated
his
for not having his tail light burn- ding, shoes and wearing apparel
a fine supply of milk beyond that Sixteenth street,upon which to larious uproar from the sidelines.
tificates amounting to a million state that this board has had no
ing.
ihnits around East Saugatuck, Ov- raise wheat next year. The mat- Six Dutch accordion players and a hasty exit from the church.
for which there is a great need. and a quarter dollars.
part in such rumors. When we
erisel, Drenthe, etc., districts that ter was left to the committeeon crowd of male singers were lustily
Benjamin Lievense heads the comThe amount of money released requested the resignation,it was
have much in common with Hol- building and property. The mayor singing "Zoo lang als de lepel in de
roiUee of the Legion, and Benja- and redepoaited at the Zeeland
cur honest opinion that such action
land in a commercialway, aside injected:“I don’t care what you breipot staat, dan treuren wij nog MISS NETTIE DEJONG
LOCAL DUNN PLANT
min Wiersema of the city welfare State bank is directly covered by was necessary for the good of the
niet." It seemed to be a great
do with that farm."
from the milk industry.
SHOWING
REAL
PROGRESS
LEAVES
FOR
CHINA
AUG. 24
is also giving full co-operation.
federal deposit insurance,the same
e • •
service. We were firmly convinced
antidote counteractingthe depresThe contention of those who faThe City mission is to be the as previous payments that were that Mr. Lievense was not the
sion for it literally means “As long
The
City
of
Holland
being
in
W.
E.
Dunn,
H.
E.
Dunn
and
clearing house for this distribu- made fcnd redeposited during the
vored the restricted ordinance was
Miss Nettie R. DeJong, missionperson to be chief of Urn
as the spoon is in the gruel, and
Norman Dunn sailed from New tion and a thorough record will be past several months. This auto- wooer
that a limit had to be made since partnership with the Chamber of
Holland police department, and,
with a stomach full, we should ary to China, who has been spend- York on the 8. S. Majestic today
Commerce,
Director
Bill
Connelly
one inspector could not begin to
kept of all transactionsand a ra- maticaUy takes place since the
ing
her
furlough
in
this
city
and
therefore, consideredit our duty to
worry,” only it sounds better in
for London, England. While there port availableof who receives and Zeeland State bank has a coverage
inspect an area greater than that submitted a complete report of the
“Hatch" Vander Schel. vidnity,will leave on Monday, Au- they will put into operation an as- what is given. Of course,this re- for every depositor which has re- the taxpayers and citizens of Hoisuggested in the ordinance. Other activities together with the finangust 20, sailing from San Francisco
land to make a change.
thor- The hit in the Dutch division was
aldermencontended that state in- cial statement It was
***? increased from $2,500
on August 24 on the S. S. President sernWy pint ter the W. E. Dunn port as to names will not be a
We regret that a controversy
Netherlandish barnyard, where
oughly
compiled
report
and
the
MfgTCo.
t
of
this
city.
The
London
spection together with city inspecpublic matter for the press.
to $5,000 for each depositor.
over our action has arisen, but we
gentle spotted cow and her off- Pierce. It is quite a coincidence plant will be known as “Dunn’s
ways
and
means
committee
will
go
tion, augmented by proper pasThe City mission is also sending
The completepayoff of all the are firmly convinced thatwe were
that August 24 also marks the
spring, a wee calf, were the center
over it.
Engineering Works, Ltd." and will out personal letters to citizens of certificates was accomplished withteuriution. would cover this enjustified in our action./
of attraction. “Mamma" and baby twentieth anniversary of Miss Detire situation without any harm to
Jonge’s first journey to the orient be devoted entirelyto the assem- Holland in which an appeal is made out resort to borrowing on either
itv of Holland owns eight Holstein didn’t know what the exYours truly,
The City
bling
and
servicing
of
equipment
the city. Others stated that with
n
behalf
of
the
City
mission.
These
bank
or
trust
department
assets
citement
was
all about. Bossie as a missionary.We might men- sold by this company in that part
houses;
all
need
repairs
ra
ngmg
BOARD
OF POUCE AND FIRE
a greater area it had been demonlettersalso contain pledge cards, but through liquidationand regave an occasional“moo," and the tion that friends desiring to send of the world. The factory building asking for support, in order that financing of nates and mortgages.
strated that Holland could get from |50 to $300. City Clerk"Os'
COMMISSIONERS.
steamer
letters
to
Miss
DeJonge
cheaper milk and cream as was car Petersen read the reports of clumsy little calf bleated for more should address them to her “Sailing has already been completed,and it the City mission can hold a high
The Zeeland bank holds one of
milk. .And, yes, there were milk*
is expected that the machinery will place and can do worthwhile work the hi^h records in the state for
brought out by one of the specta- the committee on buildings and
maids and churns and cheese mak- on S.S. President Pierce, August be placed and the plant in opera,
property
itemising
the
different
tors in the audience, and in that
in the community.The mission the quick payoff of its time cer- TAX TIME EXTENDED THRU
era
Duuer rollers,
rollers a bevy of 24, via San Francisco."
ers anu
and butter
tion within the next thirty days.
case there might be a saving to needs. The committee felt that this
has always received support by tificates.
SEPTEMBER
sweet
young
ladies,
al
all in the proMiss DeJonge is stationed in
The Dunn Mfg. Co. already have way of contributionsto the “ComThe last pay off begins Monday,
Holland milk users to warrant an work could be done through the
verbial Dutch headgear
r and volumi. Changteh,Hunan Province, China, several of their brick and roofing
works
division
with
the
city
payAugust
27,
added inspector.
munity Chest," but this we all
Yesterday was the dead line fer
ing for the material. Mayor Bosch nous
„ skirts, and- did thi
they churn and and ml mail sent after August 20, tile machinesin operation in Eng- know, has been temporarily dis—
o
Alderman Prins stated,“Why was not satisfied with this. He roll butter, and make cheese from should be addressed to that place. land, and on account of the grow- continued.
paying taxes to City Treasurer
U. 8. LEADS WORLD IN
should we make limitationsat this said: “Some of these houses are the milk that remained after the
ing business in that territory, the
In the list of meritorious projRADIO SETS AND STATIONS Steggerda without paying the pentime? Who knows what the win- not worth fixing. Our experience little calf had gotten its share?
alty. The city council,however,
hew plant became a necessity. The ects for which the “chest” was
ter has in store for us after this with the governmenthas been bad
Interspersing these floats were a few “Vaar Weis" and “Welkom Dunn plant in this city will conhas the power to extend the time
The
United
States
leads
all
othpart of Holland’s Tulip Time Vreemdelingen" for good measure. tinue to manufacture the equip- intended the City mission was a er nations in the number of radio and this they unanimouslydid on
summer’s drought? We may have enough, and we do not want anparamount
benevolent need. Toto go far beyond the present con- other fire engine house experience division, but we are sorry to say
Anyway the English on the re- ment for domestic and other export day, however, the mission must broadcasting stations and radio re- motion of Alderman Prins, sustemplatedlimits, because of this where the city has to pay. The that here Holland looked rather viewing stand listened with open
get its support elsewhere. It is eiving sets, according to the de- tained by Alderman Kleis. The
terrible dry spell, although this government is still juggling with skimpy. It had been thoroughly
time for payment has now been
ear wonder at Bill’s Dutch vocaburegarded as a vital part of this partment of commerce. Out of the
locality was more fortunate than the alphabet and I would only ap- advertisedthat this division would
lary, which even we Hollanders GOING BACK TO JAPAN ON community that belongs to the world’s 1497 medium wave stations extendedthrough Thursday,Sepother localities.”
prove fixing these buildingsif the be present,but the easiest part of couldn’t understand.
AUGUST 24
people of Holland and this city the United States is credited with the^ead2 H
** absolutely
parade which meant simply
Nick Lanning asked lor the floor government comes through,and
and its environs need its Christian 585, and out of 42,540,239receivThe
Grand
Haven
Tribune
conid go fell far short of
ing
sets
estimated
throughout
the
and went rather rough shod after pays for the work and we pay for “dress and
Rev.
Willis
Hoekje,
missionary influence.
tinues as follows:
......
tacle
stage
here at
the local milk dealers. It appears the material. We will follow the the
to Japan, and his son, Howard,
The personal letters sent out world, the United States has 18,- FENNVILLE PEAR, APPLE
“IH
the
reviewing
stand
were
home.
But
then
despite
this
shortgovernment."
Alderman
Drink500,000.
that Lannings Market had been
who are leaving soon to return to closes as follows:
CROPS INJURED BY HAIL
ilo
went over Congressman Carl E. Mapes, May- Japan, were tendered a farewell “Mr. Mel Trotter,who is superThe regional distributionof rasupplying heavy cream at a mere water and Alderman DeCook madt age, Holland’s division
or
Lionel
Heap,
Harold
Westerhof,
big, and Grand Haven citizens as
reasonable figure below that sold a survey of these buildings.
recently in the First Reformed intendent of the City mission of dio r (Reiving sets shows North
Reports from pear and apple
well as the officials of the Cen- Martin Kieft, Martin Boone, Bar- church, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Mrs.
by the local milk dealers.. State
•
Grand Rapids, has been selectedby America first-ranking, with a total growers indicatethese crops were
A very laughable incidentcame tennial could not say enough in bara Yonkman, appearing for her Hoekje and her two daughters are the present board to act as super- of 19,769,045. Europe is second- injured by hail Wednesday.
inspectorshad temporarily denied
The
the selling of the supply from that up relative to the repair on houses. praise of our efforts, and we wish father, NicholasYonkman; City remaining in America. Miss Ra- intendent here until. Januare 1, ranking with 18,594,605sets, and Bartlett pear srop was hard hit.
Manager
Peter
Kammeraad,
City
to
say
here
again
that
“Dutch*'
One
house
is
occupied
by
a
man
sourcet he claimed, but later had
chel has a teaching position at 1935, and his brother, George Trot- is followed in order by Asia, !,- Mint crops soon will be offered for
982,712; South America, 909,867;
authorised the milk station to sell by the name of Van Munster. He Vander Schel and those who aided Clerk J. Nyhof Poel and City At- Covert, Michigan. Mrs. Hoekje ter, is activelyin charge.
sale at Fennville. Peppermint is
torney
Charles
E.
Misner;
Director
provided the milk was bottled. Mr. has caused the city a great deal him deserve unstinted praise. It
will remain in Kalamazoo for a
“For various reasons the finan- Oceania, 639,338; Europe-Asia being distilled and the spearmint
of
the
Pageant
Lieut.
Russell
Row(Russia
and
Turkey),
606,500,
and
Lanning mentioned names and gave of troubleand there has oeen much was a labor of love requiringmuch
year.
crop will soon follow.
cial conditionof the mission needs
milk inspectionstaken in the city breakage, and the committeerec- time in which Holland receivedthe land and Commander L. W. PerThree sisters of Mr. Hoekje, immediate attention and we so- Africa, 93,072.
kins;
officials
of
the
Grand
Haven
favorable
publicity
and
the
good
ommended
that
the
new
windows
The
United
Kingdom,
with
6,which seemed to carry coniiderable
the Misses Hannah and Emma, re- licit your contribution for this
Postoffices Will
Centednial association,William H. side in Holland, and two are inweight with the aldermenas they be of wire woven glass. The largj will of its neighbor.
worthy cause.
enclose a 124,000 radio receivingsets, ranks
LouUt,
president;
Marvin
W.
TurRelative
to
the
Holland
division
audience
had
a
good
laugh.
deliberatedover the differentsecstructorsin our public schools. A pledge card for your convenience, second to the United States, and is
Sell Duck Stamps
the Grand Haven Tribune has the ner, chairman of the executivecom- married sister, Mrs. H. B. Stege9 9 9
tions of the ordinance, especially
which, please fill out and return to followed by Germany with 5,424,following:
mittee; Leo C. Lillie, general diThe ways and means committee
as it came to restrictions.Mr.
man, also lives in Holland. Mr. the treasurer. Any amount you 755; Japan, 1.739,160;France, 1,No, the duck stamp is not in“The Le.
egion band from Holland rector; George P. Savidge, execu- Hoekje is a graduate of Hope and
Lanning stated that a few of the was empowered to act in granting
can send us now will be very much 554,295; Canada, 1,100,000;Spain, tended for an airmailfetter.
led
the
Ho
tive
chairman
of
the
pageant,
and
olland
section,
one
of
the
the
Knickerbocker
society
of
Hope
700,000;
Sweden,
66,368;
Czechocity milk dealers wanted these realso the local seminary. He and appreciated.If you do not care
Much has been said about the
strictions in order to curtail com- college a two-year lease of the city largest in this division of the pa- the following members of the ex- his son will sail from Vancouver to send it by mail, we can have a slovakia,620,000; Argentina, 600,duck
stamp bill, yet every day
ecutive
committee:
Mrs.
Philip
rade.
Then
came
a
truck
filled
with
000; Russia, 600,000;Denmark,
petition. This ia«trongly denied bv owned property at the corner of
on August 24 on the steamer Hiye- representativecall for same."
someone asks a different question
551,681; Austria, 507,459;and Aus.
local dealers and as one dealer put Central avenue and Twelfth street. city officials of Holland in native Rosbach, Mrs. Bastian Van Woer- Maru.
The Holland City News would
as to why, where and when these
• • •
dress, and
splendid windmill kom, Mrs. Ralph Wilson, George
trailia,500,341.
it today “all we want is a Just
like to add that the City mission
stamps may be obtained.
Christmanand Herman Z. Nyland. ALLEGAN DEMOCRATS
The trio of owners, representing float.
milk law." Aldermen w*te not so
“•tone •great deal of good in PICKLE DELIVERIES
In the first place all persons over
Dr.
E.
M.
Eimer,
mayor
of
Mus“Queen
Wilhelmina
of
The
Neth131
feet
of
frontage,
were
opposed
much concerned about any part of
WILL GATHER AUG. 23 Holland. The editor has been in
18
years of age who engage in
kegon,
and
Miss
Helen
Eimer,
erlands
was
ably
impersonated
by
by
35
owners
with
2,400
feet
of
HEAVY AT ALLEGAN hunting
Ihe ordinance^exceptthe limitation
close touch with the work of the
migratory waterfowl must
put on the milk area and that of frontage who declared themselves Mrs. Gerrit Buis of Holland with Qeoige VanderWerp, vice mayor
An organization meeting of Hol- late Nellie Churchford, who foundfirst obtain a stampv These stamps
uskegdn; W. W. Richards, land township Democrats will be
Ward
Granger
and
O.
L.
Haypasteurisation.The matter of the satisfiedwith the present condi- Doris Jean Van Huisen as Princess
Juliana sittjng beside her in an
ton city manager, and Carl held Thursday night in Town hall. ed the mission under trying cir- j ward, proprietors of the Allegan will be on sale at anv postoffice,
ordinance with the changes made tion of the street.
ancient
carriage.
She
was
presentP.
Damm,
Muskegon commissioner. A chairman to head the township cumstances 27 years ago. It was a I pickle factory, report heavy re- and that includes Holland, some
9
9
9
finally came to a vote and passed
terrible struggle, but the success
time before the season opens, and
Nichodemus
Bosch, mayor of forces will be elected.
ed
with
flowers
from
the
reviewPossibly
the
biggest
crowd
almost unanimously,but at this
was ultimately apparentwith the ceipts of excellentquality pickles. may be obtained by filling out a
ing
stand.
The
climax
of
the
Holland;
William
M.
Connelly,
secthe
month
attended
the
session
in
juncture the new milk law struck
creation of the fine and suitable The early crop was seriouslydam- blank. The blank having been filled
the city hall last evening. All floats of this sectionwas the but- retary of the Holland Chamber of HOLLAND MAN RECEIVES
a snag.
building on Central avenue. De- aged by drouth. The harvest will
and handed to the postmaster
seats were taken and overflow ter, cheese and milk industry of Commerce and Mrs. Connelly; Mr.
HONORS IN NEW YORK pression entered into the mission continue until killing frosts arrive. out
Mayor Bosch arose from the au- space in the corridorand adjoining Holland. A cow and her calf, with and Mrs. H. Van Tongerenof Holtogether with the sum of one dolrank as it has into everything else,
dience where he had been seated rooms was occupied. Milk and po- maidens churning and making land, Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Nei«,
lar will be the “open sesame"
Fifteen students in the New York but*- now with the gradual upturn, VAN HARTESVELDT FREED
during the rehashing of the ordi- lice undoubtedly was the cause.
cheese was a realistic bit of the Holland; Ben Mulder, Holland; University School of Education
FROM
COUNTY
JAIL which will cause the postmaster to
it
is
felt
that
this
worthwhile
ornance and said:
•9 9 9
affix said stamp firmly upon the
display.
float representing Vaudie Vanden Berg, Holland; have been elected to Rho chapter
ganizationshould receive a portion
“Gentlemen,I am not criticis- The mayor today declared that fishers was also a part of this Randall Bosch, Holland.
Philip Van Hartesveldt is again
of
Phi
Delta
Kappa,
national
proof the benevolent support when a free man, after more than two
ing your work, but in the drafting he could not sign the ordinance as delegation.
Members of the board of super- fessionaleducation fraternity,beof this ordinance I have not been passed last evening, as there are
“Mrs. Trientje Braak, 92 years visees: Chairman George Hene- cause of excellence in scholarship,and whereverpossible. The mis- months' incarcerationin the county
sion is a spiritual haven for a great
consulted,and I feel that this law no milk or cream quality stand old, mother of Jacob Braak of veldt of Park township, William
jail. Judge Fred T. Miles made
is importantenough that it de- ards set up in the city law. He Spring Lake, was honored with Brusse of Holland, Charles Low. it was announced Tuesday by Dean many who have no other church af- this possible after a rehearing of stamp, it permits you to hunt ia
John
W.
Withers.
filiations
but
feel
at
home
there
mands the considerationof every said only the state law stipulate! flowers as the oldest person in the ing, Cornelius Rosenraad of ZeeOf these Deckard Ritter profes- where an atmosphereprevailsthat the case in circuit court yesterday. any state in the Union as long as
one of us. I thoroughly approve the minimum butter fat content parade. She appearedto be en- land, Hunter Bering and Mr. and
tor in Hope college, 54 East Fif- is thoroughly democratic, and they Mr. Van Hartesveldt there testified you have fulfilled the state's reevery change you have made. I do pf milk and cream. The mayor, in joying the experience to the full- Mrs. Albert Hymn of Holland
teenth street, Holland, Michigan, fraternize with those whom they that up to this time he had been quirements in which you plan to
not believe in this restriction for order to make the law valid, would
unable to comply with the judge’s hunt.
township, Fred Graham, Frank was one.
associate with daUy in their parthere are many areas of fine dairy have signed the ordinance as
“Girls in blue costumes, quaint Hendricks, Peter Van Ark of Holrequest to pay alimony to his forIf you plan to kill any docks in
ticular
walk
of
lif«
fe.
There
are
country just beyond the limits stip- passed today, but if changes are hats and the usual sabots passed land, John De Free of Zeeland, Pemer wife, but now that he is re- anv state, it is advisableto spend a
ZEELAND
TO
WIDEN
CHERRY
many
of
these
folks
and
they
have
ulated, where wholesome dairy asked for undoubtedly the law will by with boys in the characteristic ter Damstra of North Holland,Alleased from custody he will endea
STREET
much in common. They are a part, vor to obtain employment and if dollar and buy a stamp as the
products can be obtained, and be held over for revision until bloomers and sabots. Another bert Stegenga, Maynard Moore,
maximum penalties for violation of
of this community and we feel that’
these fanners have much in com. three weeks hence. No one will group mounted on a truck sang the Gerrit Bottema, Phillip Rosbach
will live up to the court’s this law is $500 fine or six months
Alderman Brill of the Zeeland they deserve aid as well as any successful
mon with Holland. I am glad you suffer becaiue of the short wait. old Dutch songs, and Ben Mulder, and Peter Rveenga.
orders.
confinement,or both.
common councilmoved that the fol- other meritorious and benevolent
passed the ordinance as you did We have lived tinder the old one editor of the Holland City News,
In giving his decision Judge Miles
Jurien Ball, Lauriiia Granger, low»n* offer of B. Kamos be ac- enterprise.
According to lab
said:
and I am thoroughly in accord with for a decade. Why hurry?
joined in from the reviewing Gerrit Bottje, Mrs. Gerrit Bottje, cepted: Namely, that Mr. Kamps
stamps will be on sale at all postThe
officers
of
the
mission
are
the changes made. However, I
stand. Many of the Holland repre- Mrs. Eleanor Griffin McNett, Cora would give a proper deed for suf“Pie purpose of the statute re9 9 9
Isaac Kquw, president: Dick quinng the court to punish for fail- offices any *town having a popufeel that this is a voluminous docusentatives were local people as Voshel, Mr. and Mrs. N. R. White,
latfon of 2,500 or more.
\
fiejent footage of his property to Jtoengs, vice president;Nelson A.
ment and I, as mayor, do not wish
ure to support children, and failure
Mrs. Jack Bontekoe of the Mass T1! tL1tWr neighbors from Hoi- Grand Rapids; Mrs. William Vynn, ^fden Cherry street for the sum
ecret*ry and treasurer; te comply with the court’s order to
to sign a law with which I am FurnitureCo. and Mr. Bontekoe land, Michigan."
Grand Rapids; Mrs. Malory Kin- of $460.00 provided he be exempt
REOPEN N<
Trotter, superintendent;
not thoroughly familair because of are in Chicago attending the curThe Holland City News would
8ecure ^e support to
from assessments for improvementsGeorge Trotter, acting superintenlack of time given to peruse the tain and drapery show.
which children are entitled, and to
like to inject the following at this
Those who aided materially in of sidewalk, curb and black top dent.
law thoroughly.There may be
juncture: The editor’sname was helping Holland’sdivision was for- paving, and he would remove the
enforce the corresponding oblignThe
directors
are
William
Arendsomething more in the law that ing for delay even if my vetoing
V Alderman Bert Habing, Henry trees, grapevineand fence. This
shorst, James A. Hoover and Con
may need changing. I may be
of the VenhuisenAuto motion prevailed,all voting there- De Pree.
wrong about this, but delaying a
close at hand, but
, Alex Van Zanten, John for. This will make Cherry street
few weeks will -do no harm, and if
here that others
Woldring, Andy Petersen a fall width highway and will im
HOPKINS BANK PAYS
fest were
Farm, and Mr. Schol- prove that location.
CERTIFICATES EARLY
Truck assocL
to tell you so.
the
The White Swan,
^Hopkins State^Savings bank in
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NEWS
(Est*bUah«d 1872)
; 82 W. 8th St

POLICE BOARD TAKES UP

MANY MATTERS AT MEETING

TRAP NET FISHING

GETS

ITS

BUMPS

EVERYWHERE

The board of fire and police Last week Grand Haven, Saugacommissionen, after asking re- tuck aid South Haven passed resoportersto leave a meeting Monday lutions condemning“trap net fishMmA
night when they discussed the re- inf,” and today Holland goes on
Business Office
- 2020 quest of the city council to take record through its civic bodies as
up, with the council, the matter of against it. A resolution was passed
Peter A. Lievense’s dismissal as by the Holland Game club and will
Dolice chief. Reporters were told be by the Holland Chamber of
ater that no decision was reached, Commerce at the next meeting.
but that definiteaction woud be
The resolution passed by the
taken Wednesday before the coun* Fish and Game club follows:
cil meets.
“Whereas, present legislation
Clerk Oscar Peterson read a let- permits the placing of deep-trap
ter from Lievense in which the de. submarine net in the waters of
osed chief s&id there seemed to Lake Michigununder the jurisdicbe some misunderstanding as to tion of the state of Michigan to a
"A itr'i fumbment a net hot bdmtJ whether he had requested an ex- depth of1 80 feet, and,
planation of his dismissal,and he
“Whereas, said legislation was
wknhti^btktiMtkwished to go on record as wanting passed with seeming disregard of
<aaucust
to know why he was dismissed.
the fact that the white fish spawn1
^ 15— Fir»t taxicab* appear in
In the regular meeting Com. ing grounds in Lake Michigan cusNew York City. 1907.
John F. Donnelly asked that a tomarily range from depths of 60
FASHION SHOW AT WAUKA* ed by beautiful modeling 'and arstudy be made of the feasibility of to 80 feet, and
ZOO NEXT WEEK, SATURDAY tistic posing.
'Whereas, deep trap net fisher“+S&C9 14-AUieicipturePekin from installing telephonesalong the
Those who will take part in this
Boxer rebel*.1900.
street to replace police call boxes. men formerly operating in Lake
He also suggested water meters be Huron have commenced operations On Saturday, August 25, at 7:80 outstanding affair, sponsoredbv
installed and the fire department in Lake Michiganand said opera- p. m., there la to be a fashion show Waukaxoo Inn, are Mias Jane Mil15-Piruma Canal is opened be charged only for water used in- tions threaten seriously to deplete, and dinner dance at Waukaxoo Inn. ler, St. Louis; Miss Helen Jane
for sea traffic. 1914.
The style exhibit is to be ar- Strouse. Evansville,Indiana; Mrs.
stead of, as now, $40 a hydrant. if not entirely to destroy, the
This, he said amounts to $17,600 a white fish industry in Lake Michi- ranged through the good offices of Roger Q. White, Chicago; Miss
gan through the utter destruction “The Jeane Shoppe" and 'The Blanche Lyons, Evanston; < Miss
II— British capture Detroit year.
Vogue Hat Shoppe” of Holland, Dorothy Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio;
of breeding stock, and
from U. S. troop*. 1812.
Chief C. Blom said that figure
"Whereas, it is the bounden duty when wearing apparel and hata in Miss Joan Everett, Chicago;Mr*.
is lower than paid by other cities
of the state to protect this great fall styles and shades will be dis- Orvis Henkle, Chicago: Misa Helen
of the size of Holland. He is not
17— Davy Crockett, treat Innatural resource and the interests played. The models are volunteers Pauley, St. Louis; Miss Sidney
in favor of making a change.
dian fighter,born 1786.
of the people of Michigantherein, from this pleasure resort and from' Sims, Chicago: Mrs. George H.
A request from Chief Blom that
and the interests of legitimatecom- Holland.
Mrs. BertnoldA. Cronson, of
the floor of the rear room of the
It will be a formal affair and Chicago, is chairman.
mercial fishermenlicensedby the
18— Virginia Dare, first U. S. West Eighth street fire stationbe
state, approximately 1,300 in num- the dinner dance feature will be a Hills, Cincinnati;Miaa Claire Sanwhit* child,bom 1581.
lowered so the small fire truck can
ber, who do not employ these de- fitting climax to what goes before ford, St Louis; Miss Kathryn Macbe housed there was referredto the
vices, as against a few who use in the way of fall styles, augment. Inerney, Grand Ranids, and Mrs.
special building committeeof the
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Bible Classes of - the Reformed
Churchesof Zeeland is being held
Thursday evening at Second Reformed Church. Dr. Clarence H.
Holleman, medical misaionaryin
Kulangus,Amoy, China, is relating his experiencesin the war-torn
sections of China. Dr. Hollemap
plans research work in medical
arts at Pripceton University during the remainder of his furlough.
The milk inspectorreported milk
tests for the month, taken as follows, tests taken July 25, 1934:
Riverview Dairy — Bacteria count,
6,000; butter fat, 8.6: sediment,
good. East Limits Dairy
Bacteria count, 5,200; butter fat, 8.2;
sediment, good. H. Wabeke Dairy
Bacteria count, 48,000; butter
fat, 8.1; sediment, poor. Homestead Dairy
Bacteria count,
77,000; butter fat, 3.2; sediment,
poor. Tests taken Aug. 2, 1984:
Riverview Dairy Bacteria count,
9,600; butter fit, 3.6: sediment,
good. East Limits Dairy
Bacteria count, 4,800; butter fat, 8.7;
sediment, good. H. Wabeke Dairy
— Bacteriacount, 8,500; butter fat

Wisconsin
Cream, Lb.

Full

Choice
whole wheat

—

—

From Rich, Ripe
Tomatoes

—

—

3.6: sediment,fair. Homestead
Dairy — Bacteria count, 67,000;
butter fat, 8.2; sediment, good.

Zeeland Alderman Karsten

deep-trap nets.
Sylvester Paulus, Chicago.
moved that the city superintendent
18— Five witches are Hanged
board to confer with the building
"Now, therefore,be it resolved,
at Salem, Mass , 1692.
be instructedto discontinue water
committeeof council and the city
that in the interest of conservation
ZEELAND
engineer.
her guests, The girls enjoyed I service to customerswhose bills
of an importantnatural resource
are three months or more delinplaying many games and contests
Chief Blom was requested to ob- belonging primarily to all the
quent unless applicationfor extenDr. and Mrs. Henry Pyle and at which Gertrude SUal, Esther sion of time for payment is made
tain estimates of the cost of install- people of the state as distinguished
ing shower baths in the fire sta- from a few deep-trap net fisher- children,Nancy, Donald and Rob- Vander Weide, Mary Jane Kraak
Lest
Forget
in writing or the delinquent bills
and Lillian Ver Hoeven won prises.
tions. as has been proposed.
men, and in the interests of main- ert of Muskegon spent last week,
Deliciousrefreshments, includinga paid at once. Motion was supported
Wednesday,
at
the
home
of
their
The French War Ministry this
tenance of the legitimatecommerand carried unanimously.
mother, Mrs. Johannes Pyle, on nice birthday cake and ice cream,
week issued a revisionof its war
Mrs. Sam Baar of Zeeland enterThe annual picnic of the North cial fishing industry,we, the Hol- Central avenue. The Pyle family were served by Mrs. Bosma. Mary
death totals showing that in all River avenue mission was held on land Fish and Game club, hereby
tained with a farewell party for
is resorting in their cottage at Ann receivedmany pretty and use.
. 1,400,000 soldiers and sailors of the
her mother, Mrs. Anna Cook, at
Tuesday afternoon and evening at appeal to Hon. William A. Com- Macatawa Park for the month of ful gifts.
republic lost their lives in the
Tunnel park. James Slager, su- stock, governor of the state of
Rev. and Mrs. P. P. Cheff and her home recently. Mrs. Cook revv'
straggle that liegan 20 years ago perintendent of the mission, was Michigan, to employ the great powThe Zeeland Garden club will son. Donald, and daughter, Edith sided in Zeeland for many years
ers resident in his office to prethis month. The announcementrebut a few ye*rs ago she decided
in general charge, aided by several
meet
this Friday afternoon at the Mae, of Sidney, Nebraska, tiho are
vent the recklessand unscrupulous
calls other figures this generation, committees.
resortingat Tennessee Beach, were to make her home in Miami, Fla.
home
of
Mrs.
Peter
De
Free
on
operators who have no regard for
at least, should not permit itself
Central avenue. All members are dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her- Shk has been visiting relatives and
the public welfare or of the future
to forget According to a list isurged to be present. There will be bert Van Eenenaam at their home friends in Zeeland and vicinity for
Mrs.
Elbern
Parsons
was
hostess
of
the
industry.
sued by the United States War
the past six weeks and is now on
work
on plans for the flower show. on East Central avenue.
to
Crescent
Hive
No.
374.
Ladies
of
"Resolved, further, that we reDepartmentin 1928:
At
the ninth open air concert of her way to the sunny south again.
A
woman’s
Fitzgerald
dub
orKilM StillMixiine the Maccabees, at an outing at Ea- quest the governor, in the event
the American Legion band a varied Mrs. took was a Hold girl and
Russia
1,700,000 2,600,000 glecrest park Tuesday afternoon the police powers of the state are ganization will be hdd at the city program will be given at the many years ago married Ames
British Empire 908,000 191.000
..... and evening. Thirteen attended the insufficient to remedy the situa- hall at 8 o’clock this Friday night. Church street city park on Friday Cook, a Holland miller, who later
600.000 affair and there were no mishaps tion, to conduct such negotiations Services in the Second Reformed evening, beginning at 8:15 o'clock. owned the Zeeland mills. Mrs.
' Italy
650,000
80,000 and besides the ladies were not su- with federalauthorities, the afore- church will be conducted as follows:
Rumania
335,000
Among those who attended the Arthur Cook and Mrs. Burton, also
4,500 perstitious. Luncheon was served said operators;their customers,the 10 a. m., Rev. C. L. Austin of centennial celebrationat Grand of Miami, Fla., were other honor
United States 126,000
Uvalde,
Texas,
former
pastor
of
by Mrs. Parsons.
major fish buyers of the New York
Germany --- 1,700,000 1,160,000
Haven last week are Mr. and Mrs. guests at the party and also remetropolitanarea, et al, as may be this church, guest preacher; 7:30
Aostro-HunJohn Kaat, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. turned to Florida. Others present
p. m., “The Christian Hope.”
necessary
to
stop
this
practice/’
gary ____ 1,200,000 2,200,000
Miss Jean Steinfort, who will beClark, Helen and Ross, Mr. and at the party included: Mias GerLast
Wednesday,
August
10,
260,000 come the bride of Mr. Bernard
Turkey
326,000
Mrs. A. Kooiman, Helen and Don trude Boer, Mrs. M. Van Z'ytzama,
The Allegan County Woman'j Mary Ann Bosma celebrated her Koonnan, Martin J. Weersing, Mrs. I. Van Dyke, Mrs. Richard
elud- Plakke early in September was the
Counting them all up and including the figures for the little nations, guest of honor at a shower given Democraticclub will meet in the eleventh birthday with a party for Mrs. William Hieftje, Miss Ruth F. Vanden Berg, Mrs. C. HolleDouglas town hall at 2:30 August several of her girl friends at her Hieftje, Mr. and Mrs. John Welling, man, Mrs. H. Miller, Mrs. Peter De
it was known in 1928 that 8,500,000 Tuesday afternoon at, the home of
men had been killed during the her sister, Mrs. Gerrit B. Nykamp, 23. A state speaker will address home on State street Gertrude Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Dragt, Free, Mrs. P. H. DePree, Mrs. John
the gathering. The Men’s club Staal. Antoinette Telgenhof,Iva Robert, Harold and Doris Van H. De Free, Mrs. J. Baar, Sr., Mrs.
years from 1914 to 1918, and that Mrs. Nykamp and Mrs. Tony Steinwill join the group in the evening and Esther Vander Weide, Lillian
fort,
mother
of
Miss
Steinfort,
beDragt, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob J. De James Cook, Mrs. Lfl Steggerda,
7,750,000 men still were missing. A
Ver Hoeven, Ruth and Mary Jane Jonge, Mr. and Mrs. William Vande
ing hostesses. A most enjoyable for a fish dinnero at Saugatuck.
total of more than 16,000,000.
Mrs. E. Van Eck, Mrs. G. Van
Kraak, Anna May Lamer, Hilda Water, Anthony Westrate, Harris
And Europe today is desperately afternoon was had by all, prizes in
Lopic and Mrs. William OsseWielenga
of
this city, and a couANNOUNCES
CANDIDACY
FOR
the several games played being
Borr, Harry J. Derks, P. Schaap, waarde.
fearful of another war.
sin, Ruth Lamer of Holland, were
TREASURER
awarded to Miss Alma Plakke, Mrs.
Jack Boonstra, Harry Amsink, Gil
Zeeland Rotarians with their
Van Hoven, Mr. and Mrs. Hein wives heid their first annual picnic
Mrs. William L. Eaton and Mrs. G. Nykamp, Miss Jean Steinfort,
Benjamin Wiersema of Holland
Mrs. John Fairbanks and Mrs. Tony
Derks and Jay Van Hoven.
last night at Tennessee Beach,
W. C. Kools entertained Tuesday
wishes to announce his candidacy
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Reed and Lake Michigan, at the cottage of
afternoonat a tea for women mem- Steinfort. Those present besides for county treasurer on the Resons, Richard and William,of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. VanKley. The
bers of the Holland Country club the guest of honor and the hostess- publican ticket and asks for supStreator,Illinois,spent a week at local Rotary is affiliatedwith
and their guests. Baskets of gar- es were Mrs. Dirk Steinfort,Mrs. port on the primaries on Tuesday
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William Rotary International.
den flowers featured the decora- John Fairbanks, Mrs. Frank Fair- September 11. Mr. Wiersema has
Schultz, located two miles southtions. Mrs. H. C. Henshaw won banks, Mrs. Peter Steinfort,Mrs. been a resident of Ottawa county
Theodore (Teddy) Bos, 6-yeareast of Zeeland, and with other old Holland boy, narrowly escaped
high score in bridge with Mrs. C. C. Henry Van Oort, Mrs. Harry Stein- and a taxpayer for the past 40
ffriendshere. Rev. H. Reed had drowning at Zeeland. Teddy, with
Wood receiving second prite. Mre. fort. Mrs. Alice Hoeksema, Mrs. years and for 30 years he has been
charge of the services at the Bible a number of other boys, was swimJohn E. Telling and Mrs. Marvin C. Plakke. tne Misses Alma and employed in the printers’ field,
Witness hall last Sunday. The Bi- ming in the Johnson pool when
Liademan will be hostesses at a Marjorie Plakke and Viola Stein- holding a responsibleposition with
ble Witness hall Sunday school suddenly Teddy was missing.
luncheon at the Country dub next fort, all from Holland, and Mrs.
Henry Steinfortof Grand Rapids. the Poole Bros. Printing company
held their picnic at Veurink’s Grove Simon VanNetten,14, dived to the
Tuesday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
until that plant moved its equipWednesday afternoon and evening. bottom of the pool and brought up
A pot-lucksupper was served.
the child’s body. Resuscitation
Members of the Zeeland Wom- methods were applied and he rean’s Christian Temperance Union covered.
are planning to attend the Ottawa
county convention at Holland next
Wednesday at the First Methodist
NOTICE
church. A pearl medal contest will
E. J.
In the District Court of the Unitbe conductedand an address on
D. C, Pk C.
present-day problemswill be giv- ed States for the Western District
en by Rev. Edith Dorrell of Grand of Michigan. Southern DivisionCHIROPRACTOR
In Bankruptcy.
Rapids.
Office: HeOaafi CHy Bute Beak
Mrs. T. E. Kraai was hostess Vernon Maxwell Cook, Bankrupt
Heara. 11-1141 aju S-8 * 7-8 pja at a shower Thursday evening, No. 5793.
To the creditors of Vernon Max
given in honor of Miss Josephine
For Rent
Nicely furnished Vanden Bosch, of Zeeland, who be- well Cook, of Holland, County of
rooms. All conveniences. Reason- came the bride of George Ter Ottawa, and district aforesaid. Noable. 152 East 16th street. tf Haay of Drenthe Thursday,Aug.- tice is hereby given that on the 4tli
day of August, 1934, the said Ver
ATTENTION—Stock owners. Free 16. Miss Vanden Bosch was also non Maxwell
maxwen Cook
uoox was dply
a};
adhonored with a shower given reservice given on dead or disjudged bankrupt and that ai
an order
cently by Mrs. Edward Ter Haar of
has been made fixing the pilace beabled horses and cows. Notify us
ment to Chicago nearly four vears promptly.Phone 9745, collect Drenthe.
low named as the place of meeting
r
Plans
have
been
completed
for
ago. He has served the city of Hol- HOLLAND RENDERING WKS.
of creditors, and that the first
the
first
annual
field
day
to
be
land as alderman for seven years
6340 held by the childrenwho took part meeting of- creditorswill be held
and because of his exceptional inat my office, Suite 845, Michigan
in the recreationalprogrargthis Trust building, Grand Rapids,
sight in civic affairs was placed
Lance B. Latham and the “Boys Latham and the boys who are at
SALE
—
Baby
carriage.
A
summer
under
the
FERA.
The
on many very important commitMichigan, in said district, on the
bargain, almost new. Inquire program will continue until Sept.
White Shirt Brigade,” who will present in camp at Lake Harbor, tees.
8th day of September, 1934, at
will give a program of songs, testifive a Gospel program at the ImHe was chosen as one of the 145 West Nineteenth street. 3tp 1. The last week in August will a. m., eastern standard time, at
monies, accordion and drum selecbe used to stage the field day pro- which time the said creditorsmay
manuel church in the Armory tions with Mr. Latham at the pi- members of the charter commission
to revise Holland’s charter and FOR RENT— Four or five house- gram, with a championshipbase- attend, prove their claims, examine
next week, Thursday evening. Mr. ano.
keeping rooms, furnished if de- ball game among the league lead- the bankrupt, elect a trustee and
showed exceptional ability along
these lines.
sired; adults preferred.Call or ers. All the childrenfrom the pre- transact such other business as
He is a member of the Third Re- write to 352 Columbiaavenue, Hol- school age to the high school may properly come before such
group will be considered in the meeting.
formed church and has served from land, Michigan.
week of activity.
time to time as a member of the
Ephedrine Capsules
CHARLES B. BLAIR,
A hobby show will be held in
consistoryand has been called upon
Referee in Bankruptcy.
For that
Fever
WE
BUY,
SELL
and exchange colrepeatedly to aid in other church
connection with the Zeeland homeNotice-No claim will be re
25c Doz.
lies, hounds, Bostons, rat terriers
activities. He has always been
coming Sept. 5, 6 and 7. The hobby reived for filing unless claim back
and toy terriers.HENRY KNOLL
deeply interested in county and citv
show will feature exhibits in art la filled out, including name, com
6
miles
southwest
of
Holland,
rural
17c
affairs and undoubtedlyis wellwork, music, needlecraft, handi- plete address of claimant,together
route
No.
3tp33
qua
ualified to adinister the affairs of
craft of any kind, scrapbooks, with amount claimed.
the county treasurer's office.
DR.
SAMPSON'S
Office,
Country
Ovaltine, $1.00 size
Club Addition, on East Eii
ighth
St. Free Eye Clinic every WedInhalant
75c
nesday from 9 until 12 noon. Good
glasses as cheaply as it is possible
Oylis Antiseptic 75c
to make them, made by the Johnston Optical Company, Grand Rapids, 76 years’ experience in makMilk Magnesia
ing optical goods. None better.

sack

lb.

Graham

14 oz. bottle
Purs
Aswrted

Preserves

^71

Red Kidney Beans
Dailey's Sweet Chips

Pickles

7 oz. Bottle

Cut

Green Beans

Spinach

No. 2 can

^

3

We

August.

-

SALT
R. ft R. Table
Plain or lod’zad
2 lb. box

_

___
--

40-50 Size

PRUNES

California

Lb.
In

_

Lb.

i

a

—

Kotex—

1.

New

EPHEDRINE

Century of Progress

Compound

Bedroom Suite

1 oz. 59c

Pints 39c

WANTED

u

LOUIS PADNOS

MODEL

General Primary Election

.Vffi

Ines.,SepLll, 1934
Notice is hereby given that

V

the undersignedCHy Clerk,

,

receive for Registration

I,

Wants to Buy All Kinds of Scrap
Material, Old Iron, Radiators, Old
Batteries and other Junk. Best
market price; also feed and sugar

St.

IBOEast Eighth
Phone 2905

...

will

at any

Million Dollars. AaaeuanenU are levied on the anniversary of each policy which brings in a currentdaily income

fron which to pay

have moved from one Ward to an-

protert ovr numbers and policy holdera

Yes!| would

_ from financial Iom againat the tinea, which

trouble.

for

Mo

otherwiae cause' aevere hardship and
Aaaets and resources total nearly One-Quarter

loeaes. This feature protectsour surplus
only in extreme emergency. Credits are allowed for

lightning rods, approved fire extinguishers,and dwellings
bavinf fire misting roofs. An effective system of inspection

members to reduce fire hazards, over-insurance and unwarrantedrisks. Full co-operation with members in prompt adjustments and settlementsof
legitimate laaaea. Our Policiesaccepted by Federal Land
Bank, 8t. Paul, Home Ownera’ Loan Corporation,and other
l^fi Agencies.

is maintained in the interest of

For further information see representative
or write the Company’s Office
rtland, R.F.D.No.fi
,

Holland, 2

C. State St.

NOT

12

other within the City and sis* nil

VARIETIES

,

'

a?

City who have not previously reg

10c

i

t

Ib.

Ph|.

BRAN FLAKES
IOC

WHOLE BRAN
lie

Post’s pkg.

MASON JARS

Rich and Creamy

Qt8.fRouBd.Doz. 79c

JAR RUBBERS

23c

: 1
SALADA

Boll

TEA

%

18c

Hib.pk*

........

Camay

JSc

or Kirk’s

Hh

lor

modern cooks,

can

..........

21b. can ..........

JJt

Cocoa Castile, bar 5c

American Family Flakes,
Tiger Gloss

4c

Doz.

rich, creamy Shortening

Label-Black or mixed

ib. pk« ........

Dog

SNOWDRIFT
A

“Fresh Irom the Gardens”

Brown

Starch

pkg.

19c

pkg.

16c

3-lb.

All Pricat Subject to Jpct. Sole*

Tax

We Redeem Welfare Order*
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

THOMAS STORES

C.

32 W. Eighth

“Everyday Low Prices”

St.

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
nsnni-iiiiiiiiiniiiiiHmnHninxHH::

The Only

*

I

§1

pkg

Poet’s pkg.

fWIT
I

rf

Every Banker

is clearly the duty of every banker in the
country to perform certain services.The
most important of these are:

Q

1, To afford perfect safety for deposits.

Q

2.

Q

To

grant credit to those who deserve

it.

In the matter of granting credits the public

remember that banks are not
money of their
depositors, represented very largely by tbe
must in

L-

fairness

lending their own money, but

earnings and savings of the people.

REGISTRATION NOTICE

Q

persons recently moving into the
Park Township

To the electorsof the township
of Park, notice is hereby given
that I will be at my office at CenApplication fpr Registration tral Park to review the registra
tion books and to accept such
must be made personally by ap- names for resist rat-on of persons
who are qualifiedto vote in this
plicant
township, at the primary election
Saturday, Sept 1. 1954, in the to be held in this state ap county
on the Uth day of S
1934,
last day for receivingRegistrations
until and
Sept,
made
for the Election to be heid Sept.
isteredin the City.

•

It is

possible that

some

legitimate borrowers

are hesitating to approach the

Now

being ahown at tbe Century of Progresn in
Chicago, Aim in Onr Show Window. See thin
Suite in order to appreciate the value!

but we

|

are so

Q

Dresser, Chest, Bed, Chair

know

ol no time

when

bank

for credit

good borrowers

warmly welcome.

Deposits in this bank are insured to the
greatest extend provided for any bank, $5000.
for each account.

,

11, 1984. On the last day of Registration,vis.

Co.of Mich.

M

Holland

DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
time during regular office hours, of Grant ft Huizenga, Gd. Rapids
Bye— Ear— Nase— Throat
the name of any legal voter in said
Peoples State Bank Building
Holland. Michigan
City
ALREADY REGISHours: 10 to
2 to 4:50
TERED. This includesthose who Phone: Office 5669; Residence 211

We

Moderne

Junket
SCVIRAl

FOR

Hay

CREAM MIX

SHEFFORD Cheese

2020

BACHKLLER

ICE

iPEANin

-

-

Bulk

•fHc. will

Sept

1, 1984, the

mull oxen u.Ul

$

e of
aukaxoo, during

w>v

t-:-(

- ’

“vV

W-

The White Bros. Electric Co. has end daughffW -JUce, were in the John Kronemeyer home
taken out a building permit to ro- East Lansing to attend a muck
o
model their garage on River ave- farming picnic last week, TuesGerald Kleinhekselsang two
day.
nue.
soloa at the First Reformedchurch of Michigan, governing the production,handling, storing, transportThe League for Service of the ; The faro bureau garage has in- Sunday.
ing and sale of “Grade A" raw milk, and/or of milk, cream, skhn
First Reformed church heard Dr. stalled the new Son motor tester,
John Stegink of Muskegon was milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,sold or to be sold, delivered or
week-end guest at the John distributedin the City of Holland, shall have beea violatedby the
The annual roundup of teachers Samuel Zwemer at Pine Lodge on a new scientific machine which reholder of said license, or whenever any false statement shall have
of Allegan county will be held in Tuesday, preceded by a pot-luck veals all motor operations. Every Kronemeyer home.
connection,every operation or the
Rev. J. A. Roggen returned home been made by said applicantin the applicationfor said license. g
the high school auditorium Friday supper.
»wa, where he
afternoon,Aug. 31.
Miss Evelyn Monique was sev- slightest misadjustment in the mo- .Friday from Hull, lo'
Sec. 7. No pasteurisingplant from which ia obtainedmilk, croam
tor is fully revealed. It is one of attended the funeral of his father, skim milk, buttermilk and/or sour milk, for sale, deliveryand/ disMrs. John Krol, residingon the erely cut about the face in an auto
the
finest
inventions
for
motor
A.
G.
Hogpen.
tribution in the City of Holland, shall be located more than six miles
old Zeeland-Holland road, submit- accident on US-31 near Holland
testing and servicingwe have ever
Donald Lohman was on the sick from the City Limits of said City. And no person shall seU, deliver
Frwh^
ted to a surgicaloperation at Hol- Sunday night. She was taken to
3 lbs for
seen, enabling one to make an ac- list last week.
Ground
or distribute in the City of Holisnd, any milk, cream, skim milk, sour
land hospitalMonday evening. Mr. the Holland Hospital where several
diagnosis of every motor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mason, Mr. milk and/or buttermilk,which shall have been pasteurised,or as to
and Mrs. Krol formerly lived in stitcheswere taken and then re- curate
trouble. A large number of cars and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp,Eunice which the milk from which the same has been produced, has beea
turned home. Monday morning she
Zeeland.— Zeeland Record.
have already been brought in for Hagelskamp attended the Dun- pasteurised,in a plant located more than six miles from the City
lb.
reported
for
work
as
usual
in
Wm.
Last Tuesday evening Mr. ahd
a testing.
ningvillehomecoming Sunday aft- Limits of said City of Holland.
Devine's
office.
Mrs. Len Kievit and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Tanis and ernoon.
Sec. 8. Every Licensee hereundershall, before changing the
Peter Huyser of Holland and Mr.
family of Grand Rapids spent Sunlb.
Dorothy ^ilion of Grand Rap- source of Jiis supply or any portion thereof, give written notice
and Mrs. Henry I£uipers of Zeeday with relatives here.
PORT SHELDON
Ids was a guest of Florence Stan- to the Board of Health stating the exact locationof the new source
land visited Mrs. Sophia Ensing,
Dorothy Wilson is a guest at ton Saturday.
ie quantity of milk produced at such source, the number
at her home here.— Zeeland Record.
lb.
e kept, the person or persons furnishing such proposed
A group of Zeeland folk had a
Alderman and Mrs. Henry Prins steak roast at Port Sheldon lapt
new supply,and obtain the consent of said Board of Health for such
and children motored to Lansing week. The group includedMr. and
proposed change, before putting the same into effect.
today.
2 lb.
Mrs. P. Hardenburg,Mr. and Mrs.
Sec. 9. No person shall, furnish,distribute, sell or expose for
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Albert De Lloyd Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
sale, or have in his possessionwith intent to furnish,distribute, sell,
Real
Vechte, Holland route 4, a sou Smith and Miss Bernice Danielson
or expose for sale, in the City of _______
Holland,
any
milk show. —
. ,pasteurised
___ T
lb.
Young
named Norman Dale.
of Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. Maring a bacterial count above 10,000 per c.c., or any raw milk or cream
which does not fully comply with the provisionsand requirements of
Miss Adelaide Deelsnyder of tin Hardenburg and two children
Section 7 of Act No. 109 of the Public Acts of 1929 of the State
Forreston,Illinois,graduate of of Holland and Miss Peggy Waugh
lb.
Fresh Dressed
of Michigan, and amendments thereto,and with the specifications,
Hope collegelast June, has accept- of Hopkinsville,Kentucky, who Is
visiting at the home of Mr. and
rules and regulationsof the Departmentof Agriculture of the State1
ed a position as teacher of the eleMrs. L. Hall.
of Michigangoverning the production,handling, storing,transportmentary
grades
in
the
mission
lb;
Ssfy
The resort season is at its height
ing and sale of “Grade A" sold or to be sold for direct consumption;
school at Dulce, New Mexico.
just now and cottages are largely
which statutory provisions and departmental rules and regulations
The annual picnic of the North rented. The general,Bert Gebben,
THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH for “Grade A" milk are hereby adopted to determine the grade and
HOUSEHOLD
FAITH
River avenue mission Tuesday at is always ready to help things
MISSION
qualityof raw milk and/or cream which shall hereafterbe furnished,
Tunnel park was attended by about along here and always does so 27 West Eleventh Street (Upstairs) Sunday Service* and Bible School
sold, delivered, held or offered for sale in the City of Holland.
100 persons. Harry Newhousc smilingly. His place is the center Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Sanford
•t
Sec. 10. For the purpose of inspection, the Health Officer, Milk
and Andrew Berkompas were chair- of attraction.
3 lbs. for
LITERARY
CLUB
in charge.
Inspector,and the Assistants of either of them or any member of
men of the committee which arCorner
Tenth
and
Central
Ave.
2:00 p. m— Sunday school.
the Board of Health of the City of Holland, are authorizedto enter
ranged the picnic.
3:30 p. m.— Services at Kollen Rev. Richard A. Elve, Minister. any building, structure,room or premises, either within or without
EBENEZER
lb.
Rev. and Mrs. Bert Brower and
9:30 a. m.— Prayer fellowship.
park, followed by baptismal servthe corporate limits of the City of Holland, where milk, cream, akim
daughter of Orange City, Iowa, are
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship. malk, sour milk and/or buttermilk are produced for sale, distribution,
ices.
Henry H. Boeve church historian
visitingrelativesat Jenison Park.
6:30 p. m.— Sunday. Young peo- Bible expository messages every sold or held for sale and/or distribution within the City of Holland.
Mrs. Brower formerlywas Miss was in Holland callingon friends ple’s service.
Sunday morning. Come and allow The aforesaidHealth Officer, Milk Inspector, Assistantdr any member
VEAL,
Monday.
Susanna Hamelink of Holland.
7:30 n. m.— Preaching............. the Word of God to speak to your of the Board of Health,are empowered to open anv container, whether
Highest Prices Paid.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. John H. The Intermediate Christian En- Tuesday evening— Cottage pray- heart.
in transit or otherwise,containing milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk,
11:15 a. m.— Bible school.
Wedeven, Hamilton route 3, a deavor society of Ebenezer Re- er meeting.
•nd/or buttermilk,for sale, distributionand/or consumption in the
BROS., Inc.,
4:00 p. m.— Children'shour.
7:30 p. m., Thursday evening—
daughter whose name is Gladys formed church had a picnic at RivCity of Holland and take therefrom a suitable sample for examination
erside picnic grounds Tuesday aft- Preaching.
0:30 p. m.— Young people’s and analysis : provided that they shall pay therefor the current marMae.
3551
ernoon and evening. Thirty-aix 7:30 p. m.— Friday evening— meeting. An interestingtime of ket price, bxammauon
Examinationand/or analyst
analysis shall be made with such
The stork brought a son to the
the affair, which featured Bible study for young and old.
inspiration.This meeting is a help instruments and/or appliances as are in general use for that purpose
home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell attended
a bail game and a wiener roast.
to lift the burden from the heart at the time of inspection.
Nieusmer, 324 West Twenty-first
MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE of the young person.
Sec. 11. Every person using a wagon or other vehicle for the
street.
7:30 p. m.— Evening service. BeHAMILTON
sale or distribution of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or butBom to Mr. and Mrs. John Geb
A Gospel team composed of four cause of the many requests, the termilk within the City of Holland shall keep the name of the owner
ben, 48 East Sixth street, a son,
young men, all students of the pastor will repeat the sermon on thereof and the license number in plain, legible letters and figures
Kenneth Frank, by name.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyngaarden Moody Bible Institute, will have the subject:
and Lee Slotman were entertained charge of a service at the Hudson- "The Ten Commandments and not less than two inches in height upon the side of said wagon or
vehicle. The aforesaid wagon or vehicleshall be covered by ccanvas
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ville CongregationalChurch on the Christians.”
or other material adequately to protectth
the contents thereof from sun
ward Dangremond.
Should the Ten Commandmentsand dust. All wagons
Thursday evening, August 23. The
igons, vehicles and utensils used for delivery,disMr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp service will consist of vocal (in- be read in a Christian church. Is
tribution, handling or storing of milk, cream, skim milk, soar
sour mil
milk
and daughter, Eunice, Mr. and Mrs. cluding quartette numbers) and there salvation in the law Is it
ition
George Schutmaat,Mr. and Mrs. instrumental music, choruses, per- a guide of faith and practice? •nd/or buttermilk,shall at all times be kept in a cleanly conditic
_______ _
_ mfjfi
John Brink, Sr., and family, Mrs. sonal testimonies, and a brief gos- These problems which are vital to and free from any substances liable to contaminate milk or mil
John Brink, Jr., attended the Fitz- pel message. The instrumental our Christian experience, will be products. Rusty of broken cans shall not be used in the" handling,
storing, distribution or delivery of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk
gerald picnic at the Allegan county
music is supplied by a brass trio. taken up in this service.
and/or buttermilk.
[park Saturday.
Thursday
evening—
P
r
a
y
e
r
at 7:80 p. m.
Sec. 12. No person shall transfer any milk or cream intended
Bernard Voorhorst and Tom The service will begin
service. Bible message.
o
for sale, from one can, bottle or receptacle, on any street, alley or
Zeerip are enjoying a week's outCorner Nineteenth and Pine at thoroughfare, or in or upon any deliverywagon or other vehicle, or
CITY RESCUE MISSION
ling on the Kalamazoo river. The
8 o'clock.
in any place in the said City of Holland except in a creamery, milk
young men, with complete camp- Central Avenue Between Seventh
depot or enclosed premises of the customer or dealer transferring
ng and fishing outfitsin an outand Eighth
IMMANUEL CHURCH
the same.
board motorboat, expect to go up MEL TROTTER, Superintent.
70x80 Single
Sec. 13. No person shall furnish,distribute, sell or expose for
stream as far as possible.
Services
in
the
Armory,
Ninth
GEORGE TROTTER, Acting Supt.
sale, or have in his possessionwith intent to sell, for direct consumpMrs. Henry Fokhert submitted SERVICES FOR THE WBEK
Street at Central.
tion in the City of Holland, milk from which the cream is removed,
to a major operation last week,
Street meeting Saturday night
either in whole or in part, unless denoted and sold aa “Skimmed
Tuesday. Latest reports state at 8 o’clock,corner Central and
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor.
Warm and flufly
Milk" from a containeron which there shall be prominently
prominenuydisplayed
display ea
that she is recovering rapidly.
Eighth
street.
Plan
on
being
there.
Full Weight, Wash well
in plain, legible letters not less than one inchi in
in ......
height, the words,
Jake Eding, Harvey Zeerip and M;9fiion orchestra and a number of
9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting.
Ed Miscotten went to Detroit Sat- testimonies.
10:00 a. m.—
Morning worship. “Skimmed Milk." Such skimmed milk shall be produced, handled,
.— M(
70x80 Double
stored, transported and qualify strictly
.
the requirements
and
urday to see the Detroit-Cleveland FOUR SERVICES SUNDAY
Sermon, "Jesus Christ as Seen in
standards of skimmed milk for human conaumption as set forth In
ball game.
1:30 p. m.— Sunday school.
the Peace Offering."
the statutory requirements and the rules and regulationsgoveming
Mary Brink, dau
lighter of
2:30 p. m.— John LaHuis will
11:15 a. m.— Sunday school.
the^ production,handling^and^ sale thereof by the Departmentof Agriand Mrs. Martin nnk, is si
s DenuFor those chilly nights.
speak.
3:00 p. m.— Jail service.
ing a week at Kellogg Foundation
6:30
p.
m—
Young
people’s
hour.
0:30
p.
m.—
Young
people's
Extra Values for August
Sec. 14. No person shall remove from any dwelling or place
camp.
7:30 p. m.— One hour evangelis- meeting.
Hilda and Mildred Rankens arc tic service, Georjje Trotter,speak7:80 p. m.— Evening worship. in which exists any case of contagious,infectiousor communicable
disease, any bottles or other receptacleused in the sale or distribuvisitingrelatives at Kalamazoo
Sermon, “Four Gardens and Their
. Special music.
tion of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,except
this week.
Tuesday at 7:30 p. m.— Prayer Fruit."
with the permission of the Health Officer of said City, after quarCandidate
Van
Harm
of
the and praise.
Coming.
A
real
musical
treat
More than 50 percent wool
antine has been released. No person suffering from any venereal
Western seminary,preached the
p.
m.—
Bible
will
be
heard
on
Thursday
evening
>.
Bast L China cotton
or communicabledisease shall be employed to handle or shall handle
First Reformed church Sunday.
in the Armory whan Lance B. Laclass, Mel Trotter,
or come in contact with milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or
and WOOL I 7Jti)
Florence Stanton spent the weekthat wonderful letter tham and the Boys will give a Gosend with her parents at Middle- of Paul to the Romans. Great op- pel concert. The boys who are at buttermilk intended for sale or distribution in the City of Holland.
—4 pounds! PasteU
25c
25c Weekly
T*1* Health Officeror Milk Inspector of the City of
,
portunity to hear this great truth. present at the boys’ camp at Lake
—sateen bound!
Holland may condemn and/or exclude from sale and/or distribution
A special prayer and thanks- Don’t miss this week.
Buy your winter supply.You
Harbor, will give a program of
giving service was held at the
Friday at 7:30 — Service for all singing, accordion and drum selec- in the City of Holland, any milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or
wont miss the small paybuttermilk which are produced in whole or In part on premises to
First Reformed church with large young people.
tions with Mr. Latham at the piments and you’re assured of
which access, for the purpose of inspection has been refused the
audience in attendance. Sunday
ano.
Health Officer or Milk Inspector or any of their AaaistanU. ’Hte
extra Sale Values!
evening Rev. Edward H. Tanis of CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
evening— Prayei
Health Officer, Milk * Inspector,or any of their Assistants or any
Grand Rapids gave an interesting
meetings and open-air services.
Warm Friend Tavern
address.
"For the preaching of the cross member ef the Board of Health may seise and confiscateany milk,
Sunday servicesat 10:30 a. m.
cream, skim miik, sour milk and/or buttermilk sold, offered for sale
Mr. Henry Ten Brink and chil- Subject, “Soul.”
45 lb. 100 percent Colton
is to them that perish, foolishness;
dren is visiting at the home of her
Wednesday evening— Meetings but unto us which are saved, it is or possessed with intent to sell and/or distributethe same within
the City of Holland, contrary to any section of this ordinance,or the
sister, Mrs. Peter Van Houw, of every week at 8 o'clock.
the power of God."— I Cor. 1:18.
original source of supply of which is located more than ten milee
Virrinia Park.
from the City Limits of the City of Holland, and may pour out, color
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lohman,
45 lbs o! clean, new, flufiy cotor otherwise denaturize any and/or all milk, cream, skim milk, sour
and
Lohman
attended
the
ton in durable art ticking
ORDINANCE A8 DRAFTED, NOT AS PASSED; SIDE RULES miik and/or buttermilk so seized, to prevent the use of the same for
Ionia fair Wednesday.
INDICATE TWO ELIMINATIONS
food purposes.Ths Health Officer, Milk Inspector or any of their
Ear) and Harvey Monroe of
Assistants may affix or cause to be affixed to anv can, receptacleor
90 coil Oil Tempered
Holland visited their grandparents, Ordinance No ...........
vehiclecontainingany condemned milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klein, for a
CHAPTER NO. 18
and/or buttermilk,a card or tag stating that ths contents thereof
few days.
4.;
An Ordinance to regulate the production,care, sale and distribu- has been condemned and the reason therefor. Said card or tag so
Gladys Lubbers attended the
Extra Value for August Sale,
Century of Progressexposition tion of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk within attached shall be deemed due and sufficient notice of condemnation.
No milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk condemned
the City of Holland; To protect the health of the Citizensof Holland;
this week.
Deep coils, firmly anch ord
as herein provided shall be used for human food, or distributed, sold,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nykamp at- To provide for the issuingof licensesthereunder and penalties for
flexible.
tended a family reunion at Zee- the violationsof the provisionsthereof;To repeal an ordinance en- held, offered or possessedfor sale in the City of Holland. The Health
Officer, Milk Inspector and/or their usistants shall not be required
titled “To regulate the production,care, sale and distribution of milk
land last week, Thursday.
milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or butterExtra Value Inner Spring
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer and cream within the City, of Holland; and to licensedealers and
milk which shall show a temperature higher than the allowed ternand family attended the wedding vendors thereof,"passed May 21, 1930, and approved May 22. 1930,
of their niece, Ann Roeman of and all other ordinances inconsistenttherewith or contradictory pf.r,t V,1!* Permuted by this ordinance,but may condemn any and/or
all milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk showing a
Graafschap, last week, Wednesday thereto:
i Extra Comfort —
Exceptional
higher temperature than that permitted by this ordinance.
The City of Holland Ordains:
evening.
Sec. 10. Any person operating,owning or managing any hotel,
Value. Flexiblecoils upholsterSec. 1. That no person, persons, partnership,corporation,soMr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
restaurantor other place where meals and/or lunches are served who
ciety or association, shall engage in the sale, deliveryor distribution
ed with Layer felt.
shall serve, sell or expose for sale any milk, cream, skim milk, sour
of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,in the City
of Holland, without having first obtained a license so to do from the milk and/or buttermilk,shall be subject to the requirements of this
ANNOUNCEMENT
ordinance and the inspectionherein provided for. Provided, howevar,
9x12 Wardoleum
City Clerk of said City; and no person, persons, partnership, corporation,society or associationshall bring or send milk, cream, skim that no license shall be required unless milk shall be sold at wholeI wish to announce that I am a
sale or retail. Cans, bottles, crates or containers used for the sals
milk, sour milk and/or buttermilkfor sale in said City except through
candidate for re-electionas drain
or dolivervof milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,
a
licensed dealer as hereinafterprovided.
A feature of August Sale
commissioner of Ottawa county on
shall be kept in a clean conditionuntil returned to the dealer supply
the Republican ticket at the coming the same.
Sec. 2. The word "Person," shall, for the purpose of this ordiing primary electionon September nance, hereinafter be construed to include individuals, co-partnerSec. 17. Stables in which cows from which milk is obtained
11. It has been my aim while hold- ships, firms, corporations,t-ocietie#and associations.
for sale, deliveryor distribution in the City of Holland, and/or from
ing that office to economize wherewhich milk is obtained which constitutesthe source of cream, skim
Sec. 3. Before any person shall engage in the sale, deliveryor
Enameled in colors, rubber feet*
ever this was possiblewithout be
milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk are housed or confined,shall be
distribution of milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk cleaned not less than once daily. Cleaning out of manure or removal
ing harmful to the service and
backrest
feel that much has been accom- in the City of Holland, he shall make applicationto the City Clerk of bedding and litter shall be performed not less than one-half hour
plished along this line as the ex- of said City of Holland for a license for that purpose, which applicaprior to milking. Manure ana bedding and litter so removed shall
penditure thus far will indicate. tion shall be in writing, upon the form prescribed by the Board of
be removed to a point not less than thirty feet from any such stable.
Save
Priced
After Sale!
Much has been done, especiallyin Health for said City, and shall be approved by Health Officerand Said stablesshall contain not less than Five Hundred cubic feet air
space per
........
. with either cement or tight
rural districts, with the whole- the Milk and Food Inspectorof said City.
Said stables shall
be fitted
Colorful, washable Throw Rugs
Another example of
hearted co-operationof those to be
piank floors which can be properly ceiled. All
. . stables
.....
shall be white
3 for |l
Sec. 4. Said applicationshall state fully:
washed inside at least twice yearly and dust and filth shall not be
in America's
(a) The full name and place of residenceof said applicant.The allowed to accumulate.All barnyards and premises to which cows
exact location of the place or places from which said applicantobtains
greatest Furniture
have access which are kept wholly or in part for the production of
and/or intends to obtain milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk, and/or
milk or cream for sale or delivery in the City of Holland, or from
Sale) Stunning suite in
buttermilk,and the exact location of the place or places from which
the milk produced by which, is derived any cream, skim milk, sour
Wool Face
$4 Down, $5 Monthly
•aid
applicant
obtains
and/or
intends
to
obtain
and/or
in
which
is
two-tone walnut finmilk snd/or buttermilk for sale or delivery in the City of Holland,
Axminster Rugs
produced the milk and/or cream from which is obtained,manufactured
Plus Carrying Charge
shall be kept free and clean from any accumulation of manure, filth,
ish.
See
it!
•nd/or derived the. cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,,
Many, patterns, real value
barnyardsewerage or mud. The Health Officer or Milk Inapedtor
which said applicant intends to sell, deliver and/or distributein said
of the City of Holland may condemn and/or exclude from sale In the
City of Holland. (Provided:That no license shall be issued to any
City of Holland, miik or cream, and the cream, skim milk, sour milk
applicant whose applicationdisclosesthat any locationor locations
and/or buttermilk derived from milk producedon premises where
requiredto be stated in said application, by the terms of this ordinance,
the provisionsof this section are not complied with.
Sec. 18. A copy of this ordinance and a copy of the Rules and
Regulations of the Department of Agriculture of the State of Michi100 percent Pure Pennsylvania
gwi, governing the produetion,handling and sale of “Grade A” Milk
each location mentioned in said application.)
sold or to be sold for direct consumption, shall by the City Clerk of
In Your
(b) The number of cows in each herd supplying said milk, cream, this City, to each licensee under this ordinance.
Sec. 19. Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordiComplete with Tops and
dm milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk or any portion thereof.
nance, or of the rules and regulationsof the Health Officer or of the*
(c)
That
applicant
is thoroughly conversant with the laws of
per gallon
Rubber rings. Pint size
Board of Health of said City, made hereunder, shall, upon conviction,
j the State of Michiganand the rules and regulationsof the Departbe punished by a fine of not more than One Hundred Dollars($100.00),
Ward’s 100 pet Pure Golden Oil gal 39c Quart size priced, doz. 69c
it of Agriculture of the State of Michigan, govern mg^the producand costs of prosecution,or by imprisonmentin the County Jail for
not more than ninety days, or by both such fine and imprisonment,
to be sold for directionconsumption, and also with the terms and
to
at the diacretion of the Court.
risions of this ordinance,and except
excel in the case of application for
Every Housewife
;
12 inch Cast Iron Oval
Sec. 20. An Ordinance entitled “To Regulate the Production.
sell skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk only, said
Care, Sale and Distributionof Milk and Cream within the Cit
ition shall also state that said applicanthas a thorough knowlHolland; and to License Dealers and Vendors Thereof " being
of proper paateorisatton.
ter No. 18 of the General Ordinances of the City of Holland
(d) The manner
•oner in which said applicant intends to dispose of
same is compiled in “An Ordinance to Revise, Amend, ReExtra Value Gray Enamel pieces
With Self Basting Cover
said milk, cream,
i, skim milk, sour milk and/or buttermilk,and the
sohdate and Compile the General Ordinances of tha City
to Provide Penalties for Violationsthereof,«nd to Re
location of the place where he propoeet to conduct aaid business,if
BORCK
same'ihall be fixed.
nances thereof, and to Repeal all Ordinances and Parts
Save Your Floor
12 inch
Sec. 5. The fee charged for the license herein provided for in Conflict Herewith, Passed by the Common Council c
benefittedthrough
ough 8service as this shall be; For selling milk, cream, skim milk, sour milk and/or butter- Holland, May 21, 1930, and Approved May 22, 1930,
pealed.
to the office of drain com- milk from wagon or other vehicle,$S.OO for each vehicle; from a
V,
Sec. 21. This Ordinance is hereby
dairy, creamery or milk plant, $5.00 for each location;for selling
i especially true in water from the house or when deliveredby
hand, at the rate of $1.00 for Chapter 18 of “An Ordinance to Reviae,
Ward’.
For Broiling or Frying
..... Certified Quick
‘
in through the dam sys- euehcow owned or^kept for the supplying of milk or any^milkprod
date and Compile the General “ “
uct,
always received the
r ^Violations
mu — 9Ma: Provide P(
tance and cow iTwnw j
work throughout
which I am moat
used by the board of health

week.

News

Local

Bros.. Inc.

a

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY

25c
10c
7c
14c
25c
IOC
14c
8c
25c
55c

Hamburger

Beef Pot Roast
Boiling Beef

Pork Roast

Frankfurters
Beef Liver

Chickens
Pig Hocks

Salad Dressing

^

sSc®.

Coffee

Veal Shoulder

Roast

. mw

________

OF

WOMANS

IZV2C

LAMB, CHICKENS

BUEHLER

HOLLAND,

MICH.

PHONE

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

Ad»

b

There’s Values Galore, in Ward’s

-

August Blanket Sale
Blankets

__

_

-

AQc

5% Wool

1

with

Blankets

$1.39

CampBlaiiketl.29

~ '

LAY-AWAY PLAN

..

ville.

Down

a
k

Saturday

Mattress $5*4$

Ed

*

|

11

Springs $5*4$

^..l***.

Mattress

11.88

Rugs

$5.39

Metal Stool

88c

3-Piece Suite

Plaid RugS

1

35c

Now!

I

1

Up

cow,

^
S

value

brow Rugs

.....

38.88

avings on Every-day Needs in the Basement

Ull
I

Own

o5C

'

FRUIT JARS

M

Needs

laster 89c

Enamelware

GREASELESS

Skillet

£

75*

^

4o

39c

7

; ,

|

i

n

N.-Umj.™

.

cTtjTbS

~

it*

7

*

^Wnitf;11
HillHI

|

not be

T1TTr*
'

a

HOLLAND MEN TO DRILL
FOR OIL NEAR ALLEGAN

THE HOLLAND CITY
STATE BANK

lobe •

Has Been Approved by the
3ur next meeting will be held
Our band has another feather to
on September 12. That la a long stick in their hata. They took part
way off but some folks have such in the parade at Grand Haven last
full programs that we give the no- week; jn fact, two parades, one
tice anyway.
to get in line and then back past

Federal Housing Administrator
Make Loans Under

As an Institution Eligible to

the Provisions of the National

the crowds.

Housing Act—

The members of the post and
their ladies are invited out to the
Scout camp at Doc Westrates (just
north of Lakewood Farm), Friday
evening. The Scout* are putting on
a program, something along the
line of a formal opening of their
camp. If possiblerun out for an
hour or so.

AND
18

NOW READY TO LOAN MONEY

for Altera-

Improvements,on Property to
persons qualifying under the Act.

tions, Repairs and
those

bins. The tug was docked a few nual convention Aug. 21,' 22 ana
feet from the Barn. Workmen in- in First ChristianReformed Church
spected the building yesterday and at Englewood, III. A. 8. DeJong
De Vries and Den Bleyker of reported no damage to the founda- is president.Speakers will include:
Holland expected machinery fori tions.
R$v. J. Gresham Machen, profesdriving an oil well one mile north
Chief of Police Lawrence DeWitt, sor in Westminster Theological
of Allegan to arrive this week to formerly of Holland,conferredwith Seminary; Dr. William H. Jellema
begin operations of drilling for oil Mr. Merti, his local captain, Al- of Calvin College;Rev. P. A. Hoekin the county.They now have about bert Dutcher, who was engaged in tra of Cicero, 111.; Dr. Ralph Stob,
4,000 acres leased near the site trap net Ashing off this port, and president of Calvin College; and Large
where they expect to drill, it was with John Howard, of Harbor Rev. John Weidenaar of Peoria,
learned. De Vries was one who Beach, who has two boats and con- 111. A chalk talk wlli be given by
Colgate’sSoaps 2 bars
headed the drilling in Pingree park siderable gear at Grand Haven for Dorothy Van Kampen.
some time ago. There the drillers trap net Ashing. He reported the
went through two formations of oil investigation would continue.Local
GHOST SHOW AND MIMIC Lux Soap 4
bearing strata, but expect to go steamboat inspectorssaid they had
WORLD '
deeper in their new drillings.
p° jurisdiction in the case.
Cause of the explosion is deAThere are two ads in this paper Prince Albert or
nitely believed to have been a
Uynamite Blamed
charge of dynamite. City police from the Holland theater. One is
in Fish Boat Blast have 12 feet of fuse which was on page 1, section2. It’s a ghost
Grangers Tobacco
found in a nearby scow. Fisher- story. The ad tells all about it.
iGrand Haven city police con- men aboard one of the Howaid The other one is on page 2 of the
Itinued investigation of the ex- boats stated they heard a boat ap- second section, picturinga bevy of
plosion Thursday night which proaching shortly before the blast. beautiful girls from the “Mimic
World.” It’s an unusual stage rewrecked the iibiuiik
fishing boat
wai Rosalie!
vue. Manager Carley is putting
Claire owned by Clarence Merti of CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS PLAN
nogers
over some great productions in his
ENGLEWOOD, «ILL, MECTING theaters
here. It would be well
The blast also did considerable
to read about this "midnight show”
damage to the Barn, local dance
and the “Mimic World” also. There
pavilionowned by Nathaniel RobCor. River and 8(h St.
are full details.

• •

•

They lacked just a point or two
of winning the trophy. The judges
noticed one or two of the boys out
of step. That is the first we knew
of any gobs in our band.

The auxiliary is

collecting

jams

and jellies to be distributedamong
the needy of Holland. If you promised them any or have a glass or
two for them call 9646 or 3326 and
And while we are thinkingabout it will be picked up.
it, may be it wouldn’t be such a bad
, • • * .
idea to take out a watermelonor
The Van Tongerens are living in
a jar of fruit, or a couple glasses
their cottage on the Lake Shore.
of jam for the boys. Not to change
Guess well have to get the gang
their usual diet, but just to increase
to go out and have a house warmthe larder.
ing.

THE HOLLAND CITY

bars

-

I

nosaue

City.

warn

sANMtn«'t«

A LOT/wA NICKEL!

A

.frvl&'Z:

LOT/«A DIME!

-a

.

busy day Wednesday, which was

not only the monthly time limit on
light bills,but also the time limit
originallyset for the payment of
taxes. The amount paid in Wednesday was $68,166.38, making the
total amount of taxes paid to date
$171,278.84,Mr. Steggerdastates,
or about 48 per cent of the total
amount of taxes.

The board of directors of the
local Lions club and chairmen of
various club committees will meet
today. Friday, at a 6:30 o’clock
plate luncheon in the Warm Friend
Tavern. Club activitiesfor the
coming year will be planned at the

Lanning’s Market
Eighth

152 East

••

Peanuts 10c

lb

Beef Roast Center Chuck Cuts 10c lb
Rib

Meat

Pot

Roast

Roast

Bone

Drift a Uttla—

-

a

EE WHAT
CENTS WILL

New Model

lb

5c
Black Pepper Lt; X 5c
Brown Sugar
* 5c
Hershey’s Syrup £-2. 5c

weekly shoot at the Holland Rifle
two tying for first place
with perfect scores of 50. L. E.
Hall was next high with a score'
of 49. The scores this week are
Bud Prins 60, H. Prins 60, L. E.
Hall 49, John Jonkers 45, Russel1

APEX WASHER

Let

Dyke 45, Kenneth Woldring 45,
Don Prins 44„ Frank Smit 43, John
Danieison 43, John Klein 42, William Dyken 42, John Kammeraad
42, Sam Althuis 42, James Westveer 42, Russell Kleis 43, Ed Land,wehr 41, Larry Kobes 40, Lloyd
Cobb 40, Fred VanSlooten 40,
Clarence Becker 89, Ted Wyma 39.
o

-

1 Block South of Hospital

LORTIN FARM PRODUCTS

FIRST

0
1

KOOLI

of Post Office

Rev. T. G. Brownlow, Minister
Parsonage:69 West Tenth Street

Heavy Cream Pints 22c

Heavy Cream

Vfe

Only

Pint 12

MEATS

$4950

Terms $1.00 Down

Beef Roast, lb 12c
All Beef Steaks 20c lb

Your Old Washer

Rib Meat, lb 9c

Traded

In

Pork Chops lb 20c

Office Phone 2755
10:00 a. m. — Morning worship
with sermon. Special music. Sermon, “Walking with God.”
11:30 a. m. — Bible school. Classes
for all ages.
6:30 p. m.— Epworth League.
7:30 p. m. — Vesper service. A
short helpful service. Special music. Sermon, "Another Great
Chapter of the Bible." Dr. Brownlow will preach at both services.
Come with us and we will do
thee good for the Lord hath spoken
good concerning Israel.”

STORY ABOUT AN OVERALL

Pork Steak lb 17c

MASS

Pork Roast lean 17c
Bologna or Large Frankfurters 10c

Furniture Co.

WE CARRY A FULL UNE OF FARM PRODUCTS

CORN

c'

.......

Nc.1

DO

GREAT THINGS

BAR y^pw 3 IMOc
LIMA BEANS "itl £ 10c
STRING

BEANS

Hershey’s

10c

C

10c

5c Q Salad Dressing
5c [ | Peanut Butter

10c

[]

10c

10c

SLICED

BEEF

10c

10c

COOKIES

10c

10c

Wax

10c

Apple Butter ‘frM 10c

10c

Canvas

Beans cTXa,b V 10c

Gloves

10c

FRESH MICHIGAN MAID

Butter

2

57

»

“St«y» iwe*t” wrapped — for your protaction.

CALO DOG FOOD

An

overall seems rather an unusual thing to write a story about,
but H. D. Lee pictures them elsewhere in this issue filled wit “cupid's darts,”telling the fine points
of a pair of overalls. Fifty reasons are given as to the value of
one pair of overall*. That ought
to cover the subject and the over-

.

VINEGAR cMu
TOMATOES £?£

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

West Tenth Street Half Block West

Heavy Cream Quart 40c

.
SPINACH

Ncw,i.o»..uc.‘

A DIME WILL

BIG

’**.

AID

SARDINES

PEAS

CHURCH
Butter 2 lbs 59c

.....

™

Two young men of Zeeland
launched into business this week
when Bert Kraak and John Roels
formed a co-partnershipin trucking
and the sale of coal, locating theii
business headquarters at the Kraak
place on North State street Mr.
Kraak had been in the trucking
business for about one year.

Dozeman &GE0CERY
MARKET

FIVE
BUY

SAL SODA ^

Herman Prins and hi* son, Bud,
again took first honor* in the

-

649 Michigan Ave.

actively

club, the

13c lb

- 13c

Saw

Announcing

. 8clb

•

Pork Steak, Round
Pork

5c lb

-

Gerrit Van Coeveringof Grand
Haven, a candidate for nomination
for state representative on the
Democratic ticket is making an
active campaign in Holland. Mr.

engaged in Democratic politic* for
session.
a number of years and is a leader
in the young Democratic moveAt the meeting of the Demo- ment. He has been connected with
cratic club of Holland township, the Grand Haven Daily Tribune
held Wednesday evening, George and other newspapers. He also
Tubbergen was elected chairman; has been on the editorial staff of
Floyd Kraai was named secretary, The Michigan Sportsman. He is
now studying law in the office of
Charles E. Misner of Grand Haven.

Special for Saturday
Fresh Roasted Jumbo

The steamer Huron ran into port
yesterday landing at the Harrington docks where a cargo of 5,000
tons of coal was unloaded for local
merchanU. This makes the total
shipment of coal to arrive here by
steamer more than 11,600 tons in
the past month.

Van Coevering has been

KEN-

L-

3

RATION
12

Cim

!l25c

3i“25c

97c

DOGGIE DINNER

i

on,23c

l2Ca»t?c

Anyway John Kobes at
Lokker-Rutgers,Holland, points
to this advertisement with pride.
This story is continued in an announcement elsewhere in this isalls, too.

sue, picturing the overalls as well
as the reasons for its existence.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO OUR DEPOSITORS
TIME CERTIFICATES “D” AND “E” CALLED
for

payment

AUGUST
The
due

directors of the

27,

as of

1934

Zeeland State Bank

to increasinglyfavorable liquidity of our

are

100% Pvt
PtMijImit

glad to announce that

Bank Assets

to a point con-

PENN-RAD MOTOR OIL

siderablybeyond reserve requirementa, this Bank has been authorized to
call for

payment and make

Certificate Series “D”

two remaining Time

available to depositorsthe

O

and “E” not otherwise due until 1937 and 1938

A

totalling

$466,000.00
Thi* additionalrelease pay, in full in lourteen months the Time
1933 totallini $1,250,000.00 paytble over

KROGER

Certificates issued on June 26,

s five year period and islikewiaeautomaticallycovered by Federal

Interest will cease on Series “D” and “E" on the

call

Gerrit
date unless re-

deposited in our regular Savings Department.

MEAT

Van Coevering
Candidate for Nomination for

wm# Stole
C.

QUALITY

Deposit

Insurance as provided by National Banking Act of 1933-

I.

Bank
DenHerder, President

gallon
CAN

State
Representative
OTTAWA COUNTY DISTRICT
Democratic Ticket

^irLn

1M4

VALUES

24c

79c

Pecks Drug Store

and Raymond Bultema was elected
treasurer of the new organisation.
The milk ordinance as drafted Plans for the coming fall election
but not as passed, is found com- were also discussed.The next
meeting of the townshipclub will
plete on page 3 of this section.
be held at the town hall at which
time a speaker versed in agriculCity Treasurer Steggerda had a
tural problems will be secured.

Member Federal Reserve System

lie

—

LOCAL NEWS

STATE BANK

-

30c

PLUS
«r FEDERAL

TAX

SUNBRITE

STEAKS
BEEF RIBS F*

RIB

oih.

13c

ik 15c
vn.7c

i.u»t ..................

BOIUNSBEEF
ROLLED

^

3

ww.

ROAST

n.

............

a.«. c*,

ik

5e

I5e

mmm
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TUESDAY MIDNIGHT SHOW AT

Hand

11:30 P.

M.

Mrs. Diekema

Admi-ion— AH 8ctu 35c
One PerformanceOnly

After our Regular Evening

Number 34

Show

Becoming School Minded

To Be Director

GRAVELING STARTED ON
M-50 SPUR FROM US-ll TO
LAKE SHORE, IS REPORT

K.

KOLLEN

At a meeting of the Ottawa
county road commissionand com-

Mrs. Gerrit J. Diekema, widow of
the late G. J. Diekema of this city
nd United States ministerto The
Netherlands, who has been social
director of Betsy Barbour house
at the University of Michiganin
Ann Arbor for the past three years,
was in Grand Rapids Saturday and
Sunday to bid goodbye to her many
friends prior to leaving today for
Palo Alto, California,where ahe
will assume directorshipof Roble
hall, woman’s dormitoty, at Leland
Stanford university. She was the
house guest of Mrs. William Alden
Smith, College avenue, southeast,
Grand Rapids.
As directorof Roble hall, Mrs.
Diekema will have charge of the
activities of the freshmen women
and she will also join the staff of
Mary Yost, one of the most outstanding women’s deans in the
country.
Her only motive in leaving Michigan, where she has many friends
and delightful associations and
where she has lived all her life
with the exception of the time she
spent In The Netherlands, U to
take advantage of a more responaible positionwith a larger future.
She is a graduate of. the University of Michiganand preceding
her marriage was head of Oie
English department of Highland
Park High school, Detroit She
was also president and secretary
of the state conference of teachers
of English.
On her return from The

BAMS
Miiunic
Midnight

Men

On Roads

GEORGE

HADJI

Relief

LEAVES ANN ARBOR TODAY.

ACCOMPANIED BY MRS.

WZ^WUIOGOM!

Use

Of Koble Hall

,

ONSTAGE

County Will

mittee of good roada of the board
of supervisors held in the court
house at Grand Haven, unanimous
action was taken to employ men
from the welfare lista on county
road projects.
The two boards acted jointly upon

the recommendationof the road

commission that the $10,000 which
was re<Tuested by the board of superviaorsto be used in the support
6E&/
of welfare this winter be expended
VOULOAT
[COM OR
through the road commissionfor
road work.
iTWUNNYl
The lists will be supplied
iv \T HIT
through the welfare commission,
the commission to pay for the labor. Carl T. Bowen, road engineer, stated today that the $10,000
would probably be increasedaa the
winter season wore on and the demand was sufficientto make further expendituresthrough welfare.
John DePree, assistantcounty
welfare executive,and two men,
Kngineer McCrea and SuperintenFEATURES OF THE SEANCE WILL
TABLE RAPPING
dent Wagg from the state welfare
department,were in conference
with the county engineer and were
entirely satisfiedthat
commission be allowed to handle
the funds to be expended. It it
believed that the long experience
of Mr. Bowen, and the road commission in handling work of this
kind will be very advantageous.
The road commission has spent
fOwniu. w. a. o.
thousands of dollars in welfare
work, long before there was any
assistancegiven through federal,
Woman’s League, of which she was
state aid, it is said.
Mrs. Diekema began work
NEW INVENTION
the first president.
Mr. Bowen reported that grading
university on her master’s
DOG’S BARKING SAVE^ HOME
FOR FISHERMEN
She left Ann Arbor today (Frion M-50, which is the west spur
in English literaturewhich __
MADE BY ALLEGAN MAN of the eoncrete highway leading
completed in 1933. She also took day), by motor, accompanied by
Fred Lohuis, living on rural
the late Mr. Diekema’s sister, Mrs.
from Grand Rapids, west, is comcourses
in
personnel
work
and
The Combined Thrilh of
route No. 2, a mile east and a
Carl A. Warner, county clerk, pleted and graveling started topsychology.Mrs. Diekema was at George Kollen of Holland, Vernon half mile north of the airport north
“FRANKENSTEIN;" "DRACU*
ranks now as probably the great- day. This addition to the present
one time a member of the Holland TenCate of Holland, and Kerl
LA” AND “DR JEKYLL & MR.
of the city, was rudely awakened est fisherman in Allegan county, if
highway forms an important new
High
school faculty shortly after Belber of Blacksburg, West VirHYDE"
at midnight last Thursday by the
her
graduation from the Univer- ginia. Her itinerarywill include barking of his dog. Upon investi- not in the entire district, resulting highway which will Up the resort
DONT MISS IT!
from his newest triumphs.
the Black Hills, Yellowstone and
section and afford a direct route
sitv of Michigan.
gation he found his car in flames,
Warner’slatest contribution to for many resort owners with propDuring the ten years she made Glacier National parks, the Ca- and but for the immediate assisther home in this city Mrs. Diekema nadian Rockies,Vancouver, Vic- ance of neighbors who came to his piscatorial scienceis the invention erty on the south Lake Michigan
was known for her interest and toria and finally San Francisco, aid the garage and barn adjoin- of a little gadget which fastens on shore about eight miles south of
the side of the boat to hold the this city. The werk was held up
rty miles from
activity in church and civic proj- which is only
ing and the home might also have
rod and reel, letting the line drop for a while by a walk-out of the
ects. While here she helped to or- Palo Alto.
been destroyed by fire. As it was
over into the water. The new fas- truek owners for several days. Folganize the Ottawa county health
all the buildingswere saved. The
tener is hailed by many experts aa lowing the adjustment the work
unit and was instrumental in the LOCAL HORSE SHOW TO BE
damage to the car was estimated
a long-awaitedadvancement in has progressed rapidly and the
organization of the Hope college
PUT ON IN BIG WAY AT
at $125.
fisherman’slore aa it is now pos- road will soon be in cc
condition for
CASTLE PARK AUG. 30
sible to fish with a minimum of travel.
effort on the part of the fisherman
Holland’sannual horse show will HADJI BABA’S MIDNIGHT
SAMPLE PLATES AkRIVE
who can now read a magazine or
Uke place at Castle Park ThursSPIRITUALISTIC SEANCE
day, August 30, at 2 o’clock. ProAND GHOST SHOW doze off quietly in bliss.
A sample of the new automobile
Although Warner already has
ceeds of the show will be for the
license plates to be used in Michicrippledchildren’s fund, sponsored
The most mystifying, unearthly many inventionsto hia credit, it is gan next year has been receivedby
by the Holland RoUry club. and bewildering stage show ever understood that he is still working
CWka Kirchen of OtUwa Beach P^ntod in thip city cornea to the on hia greatest hope-a gadget to County Clerk William Wild*. The
and Holland, W. L. Eaton of Wau- Holland theater Tuesday night for automaticallyland fish after Jay platoa are black with lemon colored lettering. The licensenumkazoo, Carter Brown of Castle a special midnight performancehave been hooked.
bers appear at the top of the plate
Park, Mrs. Roy Nobel of St. Louis only— starting at 14:80 p. m.—
with the word Michigan underand Miss Marian Carter of Chi- when Hadji Balia’s Suiritualistic HIS BOAT CAPSIZES,
neath. This is the reverse of the
PORT SHELDON MAN
cago compose the committee in and Seance and Ghost Snow will he
charge of the annual event.
DIES IN PIGEON LAKE order this year. Henry Prlns in
the offering. It deals as the title
Holland also has a sample of the
suggests with the deep, dark mysLABOR DAY CELEBRATION teries of the unknown— and patrons Grover Smith, 41, of rural route new plate.
TO BE HELD AT HAMILTON may rest assured of seeing some- No. 1, West Olive, believedto have
WIFE OF EBENEZER PASTOR
thing entiuly out of the ordinary, suffered a heart attack,was dead
GIVEN BIRTHDAY SURPRISE
Hamilton is getting ready for a something over whidi mere man when his body was recovered from
big Labor Day celebration. The has no crntrol, anu is not of this Pigeon Lake, Port Sheldon townMrs. J. F. Schortingbuis, wife
local community welfare is putting earth.
ship, seven minutes after he fell
forth every effort to make the celWe solemnly warn you that any- from his rowboat. Smith had of Rev. Schortinghuis, pastor of
ebration this year bigger and bet- thing may happen, therefore, when started to row from Ebel’a land- EbenezerReformed church, was
ter than ever before. It has been the lights
ghis are lowered mid a spt.
spec- ing across the lake to his home, pleasantly surprised Friday evean annual event for many years tral glow of unearthly light, if a when the boat overturned. Charles ning when friends gathered at the
artd attracts hundreds of people cold, clammy hand settles itself up- Lbels, who saw the mishap, recov- parsonage, tha occasion being her
from far and near. It has really on your shoulder— be calm. Don’t ered the body. Coroner Gilbert birthday. Mrs. Schortinghuis was
become a homecoming day for for- get excited — it may be only a VandaWater who, with Deputy 'presented with a birthday cake in
a cake box and also a purse.
mer residents and friends.
Overalls made of Genuine Jelt
friendly spirit, oarthbound and Sheriffs Tony Groeneveld and Peter
Guests includedMr. and Mrs. Ed
The activities will begin with a helpless,striving for communica- Wiersum, was called to the scene,
Denim have many and exclusive special
ball game in the forenoon on the tion. If he brings you face to face said there was no water in Smith’s Boeve and children,Mr. and Mrs.
Coca! diamond with one of the with the supernatural, don’t be lungs and that he believed Smith John Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
features.
Kortering and baby, Mr. and Mrs.
strong Michigan teams. A splen- afraid.
was the victim of a heart attack.
Cornelius Dykhuis,Mr. and Mrs.
did program of music and speakIt
is
a
seance
for
thinking
peoNo
inouest
was
considered
necesEach feature is marked by an indicator.
ing is planned for the afternoon ple— therefore, the management sary. Besides his widow, Smith is G. Oonk, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Vanand evening. A program of sports has placed a ban on all children survived by three children, Sylvia, den Belt, G. H. Boeve, Mr. and
Lee Dealers are displaying samples of
has been arranged at the close under 12 and ladies must be ac- Roger and Bud. Smith recently was Mrs H. H. Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. J.
these overalls marked with indicators.
of the afternoon program. There companiedby male escort to gain injured in a cavein on a road C- Van Ueuwen, Mr. and Mrs. H.
H. DeWitt, Mr. and Mrs Augustine
will be many added attractionson admission.There will be a nurse project.
For your own protection accept no subDe Witt, and the Rev. and Mra.
the grounds and coupon tickets and doctor present to administer
Funeral services were held on Schortinghuisand family,.
stitute. Insist upon the only Overall
will be given with canteen ticket to those who cannot stand the
Monday at 1 o’clock at the home
purchases
for
which
valuable
strain.
with all these features and purchase
of Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Kline of
priaes will bo presentedduring
Aside from this uncanny, un- West Olive, rural route 1, and at 2 HOLLAND TOWNSHIP MEET
them only from the store who has one
the evening program to the hold- earthly stage performance the
o’clock at the Seven Day church of
ers of winning numbers.
managementhas arranged for a God in Port Sheldon township. The attention of all farmers livof the sample overalls on display markThe place where all former cele- special screen feature entitled Burial was in Vandenbcrg ceme- ing in Holland township is called
to the meeting scheduled by Couned with indicators.
brations have been held, now known “The Ghost,” which, by the way,
tery in Park township.
ty Agricultural Agent L. R. Aras Sal’s Grove, is an ideal location, is a spine-tingling,
blood-curdling
nold at the Hollane Township hall
two blocks east of the main high- thriller featuring the outstanding PARENTS ARREST
Indicators pointing to features may be
on Monday ev®ing. August 20,
way with plenty of room and share. film star, Boris Karloff.
SON FOR THEFT when the subject of shortage of
different in color or different shapes
It will be a day and night of celebe discussed.
bration.
but only Lee Overalls are so marked.
The twelfth annual reunion of A rather unusual case came to feed will----o
the descendantsof Fn.nc Kam- light August 4 when the parThe Mis«es Ethel, Anna and Joy meraad was held recently at Pina
Finish
Grading
on
ents of Tony Zastawnik, route 4,
Laideiu, 394 College avenue, were Lodge. Mrs. John Bolhuis Vanden
Allegan, signed a complaint before
M-50 to Lake Road
joint hostesses at a miscellaneous Brink, #5 years old, and Ben KamThread Riveted
Laga Pul Cat
DonMa loam
Mmm Baak Packet
CatM ftrttm B«l«
Justice Cook for the arrest of their
At Ivory Strain Point
Want Bind
Ho Ida BibSocura
shower Saturday evening, given in meraad, age 79, last survivors of
GUlTaar Out
Lockad with Snap FaaUatr
son on a charge of stealing ten
Grading has been completed on
Roomy Sab
Robforcod Rip Pockata
honor of Miss Anne Meengs, who the Fran: Kammeraad family, were
Pocket Opening!
Saca-Laae Pocket
Pencil Packet
bushels of wheat from their gran- the extension M-50 from US-31 to
Want Bind
Went Wear Out
will be a bride this month.
Doubled and Reinforced
VeJuablceCan’t Fafl Out
among the 150 relatives present.
Friction-Lock Holder
ary. Zastawnik was apprehended the lake shore road, Carl T. Bowen,
SMa Pacing
Three Baauw
Anolhcr Memo-Book Pockat Deop Teagk Pocket*
Strong and Handy
when he attempted to dispose of county engineer, reportedtoday.
Wont
Tear Loon
From Fly to Crotch
Genuine Boat Ball CJoth
Behind Watch Pocket
Larga Cap Faatmmr
the grain. On being questioned he Gravel will be placed on the road
Shield Shape Pocket
Long Cratch Facha
Three Flat Beam*
showed the officershow he had next week and within a short time
Cant-Raet Snap Paatenor
xaMve on Ln Overall* On Back of ail Buttona
Won't Bind
Wont Up Out
Good for lift of Garment
filled ten sacks with straw and it will form a much need approach
Thread-RivetedFly
buried them in the remaining wheat to the lake front from Grand RapSafetyWatch Pocket
Won’t Tear at Bottom
Watch Can’t Fall Out
so that the granary would remain ids via M-50.
WMa Lap
Cut-On Fly
full and the loss would not be disThread Rirota
The good roada committee of the
Wide Bottom*
jpr
Can’t Rip Loon
At Evtry Strain Point
covered. He pleaded guilty to a board of supervisorsand the road
R«*i-P reefed
Won't Ravel
Knurled.
If
raped
Mil
Wont Ruat or Toar Off n. nattSB
Root-Proofed,Two-Prong
4-in-l Shield Packet
charge of larceny before Justice commission met in joint session
Can't SUp
Fly Buttona
Exclude* on Lo* Overall*
Cook and was sentenced to serve Monday to discuss placing welfare
Sp«ed Right- Won't dap
Hinged Looue
Hidden Seem (Eideelre)
Pena- Pitt las Bib
Pocket* Bath Soraai
twenty-fivedays in the county jail. labor on county road projects. The
Ruat-Proofed
Locke Bib to Body
SpecialPBon
^«T ft
Conform* to Body Shape
commissionhas been called or to
Safa and
Badb Cratch
Box Stay
Match Packet
GRAND HAVEN B. P O E
employ labor as its contributionto
^ExduaTm on Ln OvaraQa Ml Length
Want Btad
Cuta Down Fly Opaniag
Whora it Ought to B#
$2,000 MORE OF BONDS welfare instead of turning over a
At a business meeting of the lump sum from its funds. Mr.
Grand Haven Elks directors last Bowen thought some labor might
night $2,000 in bonds on the Elks be used to cut weeds and grass
Manufactured and Guaranteed by
building were retired. The Elks alongside the highways instead of
have never defaulted on interest, employing mechanical means. Other
bonds, nor deferred a payment county projects are at stagea where
during the entire time the bonds little hand labor is needed.
have been in existence. This record has been kept up through the AVERAGE COW° EATS
years of the depression and is con140 POUNDS DAILY
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sidered quite remarkable. The
bonds pay 6 per cent interestand
How much grass can a cow eat?
are held generally by local peo- The Huntley farm experiment staP'* and Elks club members.
tion tested a
.. ----jpLfcoify
by
“ ‘ '
Holstein
The issue was for $60,000 made weight and found ahe consumed
when the new building was con- 218 pounds of green pasture in a
structed. The regular retirement
' J day, but the average cow
of the bonds has reduced the ineat only 140 pounds.
debtedness to about $87,000 it was
reported by one of the members to-

Nil

Services at the Central Park
chape! next Sunday will be eonducted by Rev. John Vander Ploeg
of New Era. There will also be
special music.

GRAND HAVEN THEN,
TODAY SHOWN ON MAP

Our local limb of the law — Hon.
Hon was made by Mr. P. G. Lundin,
Dimes and Waitresses $1,001 A1
Un^ Mr. and Mrs. Robert
kTURE PJ
assistantstate club leader: L. R. Theodosius Wade — has a vegeland.
Arnold, county agriculturalagent table garden that la the pride of
(ChicagoAthfencow)
is confined
Mrs. Tom Ver
Joe Nejera of Grand
and local club leaders at the an- the neighborhood and a thing of
to h«r home with "hosi
been intnSfd with $1,000
Miss CUr« Coburn, a missions^ nual county elimination contest beauty. He has produced the very
A dime ia not * lot of money, of Arabian
Mrs. Fred Ensiink railed ft the
ian costumes which will be
in India for several years, who is held at the county farm. The fol- earliest of good things and, even in
hut it may be an excellentbaromlowing
boys
were
selected
for
the
this
dry
weather,
the
spot
has
been
worn in the Arabian section of the home of her brother and sister,
about to return to the foreign field
eter of business.
big Centennial parade this FHday Mr. and Mrs. Nick Timmer, of
after a furlough spent at the home Landing trip: L. Schmidt, B. good to look upon because of good
A waitress ia not usually consid- morning aa one of the biggest Grand Rapid*.
of her parent*,Mr. and Mrs. Seth Kwiatkouski, A. Baldwin, V. John- care. — Fennville Herald.
ered an expert on political econ- events of the four-day celeb!
Mr. Timmer had the misfortune
• • •
bration.
Coburn of Hudsonville, was hon- son, all from Marne; M. Henry, A.
<yny. But jier views on recovery Mr. Neiem was given custody of of breaking his arm while at work.
Hambleton,
G.
TerAvest
from
CooThe
annual
picnic
of
supervisors
ored at a pot-luck dinner at the
may be nearer to the facta than the clothing by friends in Grand
Mr. and Mrs. John Brink and
wm be
ur iiciu
and luuuvy
county wimcia
ofneera will
held Hi
in
home of Mrs. Ross Vander Wall pers ville; A„ Kelly, Coopers ville; «uiu
those of an entire brain tmt.
ly enl
Frederick
Bush,
Robinson
townRapids
and
the
array
will
make
the
county
park,
Lake
Michigan,
on East Main Street, Zeeland.Miss
Thus, it ia pleaaing to note that
Will Roon Sunday evening.
Coburn works in connection with ship, and Elwood McMillan, Allen- today. It will be a basket dinner. the waitresses in many of our res- one of the colorful units in the
dale township; B. Westrateand T. All Allegan County officere,superparade.
Mrs. Mildred Vander Wall De Vries
tauranta report that prosperity is
OLIVE CENTER
The little son of Albert Meerxo
in India and several relativesof Modderman, Coopersville. Thirty- visors,past and present, together
very
much
in
evidence,
because
the
six boys were present at the county with other county employees, are
will be dressed in one of the smallMrs. De Vries were at the party.
dime has replaced the nickel aa a est costumes to be given a promThose present included: Mrs. A. farm to receive instructions in invited. '
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gelderson
inent place in the section and he and children from Grand Haven
Vander Wall, Mrs. S. Roelofs, Mrs. crop diseasesand trainingin judgThis
small
fact
does
not
look
iming. Field trios were made in the
The annual convention of the
will be accompanied by another visitedat the home of Mrs. Louis
Clarence Vander Wall, Mrs. R.
posing compared with the charts,
Brummel, Miss Isla Brummel, Mrs. forenoon at which time effectsof Allegan Old Time Band Players’ graphs and statisticsthat the brain tiny tot.
Bokker Tuesday evening.
disease were noted. In the after- Associationwill be held in Allegan
o
M. Kremer of Forest Grove; Mrs. noon the leaders set up classesof
Mr. and Mrs. James Murray who
trusters put out.
Sept
9,
John
Tiefenthal,
president
R. B. Stillwell, Mrs. J. Tigelaar,
ZUTPHEN
have been staying at the home of
corn, wheat, beans and potatoes. of the organisation which lists
But,
remembering
the
result*
of
Mrs. A. Huirengaand Mrs. Alyn
Mrs. Eva Brady this summer have
Each boy was to score the differRynbrandtof Jamestown; Mrs. J. ent exhibits and the twelve who man? prominentmusicians as its brain trust predictions,we think!
returnedto their home at CooMrs.
William
Koopman
and
Almembers, announced this week. well pin our faith to the dimes and
.,Kole and Mrs. J. St. John of Holshowed best ability were selected Every year this group of 25 or so the waitresses when it comes to] vin called on Mrs. Corneal Patmos persville.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bartels
land.
to go to the college. Similar selecof Forest ' Grove, who is being motored
• • •
musicians who were members of judging "conditions."
with Mr. and Mrs. Levi
tions arc made in other counties. Allegan bands more than a decade
cared for at the home of Mr. and
The Overisel Tigers scored their Winners will be selected August
Money talks; so do waitresses
Bartels to Indiana a few days and
Mrs.
Joe
Ripma
of
Grand
Rapids
fifth straight victory Friday eve- 17-18 to form state teams who will ago meet in Allegan just prior to and so do brain trusters.
visited at the home of their broth,
The difference is that money and Friday.
ning by blankingthe Bentheim judge at the state fair. A state the holding of the county fair.
er, Ralph Bartels.
Miss
Alida
Poortenga
of
JameJohn Redder, John H. Knoll and
Giants, 5 to 0, in a game at Ben- team which will later be sent to Other members of the Old Timers’ waitresses say something. .
stown
spent
a
few
days
with
her
Howard Lievensespent Thursday
o
theim. Albers allowed only four Chicago for judging will be select- Band organizationwho are expected
friend,Miss GertrudeMeyer, this
to
attend
the
meeting
are
Chas.
evening at Port Sheldon with their
hits and fanned six in the six inn- ed by the state leaders in chaige
NEW FIRE TOWER FAILS
week.
Sunday school class and teacher,
ings he pitched for the winners. at Detroit. The twelve boys se- Bassett,of Fennville,former postTO
ARRIVE
AS
ORDERED
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Velthuii, William Overbeek. All reported
Gates, Bentheim twirler, was found lected in Ottawa county will re- master there, now a candidate for
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Peuler, Mr. having a good time
for eight hits and struck out five. ceive further instruction at the State Representative,and Edwy C.
and Mrs. Harm Timmer, Mr. and
Ernest Overbeek is spending a
W. Fokkert led the Tigers with Hambleton farm, Coopersville on Reid of the Allegan Gazette. Mr.
No word has yet been received'Mrs. John Pohler and their famiReid, though not now an active by Harry Plotts, county conservafew days at the home of his uncle
two doubles, while Kronemeyer Wednesday,August 15.
lies enjoyed a neighborhood picnic and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. James
player, is the oldest man in the
slammed out a home run and a
tion agent in Allegan eounty, aa to
Knoll.
single. Brouwer made several »»»»»>»»»»>»>»»»»»»>>» organization,being 83 years old. when the nfwly ordered fire tower at Tunnel park Tuesday. '
Mr. and Mrs. Mart De Boer and
• a •
Miss Dorothy Weener spent Sunspectacular catches in left field
will arrive to be put up in place
ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS
Allegan County will shortlyhold of the present tower. The new family of Beaver Dam were the day at the home of her parents,
for the winners. Albers and Fokk«rt for Overisel and Gates and
their county conventionfor the pur- tower is 105 feet tali and is being guests of their parents. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. H. Weener.
Mrs. John Myaard, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Overbeek
Pidgeon for Bentheim wrt-e the
With the permission of the Pere pose of naming delegates to the constructed in Chicago.
Miss Edna Nederveldspent the and family and Mr. and Mrs.
state
convention.
The
date
is
Sept.
batteries.
Work of constructing the cabin
Marquette Railroad and the StandCharles Stegengaand family from
• • •
ard Oil Company, the Fennville 11, and the state conventionis to be atop the new erectionis be- past week at Ottawa Beach camp- Holland were the guests of Mr.
ing with friends of Jamestown.
Sept.
20.
The
delegates
in
the
ing
completed,
according
to
Plotts.
Twelve 4-H club crop members village councilis having the propMr. and Mrs. William Ensing and Mrs. James Knoll Sundgy evevicinity are: Fillmore,13; Ganges, The tower is expected to arrive
were selected Monday to represent erty opposite the Stevens Hotel
8;
Manline,
7; Overisel,8; Sauga- soon, having been ordered more and Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing ning.
Ottawa county in the elimination put into condition for a public park.
Miss Kathryn Bakker is on the
tuck (town), 13; Laketown, 6; Alle- than a month ago. It will be high were recent visitors at the home
contests to be held at the Michigan The Woman’s Club will have charge
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lankheet sick list.
gan (city), 25.
enough
to
make
a
survey
of
all
Alof
the
landscape
work
under
direcState college August 17-18. Selec.
Mrs. Henry Redder, while in Ann
and Mr. Harm Ensing of Oakland.
a a a
legan county woods area.
tion of Mrs. William Walker who
The Locks reunion was held at Arbor with her daughter, Martha
is chairman of the conservation
tree in the village camp
was taken ill. Mrs. Redder is still
Tunnel park, Thursday
committee. She is the daughter of ground at Douglas was struck by
confined to the University hospi110 BOOKS DONATED
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
He/boer
the late 0. C. Simonds, noted land- lightningin Thursday’s storm.
tal, Martha having returned on
and family of Vriesland were visiscape gardener, and she has rea a a
The Grand Haven city library has tors of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thursday.
ceived donations of all the trees
William Whittaker, a youth of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Amoldink
and shrubs that can be used in Fennville,was severely hurt in an recently received 110 books as Gerrit Heybolr and family.
and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Robgifts. There were 60 books reRev. S. P. Miersma of East Saubeautifyingthis formerly unsightly auto accident near St. Joseph last
cently given anonymously and 50 gatuck conducted the services here ert De Jongh and family were
spot. A beautiful evergreendothe guests of Mr. and Mr*. Harry
Thursday night and was taken to by Mr. and Mrs. S. Duryea Davies Sunday.
nated from the W. E. Collins Nurs- Benton Harbor Hospital. Richard
Van Der Zwaag Sunday evening.
of
Toledo,
former
residents.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lambert
Hoffman
ery will furnish
permanent Wade, who was with him, escaped
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Zimonic and
Christmas tree. Chalk up another with minor injuries. There were Davies annually returns to the city were callers at the home of Mr. son, Martin, motored to Chicago,
to spend part of the summer.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Brouwer
and
famcredit mark for the Woman’s Club.
also attending the world’s fair refour people in the other car who
• • •
ily Monday evening.
cently.
were badly injured. William was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Yntema
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Peuler
en
Misses Javel Huntley and Kath- removed to his home the last of the
1 Rev. Gerritsen from Zeeland will
leen Marson of Holland were week. He is well known in this and children,Douwe, George and tertained their children,Mr. a(id conduct the services in South
guests of Miss Huntley’s cousin, community, being a former resi- Mary Katherine from Webster Mrs. Harvey De Vries and Erwin Olive church Sunday morning and
Mrs. J. H. Van Blois, at the Van dent of Saugatuck township and re- Groves, Missouri,are spending the of Holland.
Candidate Donald Drost in the aftBlois cottage on I^ake Michigan cently was substituteletter carrier remainderof the summer months
Viola Locks spent Friday afterat
the
home
of
Mrs.
D.
B.
Yntema.
last week. — FennvilleHerald.
noon with her playmate,Vivian
Miss Berdena Schemper was
on R. R. No. 2.
• • •
Mr. Yntema is on the faculty of Ensing.
united in marriageThursday eve•
•
•
the
St.
Louis
university
at
St.
Petitionsasking for five years
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Mackus of ning to Rnssel Raak. Near rela
In a war on slot machines in Al- Louis, Missouri.
maintenance on SaugatuckHarbor
Jenison were the guests of their tives were present They will
legan County, a force of six men
are prepared and ready for signaparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles make their home with the bridefrom the sheriff's department
tures. Everybody is asked to join
groom’s brother. Harvey Bult on
James Hardy, 21, of this city was Bosch.
simultaneously swooped down on
forces in getting our harbor off the
Miss Lena Ozinea of Zeeland was US-31 near Holland.
Saugatuck and Douglas,Monday arrested by local police for shootabandoned list and only by hard evening, in a raid which netted ing firecrackersfrom an automo- the guest at the home of Mr. and
Many from here attendedthe
work and ‘cooperation by both fourteenmachines taken from pool- bile. He was fined $5 in the court Mrs. Corneal Hoppers recently.
centennial in Grand Haven, which
townspeople and guests can this be
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess was held last week.
rooms, hotels, lunch counters,res- of Justice Nicholas Hoffman, Jr.,
entertained their brother and sisdone. We must have between 1500
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and
on
a
charge
of
disturbing
the
taurants,and drug stores. The maJ. R.
ter. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ensing, family called at the home of John
and 2000 names in the next six chines were of various sorts, rang- peace.
and Bernard of Forest Grove.
weeks in order to present our need
RounhorstSunday evening,
ing from one-penny machines to
for harbor improvementand get in
Several local people attended the
one
of
the
quarter
variety.
NEW GRONINGEN
Republican Candidate for
at the first meeting of the Rivers
• • •
old settlers’ picnic held at the
Re-election
and Harbor committee. Please
Jamestown Spring grove Saturday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. James Gosshow courtesy to those soliciting hom on Aug. 2 at the Douglas HosMr. and Mrs. Henry Louwsma
Mr. and Mrs. William Ensing enyour signaturesor sign petition at
of South Dakota, who spent a few tertainedtheir sister, Mrs. Jennie
HOLLAND.
pital, a 734 -pound hoy, to be called
Commercial Record office,Informadays as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Den Uyl, Tony and Evelyn of HolGeorge Bernard.
tion Bureau or any of the stores
Peter Middelhoek, New Groningen, land Saturday evening.
• • •
that have them. All hotels are
has returned to their home.
The Young People’s society met
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wm.
J.
McVea,
ready to accept this help also. The
Mrs. Fred Oudemolen entertained Sunday evening with Dick Vande
I. B. register shows 1278 names. Douglas, have a young son born her neighbors recently and her Bunte of Hudsonville as leader.
Monday night at Blodgett Hospital. to spend the afternoon.Those pres- His topic was “This Is My Father’s
OTTAWA COUNTY
Mother and babe are doing nicely. home as usual is a pleasant place World.” A reading was given by Matinee* Daily 2:30— Even. 709
• * •
ent were Mrs. S. Kolk. Mrs. P. Mr. Marvin Zwiers. Mr. Dick Ver
I wish to express my appreciation
The petition of about 70 tax- Middlehoek. Mrs. N. De Boer, Mrs. Hage of Hudsonville and Mr. MarFri., Satn Aug. 17—18
payers of the village of Douglas J. Deters, Mrs. P. N. Nykamp. Mrs. tin Ver Hage rendered instrumente the people of Ottawa County
George Arliie In
to the village board to purchase the Jas. Schuitema. Mrs. Bert Schui- tal selections.
for their fine support and coMr. and Mrs. William Koopman
Campbell property known as the tema, Mrs. H. Middlehoek, Mrs. B.
operation given me in the past.
‘‘square"situated in the center of Riemersma, Mrs. Jos. Nagelkerk entertainedas their guests Mr. and
Yew continued support will be
the village, for a public park and and Mrs. H. Nagelkerk. Frankes Mrs. Peter Knoper Thursday eveplayground, was laid on the table Kolk and Angeline Riemersma.
appreciated.
MonMTue«.,Aug. 20, 21
at the regular meeting of the vil- The neighbors presented Mrs. Har- 01 ifr. Schipper of East SaugaWk
lage council Monday evening be- old Nagelkerkwith a bridge lamp. l called at the home of Mr. and Bing Croeby and Miriam Hopkins
Primaries September 11
cause of lack of funds for the pur- A social hout was enjoyed and de- Mrs. John Pohler Sunday.
in
pose.
Miss Ethel Brouwer speht sevliciousrefreshments were served.
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FRANKNESS

/

I

-

Making Clear

the Fundamentals

*

of

Banking
•

People today are interestedin knowing the facts about hanking operations.
It is right that they should have full

-

^

information about a business which so

k

•:

closely concerns their

welfare.

and

A

own

happiness

»

policy of frankness in dealing

with our depositorsis one of the distinguishing characteristicsof this
,

•

<

bank.

We

are glad to have you ask

questions and show an intelligent in-

way our business is con-

terest in the

ducted. This helps our

officers to

know

your needs and viewpoints. It also
helps you to appreciate the bank's attitude on matters of mutual concern.

'

We
stantly

make this bank conmore useful to you and your

desire to

friends.

N

Holland City State Bank
Holland, Michigan

,

Member Federal Reserve System

A

We

i

Buy

for

Cash

a

BANK CERTIFICATES
%

noon. •

Holland Investment Co.
M. KU1TE, Mgr.
Holland, Mich.

Phone 3211

DETHMERS

THEATRES

mkw

_

SA.XTC3-A.TXTOK:

HOLLAND

ATTORNEY

PAVILION

RIG

MICH

PROSECUTING

The Brightest Spot on

_

MONDAY

the

Great Labes

NIGHT, AUG. 20

MAZE

PARTY

Wednesday Night, Aug. 22

The Last Gentleman

23rd Great Annual

FARM

and

BARN PARTY

$50.00 in cash

for best

costumes

Prizes given for Best Farm Costumes, Prettiest Girl,

She Loves Me Not

Milk'Maid, Spanish, German, Russian, Flower
Mon. Aug. 20

—Attend

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

-

>
r*.

GUEST NIGHT

niest or any other distinctive

Adminion — Matinee 35c, Evtninj 40c, Bil. 35c. Childicn 10c

ON OUR STAGE

ARTHUR ODELL

Gueat

ance and remain aa our

Joe

SHOW

Starting 11:30 P.

America’s sweetest and most danceable band

M.

HADJI BABA’S Weird

Primaries Sept. 11, 1934

Show—

MOTION PICTURE PROGRAM
MONDAY, AUG. 20 -.“Searchfor Bcauty"-30

Stage

Feature Picture

TUESDAY, AUG. 2l-Barbara Stanwyck

Benj. C. Van Loo

The Ghonl

Zeeland

Wed., Thurs.. Aug.

Candidate lor the nomination

ZaSu

Pitta and

22,

23

.

.

added

Stage
will be appreciated.

ed

Moment

lywood's Famous Movie Stats,
with Cad man Wayne's Orchestra
and the Hollywood Honey Revue

COLONIAL
THEATRE
Matinee daily at 2:30— Even- 7*9

AN UNUSUAL STAGE REVUE

WORLD

THE MIMIC

Candidateon the Republican

Fri., Set.,
|

Aug.

17

Cherlie Ruggles and

— 18

Ann Dvorak

in
ticket for

Presenting Impersonations
Drain Commissioner
ol

BenH. Rosena
Republican Candidatefor
ofob,

of

Ottawa County

Pitts, Ed

Wynn,

endeavored to conduct

this office

Charlie Chaplin, Lupe Velez, Greta

economically in every department,

Garbo, and Hollywood Honeys, also

administrativeu well as otherwise
and a thorough examinationwill

results

and

a saving tothe county.

I have at all times

and

you my

if

br tattarrecofnl- been

Cadman Wayne Orchestra

that this policy has brought

endeavored to

best as this relates to

the office ol drain commissioner

irj*,"-

ZaSu

During my administration I have

give

£

Mac West, Amos and Andy,

Bing Crosby,

show

SHERIFF

)

you

find that this

work has

satisfactory, I then ask

for your support in the

you

September

primaries.

GEORGE BORCK

Friends

of

Mr.Sweeney|

8ai.Aug.l8.is GUEST
— Airendthe 9 o’clock

NIGHT

of

|

perforr

ance and remain asOUR GUEST
to see Marlene Dietrich in

Song

|

Songa

Mon., Tues., Aug.

20,

21*

George Bancrolt 0 Frances Fuller

On

the Screen

THEIR BIG
with ZaSu Pitts

I

1

Elmer

ud

Hsie

Thurs., Aug. 22-23
UBLE FEATURE PRO-

Wed,

Way”
Frances

Dee

in

Dancing and Motion Pictures Every Night

World

presenting impersonations of Hoi*

GEORGE BORCK

C. Fields in “Old Fashion,

“Finishing School”

Revue

The Mimic

“Handy

Unusual

Primaries Sept. 11

,«

Will Rogers in

FRIDAY, AUG. 23— Ginger Rogers and

.

.

VAUDEVILLE - An

on the Rep. Ticket
Your support

22-

THURSDAY, AUG. 23-W.

Ottawa County

“Gambling

Andj”

Slim Summerville

Their Big

in

Lady”

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

of

REGISTER OF DEEDS

Inter-

national Beauty Contest Winners.

Boris Karloff in

for

Chromis and hit Orchestra
13 Musicians

Tuesday, Aug. 21

ONE MIDNIGHT

24

TURKEY

Fez Hats for Souvenirs

Kind

All Seats 35c

of

A NIGHT IN

Republican Candidate for

LEGISLATURE

Fun-

costume

FRIDAY NIGHT, AUG.

to

Mary Boland
W. C. Fields, Allison Skipworth,
Burns and Allen in
Six of a

MEMBER OF THE

Girl,

the 9 o’clock perform-

aee Charlie Rugglea,

HOLLAND

^ J

ia

Vamp%

S
non-

Edmund Hnartman

left the locel

reeorte for Hollywood, Cal if omit,
where he ii under contract to Fox
Studios as a scenario writer.
Miss Myra Ten Cate of Holland

who is

resorting at Buchanan
beach on Lake Michigan, has returned from Chicago, where she
joined Miss Lois De Wolfe of New
York City. Miss De Wolfe is now
at the local resoit spending the re-

mainder of the week as the guest of
Miss Ten Cate at the beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cherven of
Chicago soent a few days at the
Victor Cherven cottage at Buchanan beach. Other recent guests
of the Chervens were Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Baker, Mrs. Dorothy

Theodore Boer, and her

three
daughtersof Denison, Iowa;. Mr.

and Mrs. Andrew Jenson, Muskegon; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Deits,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ernst, Mr. and
Visschers and daughter, Dolores, Mrs. Otto Ernst, Mr. and Mrs. Otand Mr. and Mrs. John Esseba^gcr to Ernst and Mrs. Anna Ernst and
of Holland.

daughter of Chicago.

is

one o( the leading vocations.Teachers and

and high school graduates are entering this career-

college

Accountancy offers
tional
al

work

for

possibilities ol a distinct career or

founds*

developmentalong executive lines- Secretari-

science affords an entering wedge to any field of opportu-

nity.

Not only does business

women

Mn.

P.

offer

to young

men and

young

the opportunity to win independence in life, but

for twelve yeers.

Rev. and Mrs. John D«
Maagd
_ of the Jsmii mission art
The

on furlough in this country. They
arrived in Los Angeles on the
Fourth of July and started on their
journey eastward in a used Dodge
which they secured on the coast
They intend to spend part of their
time in Holland.

The Ottawa County Building
Loan associationat the roeetir_
Monday evening voted to apply
for membership in the Federal
Home Loan bank, whose offices

PARENTS, ATTENTION!
Business

*r. ana

Washington avenue a _____ _
the
number of guests on Frida
payment of alimony. The young the Centennial celebration.
man has served M days in the (roup included Mr. and
county jail on the year’s sentence Thomas Fisher and Mr. and Mrs.
imposed by Jadge Miles several Milo Taylor of this city, Mrs. Emweeks ago.— C rand Haven Tribune. ma Van Dree and son. Willard of
Holland; Mrs. Edwin Heeringa and
sons. Billy and Edwin, Holland;
Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Schroeder
Mrs. Stanley Hilts, Riverside, Cal.:
celebrated their twenty-fifthwed Alex Van Zantcn and family of
ding anniversary Saturday,Aug. Holland, Miss Cora Van Zanten of
11, at their home on route 1, West Reboboth, New Mexieo; Mrs. AnOlive. The home was decorated drew Klomparens and daughter,
Anna Mae, Mrs. Maurice Kuite,
with silver trimmingsfor the oc
and Mrs. P. A. Lievense of Holland.
casion. Dancing was enjoyed and —Grand Haven Tribune.
refreshments were served. Mr. and
Rev. Charles P. Dane of MusMrs. Schroeder^ were presented kegon
received a call from the
with many lovely gifts. The party First Reformed church of Passaic,
was largelyattended,includingthe New Jersey. Mr. Dane was pashonored guests' daughter, Mrs. tor of Trinity church of this city

it

company robberies in
^

*

V*

5

attending a family reunion
. got nwny with it He visited
Muskegon, it is claimed, and than
went to the “Soo-” He shot up
northern Wisconsin and got awny.
He visited MinnesoU and Missouri
and there folks “couldn’tbe
shown.” He went to Chicago base
bail nines and was recognised by
a feuow townsman and then got
nwny. He traveled the streetsof
Chicngo and at last a “woman in

shall be glad to

explain our courses to you.

Our

Business Institute
HOEKSEMA

ESTELLE DE VRIES

A-

Secretarial

Accounting

Phone 2069

Phone 3955

HOT WATER?
shaving
bathing

I

...

Chester

for dishwashing
Hot Water in 24
hours? Fifty times? Easily fifty! Why wait for a lazy wa-

often do you need

contentedwith lukewarm when

it's

you need?
Install a Self-Operating

settle that

Gas

Water Heater and

Hot Water problem forever. Operating

for less than you

now spend for smokts or

thrifty servant supplies all the

candy, this

hot water you II ever

need, ready any instant! Phone for details.

Mich. Gas

.

n

..i...

------

......

Expires Sept. 1.
Court No. 8212

STATE OF MICHIGAN

THE PROBATE COURT FOR
THE COUNTY OF

At

OTTAWA

k session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the CiSf
of Grand Haven, in raid County,

on^the 8th day of August, A.D.
Present: HON. CORA VAN DB
WATER, Judge Of Probate.

the MatCrr of the Eetate of

GEORGE

B. KOLLHN, Deceased.
Order of Publicatioa.

^ The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST
COMPANY having filed in said

Court its

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Annual Accounts as Troetee under the Fourth Paragraph
—
of the Will of said DeoeaseJTand
RobillSOA »e—»e*a»y.«»s>—
—si.—
i petitions praying for the allowSpring Lake
ice of said accounts; for the al3
- lowance of its fees as in raid sevWright
6 eral accounts set forth and for all
matters thereinprayed for:
IT IS ORDERED, that the
' Expires Aug. 25
Util Day of September. A.D. 1184,
•4 ten o'clockIn the foreneen at
18613
STATE OF MICHIGAN
said Probate Office be and ie herePROBATE COURT FOR by appointed for examining and
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA allowing said accounts and hearing
At a session of said Court, held said petitions:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on that public notice thereof be given
the 3rd day of August A.D., 1934. by publicationof a copy of this
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- order for three successive weeks
ter, Judge of Probate.
previous to said day of hearing in
In the Matter of the Estate of the Holland City Newi, a newsWilliam Preston Scott, Deceased. paper printedand circulated in said
Frank Pifer, having filed in said County.
CORA VAN DE WATER,
court his first annual and final
Judge of Probate,
administrationaccount,and his petition praying for the allowance A true copy:
thereof and for the assignment and HARRIET SWART.
Register of Probate.
distribution of the residue of said
...

........

..•••I

.

ployment building, while employes
wafted around to get their money.
Led by Hamilton, the gang quickly
took the money, climbed back in
the old Dodge car, fired one shot
in the air and fled west on Morris
street, narrowly missing some
workmen in the street at Second
and Morris. They swung out to
Henry street and back to their cottage at Mona lake, while offfcers
searched the state.
In Big Prison Break

in

participi»ti<
ion
the Centennial
Celebration
______ ition at Grand Haven
Aug. 10th. It waa reported that a
part of this is to be used for ex-

penses in sending the American
Legion Band.
Adopted unanimously.

Committee on Ways and Means
whom waa referred the request
from the Tulip Committee for an
appropriation of $2,100 for tulip
to

bulbs and $1,000 for black dirt, reported recommending that the request be granted.

i

TaUmadfe
THE

That was Hamilton’sfirst big
olsv “Walts."
bv ArenAren- 10,1 and
Face” Ne|They will play
“Walts," by
Adopted unanimously.
sky, “Bourrse,” by Silas Scherso, son stop over night in Muskegon time job and it was followed by
Mayor Bosch in connection with
and “Midsummer Night in June,” two weeks ago on their trip to the bank job in Grand Rapids. Then
Sault Ste. Marie?
as officers were close on his trail, the matter of securing black dirt
Mendelssohn.Mrs.
s. LaBastilie
LaB
will
There is at least one couple in he was captured in South Bend, for Lakeview Park, reported that
direct twelve children in presenting Haydn’s “Tov Symphony.” Muskegon who believes so. They after an unsuccessful bank rob- they had engaged Mr. Harrington
bery there and was given a long for one day to make a test of the
___
opera
Miss ____
Joan _______
Elliott of Evanstonand are a Mr. and Mrs. Nay, operators
uspi
Miss Marian Barber of Winnetka I2f • H*1- Suspicions
which both term in prison. There Hamilton dirt in the bottom of the river and
will sing and Kenneth Pierce of have had regarding three men who met the youthful Dillinger and had been draggingthis out with a
Evanston will play a flute solo. came to the hotel early in the morn- they became friends. Dillinger was drag line. He reported,however,
These programs in this beautiful ing of April 10 came much nearer released finally and started his that this wae not successful,and
natural spot are being largely at- being convictions today following crime career in earnest. Hamilton since the dirt was not suitable, be- estate;
tended this summer, weather per- the publicationof Nelson’s picture and nine others gained their release ing mostly sand, the experiment It is Ordered, That the
in last night’s issue of the Chron- in a spectacular prison delivery has been given up.
4th day of September. A.D. 1934.
mitting.
Expires Sept. 21..
icle.
and a few days later he and his
Street Committee reported that at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
Mrs. Nay, who had the best op- gang killed a sheriff and freed Dil- 19th Street is in bad condition said probate office, be and ia hereby NOTICE OF CHANCERY SALB
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Imhof, Mrs.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
C. E. Burr, Jr., and Howard Bow- portunity to observe the men, is linger from the Lima. Ohio, jail.
where the sewer has been laid be- appointed for examining and allowOnce freed, both criminals start- tween River and Pine Avenues. ing raid account and hearing said
en left yesterday morning to mo- quite positive the one man. was
The Circuit Ceurt for the County
tor to their homes in Pasadena, Nelson, Today, her recollections of ed a series of bank robberies and The City Engineer reported that
It is further Ordered, That pubCalifornia. Howard Bowen, son of the incident lead her to believe one other crimes. When Dillingerwas the reason the pavement has not
of Ottawa, in Chancery
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bowen, will re- of the others may have been Dil- arrested and returned to the Crown been relaid ia due to the fact that lic notice thereof be given by pub.
main in California this year and linger. And Mr. Nay has more or Point jail, where he again escaped, it is best to give the ground an lication of a copy of this order, for
William Weatveer,R. A. Hoek
attend California Tech. Mr. and less firm convictionsabout one of he told officers Hamiltonhad been opportunityto settle before putting three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hoi- and Edward Garvslink, Trustee*
Mrs. Inhoff, parents of Mrs. Bow- them being Dillinger aver since killed.They doubted the stoiy, and in the new paving.
land City News, a newspaper printen, and Mrs. Burr, her sister, spent they left the hotel about 4:80 they were correct in their doubts.
of the SegregatedAssets of the
a month visiting the Bowens.— o’clock the afternoon of April 10. He had been injured, but not killed. Committee on Claims and Ac- ed and circulated in said countv.
counts
reported
having
examined
Neither he nor his wife told each
Grand Haven Tribune.
CORA VAN DE WATER, First State Bank of Holland, a
claims
in the sum of $8,140.25.
other of their suspicionsuntil last
Judge of Probate.
*
A true copy.
Ed Van Koevenna of the Zeeland night when Mrs. Nay saw the pic"S’,"; B*nkln* C0rtWti0n*
Record, Gerrit Groenewoud,countv ture of Nelson and Dillenger.
Council
Ordinance Committee reported • HARRIET SWART,
Register of Probate.
i vs.
school commissioner, and Ben Mulprogress
on
the
matter
of
an
The Circuautanees
Hairy Visscher and Gram Vis*
der of Holland attended the final
amandment to the Milk Ordinance.
Here are the circumstances. The
scher, husband and wife, and Jomeeting of the county school tax
Sidewalk Committee reported
Holland, Mich., August 1, 1934.
Nays ,are willing you help them
hannes Meeuwsen, Defendant*.
commissionat Grand Haven.
Expires Sept. 1.
The
Common
Council
met
in reg- progress on the Work Program of
decide whether there is anything
I. In pursuance and by virtue *f a
repairing
sidewalks
throughout
the
14825
ular session and waa called to or
to it or not
decree of the ffircuitCourt for the

____

&

the speakers at the Pine

after midnight, April der by the Mayor.

STATE OF MICHIGAN
County of Ottawa, in Chancery,
Sewer Committeebrought up the
PROBATE COURT FOR made ami entered on the 4th day
matter relative to the City repairTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA of August, A.D. 1934, in tho above
ing a culvert on the property of
At a sessionof said Court, held entitled cause, notice is hereby givJohn Grevengoed.After some dis- at the Probate Office in the City of en that on the 21st day of Septemcussion relative to the advisability
on ber, A. D. 1934, at 10 o’clock in the
of the pity standing any expense the 18th day of August,CountyA.D. 1934. forenoon of that day, I, the subHcriber,a Circuit Court CommisMinutes of last meeting read for repairing culverts on private
ter a retiredmissionary to China. name which today looked like “J.
property, it waa moved by Aid. wSpti„rofcPoreR1it.vANDE
sioner in and for Ottawa County,
Mr. Zwemer is an internationalRabor and party of Detroit.” He and approved.
in the State of Michigan, shall sell
figure in the religious sphere,hav- then showed the men to rooms 6
On motion of Aid. Kleis, second- Van Lente, seconded by Prins, that
ing been missionary in Arabia and and 7. This was next to the room ed by Prins, it was moved that the the Committeetake the matter up est,aNtkTHoEpMATTER oe the at public auction to the highest
Egypt far 36 years. While in where Mrs. Nny sleeps.
regular order of business be sus- with the City Attorneyto secure Hendericka Hamburg. Deceased. bidder, at the north front door of
the necessaryadvice as to the
George Hwnburg having filed in the Court House, in the City of
Egypt he was the editor of the
The next day two of the men pended and the Council take up City’s legal rights in doing this
said court hia petition praying that Grand Haven, in said County of
Moslem World. Mr. Zwemer is a were in and
the
business
under
the
heading
of
ana out
oui of
oi the
me rooms
roo
f rework. v
much-traveledman, his missions auently but one of them stayed
a certain instrumentin writing, Ottawa and State of Michigan, that
st
in “Motionsand Resolutions."
Adopted.
purporting to be the last will ami being the place of holding the cirtaking him to a great many parts
the single room all day. Mrs.
M
Day Carried. • • •
Civic ImprovementCommittee to to* lament 0f 8tid deceased,now on cuit court for said county, all those
of the globe. At present he is conheard him coughing all daj
whom waa referred the matter of on file in said court be admitted to certain pieces or parcels of land to
nected with the Princeton Theo“It wasn’t the cough of a healthy
Motions and Resolutions
the Junk yard of Mr. L. Padnos on probate, and that the administra- pay and satisfy the amount of said
logical seminary.
man. It sounded to me like a cough
• • *
North Central Avenue, reported tion of uid estate be granted to decree, vis.: $5,960.00. and the cos*
you’d expect from a person who
By Alderman Albert Kleis, sup- having inveatigatedthe matter and Geerge Hamburg or to some other and expenses of this sale, toget'
Miss Betty Bishopp, artist-pupil
was trying to restrain it because ported by Alderman Henry Prins: found that Mr. Padnos piles a con- suitable person:
with the interest thereon frnn
of Alle D. Zuidema of the Detroit
of the pain which went with the
date of decree at 6 per ceni, muf
IT IS ORDERED, That the
Instituteof Musical Art, has just
Whereas,rumors, charges, state siderable amount of his junk on
exertion,”she said. This man is
if
received the degree of licentiate
ments and accusations of various City property.On motion of Aid. tiii
from the associated board of the believedto be Hamilton.
kinds and natures, have been cir- Damson, seconded by Drinkwater, at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at thMe amount*, then to certify the
Royal College of Music and the
culating in the City of Holland for the City Attorney waa requested to said probate office, be and is hereby deficiencyto the court for a perKept to Rooms
Royal Academy of Music, London.
the past several weeks, in connec- take tha matter up with Mr. PadIT IS FURTHER OR6eRED, ,nt*- H»n7 Visscher. Grace ViaEngland. Mr. Zuidema received “The other two men stayed about tion with the conduct of the police >nos and have him remove this junk
his fundamentaltraining of music their rooms hiost of the day. When department of the City of Hoi from City property and pile it on That public notice thereof be given "cJwr *nd Johannes Meeuwsen, for ]
by publicationof a copy of this t^ie payment, of such deficiency,
In Holland and for many years they did leave, they’d call up a land; and
his own private property.
order,
for three ouvv
successive weeks , s»ld Property is describedas fol- 3
has studied and taught in the city garage and have their car brought
--Whereas, such rumors, charges, Adoptfir'™''™
of Detroit. He is an able pipe or- to the hotel. When they returned, statements and accusations should
of hearing, Iowb:.
All that certain piece or
ganist and on occasions gave re- the garage men always let them be either proven, or be withdrawn, reported that the doors at Engine ......
—rwa, a newxparcel of land describedaa folpsper printed and circulated in raid
citals in local churches. He is the out at the hotel.” Mrs. Nay said.
for the general peace and safety of House No. 1 are in need of repairs.
county.
lows: Beginning at a point
oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Jt was shortly before they left the citizensof this city, and for
Referred to Police Board.
four hundred and five (405)
CORA VAN DE WATER,
Zuidema, West Twelfth street, and in the afternoon that Mrs. Nay' got the good government of this comReports of Special Committees
feet east and six hundred
a brother of Jacob Zuidema,city the reaction which she distinctly munity; therefore,
Judge of Probate.
Aid. Kalkman brought up the ,
A true copy.
sixty and one-half(660H) feet
engineer.He has been in Detroit remembers today. The two men
Resolved, That the Common matter relative to his being denied HARRIET SWART.
north of the southwest corner
for more than a quarter of a cen- were loitering near the door of the
Council deem it proper to investi- the opportunity of working for the
of the southeast quarter of
tury.
Register of Probate.
one room, waiting for the other to gate
ite the police departmen
departmentof the City in connection with the Sidethe southwest quarter of seccome out
walk
Repair
Program
that
is
now
trovidedfor
City of Holland, as prov
tion thirty-four (34), Town
The seventh annual Luidens"I have some flowers that I’m in section 17, title VI of the city being done. He reported that he
five (6), North of Range sixHoeksema reunion was held SaturExpires Sept. 15
particularlyproud of and as they charter, and that the Common was informed by City Engineer
teen (16) west; thence due
day at the cottage of Albert Hoeksince, he was an Alderman,it
north two hundred ssventir
sema at Ventura beach, approxi- were standing quite close to where Council as a Committee of the that
STATE
OF
^MICHIGAN
was not legal for them to employ
and one-half (270%) feet;
mately 100 attending.Fred Van I was, I asked them if they'd ever Whole shall conduct such investiCOUNTY OF OTTAWA, a*.
gation which shall begin on Wed- him on this work. Mr. Kalkman
thence north one (1) degree
Zuiden of Sioux City, Iowa, oldest seen flowers like these.
Notice is hereby given that by
nesday, August 8, 1934, at 7:30 further stated that in the past
and forty-five (45) minutes,
Eyes Pierced Her
brother of the Luidens family,was
virtue of a writ of fieri facinr, dat-L,
other aldermen have done work
east one hundred sixty-three
“This man, 1 believe, was Nelson p. m. of said day, at the Council
among those present, this being
ed
December
19, 1933, issued out
Chamber in the city hail, in said for the City and no objection has
(163) feet to the boundary
Mr. Van Zuidens first visit to Hol- who looked at the flowers, then at
of the Circuit Court for the county
been raised, and he felt he was beline of Lake street; thenee
land in half a century. It goes me. He had on a brown fedora hat City of Holland; and further,
of Kent, in favor of Ina I^evett.
Resolved, that any person desir- ing discriminated against in not
North seventy-one(71) dewithout saying that the village of brown eyes, a real good looking
against the goods and chattelsand
grees and thirty-five (35) min60 years ago with which Mr. Van type fellow, with healthy, ruddy ing to appear before such commit- being given some work. Mr. Kalk- real estate of Alice Fingleton,Fred
tee of the whole shall be given an man complained bitterly that since
utes, East three hundred sevZuiden
acquainted, has color
or in his cheeks. But when I
Stewart, Elizabeth Stewart and
ty-three (373) feet along the
changed remarkably. Election of turned toward the other, the roan opportunity to be heard, and that the City is doing this work, which Ada J. Fuller, in the county of OtSouth boundary line of bake
officers resulted in Albert Hoek- who may have been Dillinger, 1 such witness shall be required to is ordinarilydone by private con- tawa. to me deliveredand directed.
street; thence south four hunsems of Holland being elected pres- never was surveyed by such pierc- attend as said committeeshall or- tractors like himself,he was prac- I did on the 20th day of Decemder, and that proper subpoenas tically being thrown out of emdred eighty-six and one-half
ident; Jake Hoeksema of Holland, ing eyes and such a searching
ber, 1933, levy upon and take all
shall be issued for the appearance ployment and unable to take care
(486%) feet; thence west twe
secretary, and H. J. Luidens of Hol- glance in my life,” Mrs. Nay said.
fright,
title and interest of the
of such persons, with the neces- of himself and family of six peohundred ninety-one (291) feat
land being named treasurer.
raid Alice Fingleton,Fred Stewart,
Mr. Nay’s strongest recollections
sary books and records,where re ple.
to the place of beginning; all
Elizabeth Stewart and Ada J. Pul.
were gained aa they left One of
being in the southeast quarter
No action taken by the Council
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moes, 291 the men carried a black case about quired, as in said section of the
er..ln. and *° Gm following deof the southwestquarter of
West Twenty-firststreet, and three and a half feet long and two charter provided for; and further. on Mr. Kalkman’scomplaint
scribed real estate, that is to say:
That said committee of the Communleationafrom Boards and
Section thirty-four(34); town
three childrenwere occupants of a feet high. It was not a suitcase.
All
that certain piece and
five (5), north of Range sixCUy Officers
car driven by Bernard Heuvel- The garage owner drove up with whole may adiourn from time to
parcel of land situated in the
time, as they shall determine upon.
teen (16) west, including all
The claims approvedby the Lihorst, 20, rural route 3, Zeeland, the car and the men got inside.
Township of Jamestown, OtALD. A. P. KLEIS.
buildingsand improvements
brary Board in the sum of $163.71; tawa County, State of Michiwhen it collidedwith a machine
ALD. HENRY PRINS,
belonging thereto.Also a
Suspicions Laughed at
HospitalBoard, $3,048.08; Park
driven by Calvin Root, 30, of Grand
gan as follows:
ALD. A. E. VAN LENTE,
parcel described as commencand CemeteryBoard. $1,038.39; PoRapids m Grand Rapids. Two of
“I turned to a man standing near
All of the South five-eigliths
ALD. JA8. A. DRINKWATER, lice and. Fire Board, $34149.02;B.
ing at a point on the sooth
the Moes chHdren received body me and said, ‘I’ll bet $100 that's
of the East one-half of the
ALD. C. KALKMAN.
margin line three hundred
bruises and lacerationsand were Dillinger.’The man laughed. I told
P. W., $14,903.69, were ordered
West one-half of the NorthALD. WM. A. THOMSON,
forty-eight(348) feet east of
taken to St Marys hospitalwhere two or three others of my conviccertified to the Council for paywest quarter; slse the South
the southwest corner of the
they received treatment. They tions and got the same laugh. Since ALD. BEN STEFFENS.
ment. (Said claims on file in flve-eighthof the West oneALD. GEO. H. DAMSON.
southeastquarter of trie southwere discharged Saturday.
Clerk's office for public inspection.)
then I've said nothing more about
Hailttfjhs East one-half of
west quarter of Section thirtyAllowed.
it until my wife made the remark
the Northwestquarter of Secfour
(34); thence north six
Aid. Huyser stated that he wae
Clerk
reported
Bonds
and
Intertion eleven,town Five North,
about Nelson’s picture.’
ityhundred twenty-eeven
and onenot in favor of bringing this matrange Thirteen West, being
But now Mr. Nay recalls when ter into public and felt that the est coupons due in sum of $33,979.*
half (627%)
(%) feet; thence east
said
Jamestown
township,
Otthe men got up on the morning of Council would get further if they
along the south
ith hour
boundary fine
Ordered paid.
Uwa County, Michigan,conHis
April 10, all three of them came would ask the Police Beard to
of the right-of-way
•ight-of-way of
_ the
Clerk
presented
report
from
taining
fifty
acres
of
land,
down in the lobby within a short meet with them in an informal,
Grand Rapids, HoHand and
more
or less.
Clerk
of
B.
P.
W.
showing
amount
interval, carefullylooked the lobby private meeting whereby the CounLake Michigan Railway Co.,
All of which I shall expose for
(now Michigan Raih
cil members and Board could sit Wa^biTra oYtt' P°Wer
June 30, 1934, as sale pubhc auction or vendue,
three hundred
in as a Committee of the Whole follows:
to the highest bidder at the front
(348) feet;
MUSKEGON HOTEL FOLKS BEand informally discuss the matter.
Light .......
$4,360,33 door of the courthouse in the city
hundred _
Mr. Huyser stated that in his Power .......
LIEVE THEY STOPPED AT
of
Grand
Haven,
in
Ottawa
Coun.. 406.37
half (629%)
opinion this action should be taken
Water ......
THEIR HOTEL )NE
* 2,962.96
ts Mlc!lJ*a,};.that being the place
first before they call for a public
where the Circuit Court for the
EYES,
hearing.
..............
$7,729.66
on FriOTHER SEEMED TO BE
Nay said recently,they As a substitute motion. Aid. Accepted and amounts delin- dgy, the 28th day,8ofhe,d’
September,
might well live picked their hotel
ayser, seconded by Bultm . quent ordered assessed against the
WOUNDED
it is just out of the busy moved that the Council requestthe
afternoon that day.
Police Board to sit in with them ia
16th day of Augtwt,

THE

Mayor

Present:
Bosch, Aids.
10, a man came to the desk, asked
for two connecting rooms for Uiree Kleis, Prins, Drinkwater, Kalkhere, is a former Holland resident men. Mr. Stewart, the night clerk, man, Van Zoeren, De Cook, Stefand has many relatives in this city, accommodated them. Pushing the fens, Damson, Huyser, Bultman,
among them being the Misses Hen- register to the man, the visitor Thomson,Van Lente and the Clerk.
Devotions led by Aid. Steffens.
rietta and Nellie Zwemer, the lat- scrawledin an illegible hand a

HOT WATER?

HOT

-n-

..

on the program. Piano numbers

Lodge conference were Rev. James
A. Gray and Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer. Rev. Zwemer is well known

scrubbing

ter heater or be

.

.

^

for this distrieFare located in Indianapolis,Indiana. The association also elected and re-elected the
following officers:L. J. Vanderburg and Charles Van Zvlen re- There is reason to believe this since
electedas presidentand vice pres- these two routes are the best and
ident respectively;John H. Post, most direct to Muskegon where, It
former secretary, was named to the seems, Hamilton is well known
office of secretary and treasurer; when he pulled his first big job.
Anyway, from the following article in the Muskegon Chronicle it
A program by local resort talent would appear that the ace of all
will be featured at the vesper serv- gangsters visited Muskegon.
ice at Castle Park amphitheater
• • •
Sunday at 7:80 o'clock in the eve(Muskegon Chronicle)
ning. Music and speaking will be

Among

HOT WATER?

How

^bllcm

•

laundry

for

.

Common

HOT WATER?
for

Adjourned.

Allowed.

HOT WATER?
for

GrXi

he came to Muakegon. He was
known to the Sault Ste. Marie police as a small time criminal,who
made his living selling liquor. But
red” » said to have given him Hamiltontired of the Soo and deaway and what happened is his. cided he was going to go in for
Welfare Relief,
tonr. The government men made
some of the big money. He came recommendingthat the request be
a thorough job of it.
to Muskegon with relatives and
The man credited with a score they rented a cottage at Mona granted.
Adopted unanimously.
of murders will never murder again
lake.
Committee on Ways and Means
and his father and some of the
whom was referred the request
family now have theater contracts,
His First Job
of auch other business as may be
Rev. and Mrs. Cadman for some
it is -said, to show themselvee off
The first job perpetrated by of
properly brought up before the con.
and tell the audience of the life Hamilton and his gang in Muske- consideration in a reduction on
their
special
assessment
paving
of their scapegrace son and broth- gon was the holdup of the MuskeThe various townships and wards
That much for the recent1 Dil- gon Gas company office one Sat- taxes, reported recommending will be entitled to representationaa
Unger and his fate. It appears urday evening. They held up Jack that the request be denied.
follows!
Adopted.
that this fiend had been visiting Zorn, an officer of the company at
Allendale *•••«..•• ^
4
Muskegon and may have passed the point of a revolver,took the
Committee on Ways and Means BUndon
-------mu
4
through Holland in his wanderings, money and fled.
to whem waa referred the matter
i
while an entire nation and 100,000
Then came the payrollrobberyof of a new urinal in the Men’s Rest
4
officersof the law were looking the Lakey Foundry A Machine com- Room in the City Hall, reported
Georgetown—daf—H—
eta— »a<e4eeia ()
for the former bandit,murderer pany, July 20, 1926. As far aa recommendingthat such new urinal Gnpd Haven Townihlp .......... 8
and bank robber.
known it was Hamilton’s first big be installed at a total cost of $165, Holland Townahip _______
e e •
job, but He showed the daring
Carried, all voting aye.
It is more than Ukely that John which has made him, next to Dil4
Committee on Wavs and Means Olive ------- ---------Dillinger and his gang passed linger, the most sought criminalin
2
reported recommending that the Park, lit Precinct -----------through Holland eany in April this country today. Messengers
Park, 2nd Precinct
4
either over U.S.-81 or M-40 from were taking the $82,000 payroll City of Holland appropriate a sum PoDcto®
,12
of not to exceed $i00 to cover exIndiana, his stamping grounds. across from the office to the empense in connection with the City's Port Sheldon — ..... .r— -rT-,t.1ir,w 2

__ ..M

Woolworth’s is open on Saturday afternoons.

for

The visit recently of John Dillinger and John Hamilton, notorious outlaws, to the home of Hamilton's sister at Sault Ste. Marie
brought back memories of Hamilton’s start as a big time criminal
in Muakegon in 1926.
Hamffton'a home was at Sault
Ste. Marie and it waa from there

G®orl»

other worthwhilevocation.

We

He

Ol

requires a shorter time and less cost for preparation than any

office over

1925.

worked at shops here.

ren, De Cook, Damson, Huyser,
Bultman, Van Lente— 7.
Nays: Aids. Kleis, Prins, Drinkwater, Steffens, Thomson— 5.
assorted poles at a cost oT$?*lU.
WaSd
No vote was called for on the 60, subjectto approval by Council. Grand Haven, 4th Wald
tppr
originalresolutionoffered by Aid.
Grand Haven, 5th Ward.
Kleis, and supported by Prins.
,
Holland City, lit Ward
The Council here resumed the
OSCAR PATTERSON,
Holland City. 2nd WanL _____
regular order of business.
City Clerk.
Holland City, 3rd WhnL._ ......
Petitionsand Aecoanta
Holland City, 4th Ward
Clerk presented operating report
Holland City, 6th Ward...
of the Gas Co. for May, 19S4. ReHolland City, 6th Ward ..... . ........1]
Notice
of
Republican
ferred to B.P.W.
Zeeland City _______ ___
Reports of Standing Committees
County Convention
Committee on Ways and Means
Total
..... - .............
- ........
to whom was referred the request
The
OtUw.
Cotatjj
R,<“ubllc*n
from the County Welfare AdminConvention will ___ __ ... ___ ___
istration for a check in the amount
.. $1,000 a month as the City’s house in the city of Grand Haven
on Thursday, September 20th, 1934,
share for
reported

Electric Co.

Holland, Michigan
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Detroit.

ing her vacation with friends in

Negaanee and Helen June Boaman, 25 years old, of Holland.
of

SOCIETY

Tunnel Park, the Witteveen family
and several others being present.

MARRIAGE OF
TAKES PLACE ON P.
ILVER ANNIVERSARY

MARRIAGE TAKES PLACE

old brother of the bride, waa ringS
Mrs. Ben Lemmen was hostess
Mrs. Nagelkerkand children of
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Dykhuis and
bearer, the rings being carried* on
Friday
afternoon
and
evening
liwood ia on a two weeks' visit Holland spent a day with Mrs. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kraai, both ft a surprise party WednesdayeveThe home of Mr. and Mrs. Abe a small white cushion. * Genevieve Kooiker, daughter of
was a happy time for the m« I
Island, N. Y. She will be De Jonge of New Groningen.
ning,
given
in
honor
of
Miss
Ruth
of Holland, and Miss Myrtle Joslin
bers of the Bethel Reformed Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker. and Koeman was the scene of a pretty Miss Frances Koeman, also a
it of Miss Nclla De Graaf
of Grand Rapids, were week-end Mae Bo mere, the occasion being
Church Sunday School and their John Haakraa, son of Mr. and Mrs. home wedding Wednesday,Aug. 8,
Tast Sayville.
Excellent
t ptarhes
good guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Dyk- her 14th birthday. Those present
respective
families, mothers, Richard Haakma, wore united in when their daughter, Miss Anne sister of the bride, played Lohensupply in this city,
city. The? are El- huis, Fourth and Elliott streets, were the Misses Frieda and Lois
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Geb- bertas or somethi like them from Muskegon.—Muskegon Chronicle. Speet, Gertrude Vanden Elst, Lor- fathersand children, when the an- marriage Monday evening in the Koeman, became the bride of grin’s Wedding March.
Jacob Juist. of Fulton, 111., recent
of Hamilton, a son, on Aug. 9.
raine Mokma, Evelyn Nienhuis, nual picnic was held at Tunnel presence of immediate relatives graduate of Western Theological A wedding dinner was served to
Georgia and the Tennessee mounPark.
A
program
of
aporta was and friends,the ceremony taking
child has been named Kenneth
Sylvia
Dt
Groot,
Emma
Klaasen,
the 80 guests immediately followtains. Considering all things, the
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lake and
place in tlw'SdMtmaatapart- Seminary. The marriage rites
Mr. and Mrs. Gebben are at price ofjess than $2.50 per bushel
family have moved from their Myrtle Weener, Mrs. D. Bomers, carried out in the afternoon,with ment at Hamilton. Rev. John A. were performed by Rev. Jacob ing the ceremony.
tbs home of Frank Sinke, Sr., IX is not excessive.
home at 136 East Nineteenth street Mrs. Gerald Bomers and Mrs. Lem. a baseballgame between the mar Roggen, pastor of the Firat Re- Vander Muelen of this dty, uncle .Mr. and Mrs. Juist are both
East Sixth Street.
ried and unmarried men of the
to a residence at 257 East Ninth men and the guest of honor.
church featuring the after-supper formed church, performedthe im- of the bride, before an improvised graduatesof Hope College, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beardslce and street.
pressive double-ring ceremony and bower of ferns and mixed flowers,
Andrew Klomnarens,Bert Van Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Keesler and
[hour.
Juist teaching in the Rockford
Mrs. Henry Ter Haar of 148 East
was assistedby Rev. P. Wyngaar- the double ring ceremony being
der Poel and Alex Van Zanten Miss Berdena Karrs of Dowagit
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst 16th Street waa the hostess at a
High School until the dose of the
den.
used.
spent a few days in Ann Arbor and
About twenty young ladies, memreturned Sunday evening from shower given in honor of Mrs. W.
were the week-end
nd neats of M
The bride, beautifullygowned in
Detroit in the interest of the and Mrs. B. A. Mulder, 79 West Prescott, Arizona, where they at- J. Hilmert, wife of Rev. Hilmert, bers of the Girls’ Society of ProsThe bride, gowned in white silk school term this year.
H.OJ1. society.
After a wedding trip to Fulton,
pect Park Christian Reformed pink satin, carried a bouquet of crepe with satin trimmings,was
15 th Street. Mrs. Beards lee is a tended the wedding of their son, recent graduate of Western Theoreeee and swnnsonia, and was atdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mulder. Dr. Paul H. Van Verst, to Miss logical seminary, newly called pas- Church met at Tunnel Park Fri- tended by Edyth Boeve from East attended by two sisters, Miss Janet 111., where they will spend a few
Kathryn Orthel. The young cou- tor of Garfield Park Reformed day evening for a wiener roast. Holland.The best man was John
Bev. John R. Mulder of Western
Koeman attending as maid or hon- days with relativea. Mr. and Mrs.
Theological seminary is one of the
Henry Scholten, Jr., and John H. ple will reside in Oak Park, Illi- church, Grand Rapids. Those presTimmcr.
Capt.
Austin
Harrington's
birthI and Miss Elsie Koeman was Juist will make their home in
nois,
where
the
bridegroom
is
principal speakers at the annual Raven, both of Holland, were
ent besidesthe hostess and honored
Mrs. Allan Callahan played LoKalamazoo where Mr. Juist has acday
anniversary
occurred
last
practicing
medicine.
mission feat sponsored by the Re- named to serve on the Grand and
guests were Mrs. A. Van Huis, Mrs.
ingrin’s wedding march and ac- bridesmaid. The bridegroom was cepted a call to the East Side Misformed churches of Sioux county Traverse juries, respectively, in the
Arie Weller, Mrs. Henry Weller, Thursday and to celebratethe oc- companied Josephine Kuite, who attended by Peter Meurer of Hol- sion.
Mrs. William Deur has returned Mrs. Charles Miller, Mrs. John casion Mr. and Mrs. Carl Harringfor Aug. 16 at Orange City, Iowa. September term of the United
sang “Beloved It Is Morn,” by Aylafter a visit to relatives in Lark, Barkema, Mrs. E. W. Saunders, ton entertaineda party of 20 with
Dr. Mulder will speak at the eve- States district court
ward, and “I Love You Truly,” by
a
picnic
at
Tunnel
i
North Dakota.
ning session,at which Rev. Bert
Mrs. J. R. Mulder, Mrs. Victor
Carrie Jacobs Bond.
Brower, formerly of Holland, reMaxam, Mrs. H. Vander Linde and
A matter that will be brought
After the ceremony, a bounteous
I Miss Helen Bosman, who will be
cent pastor of the Reformedchurch up at the next regular meeting of
Miss Julia Van Oss has returned Mrs. Joe Kramer of Holland, Mrs. m bride this month, was the hon- supper was served. The entire colat Home Acres, Grand Rapids, will the local board of education is after spending four weeks in Le- E. Poest of Zeeland and Mrs. Fred
ored guest at an afternoon bridge or scheme was carriedout in silver
preside.
the postponementof the opening Mars, Iowa, with her sister, Mrs. Hooker of Muskegon.
Thursday,Mrs. John Dykema be- and pink, the former being in honof Holland’s public schools until Chester Phillips.
ling hostess. Miss Bowman was or of the bride's parents whose
Rev. John A. Roggen, pastor of September 10. The usual date of
twenty-fifth wedding anniversary
H. Born paid $5 before Justice presented with a gift.
First Reformed church at Hamil- opening is the first Tuesday folalso fell on the date of the marNicholas Hoffman for exceeding
Veurinks Grove was the place the speed limit.
ton, was called to Hull, Iowa, by lowing Labor day.
riage of the young folks.
of meeting for the Oonk family
The Bonselaar family reunion The young couple is among the
the serious illness of his father,
reunion which was held Saturday,
was held at the Bonselaar farm last moat popular young people of
A. Roggen, who died soon after his
Officialsof the People's State
about 70 being present. The usual
Arrival. Mr. Roggen was nearly 82
The annual Sunday School and Thursday, nearly 100 relatives at- Hamilton. The bride for several
bank announce that two counter- picnic games and sports were inCongregational picnic of the Har- tending. Mrs. Gertie Vanden Berg, years was teacher at Fillmore disfeit bills were discovered at the
dulged in and electionof officers
her son, Melvin, and daughters, trict No. 5 school with exceptional
bank where they were cleared by was held with the following re- derwyk Christian Reformed church
at Tunnel Park Thursday after- Lila and Bernice, of Volga, S. D., success.The bridegroom is emlocal merchants. The bills are a
sults: George Kraker, president; noon and evening was attended by who are spending a few weeks ployed at the StallkampEgg Exsurvive.
nearly perfect imitation with the
Glen Fynewever, fke president, approximately 250, and young and here, were also present
change and is also well known as
exception that the printing is a
and Mrs. Joe Antonidie,secretary old alike spent a pleasant time tothe peppy backstop of Hamilton’s
bit
lighter
than
an
original
and
Rev. and Mrs. Edwin W. Koeppe,
and treasurer.
gether. It was one of these oldMelvin Bickle, arrested on a dis- baseballteam. Their many friends
Reformed missionaries in China detection of counterfeitingwas diffashioned basket picnics with orderly charge for driving an auto, are happy that they have decided
since 1919, have reached this coun- ficult. Merchants and citiiens are
The Huyser school district No. plenty of good things to eat, fol- mobile down the Pere Marquette to remain in Hamilton and will
try on their second furlough.Their warned to be on the lookout.
4, Zeeland, is planning to hold a lowed by a varied program of
railroad tracks, pleaded guilty in reside for the winter in the Schutfurlough was due a year ago, but
reunion on Labor Day, September sports and games. George Kolean,
Justice John Goiien’s court, and maat apartments.
lade of funds in the mission treaHolland's fire department was 3, on the school grounds. This
At tne dote of the festivities
sury caused a postponement. Mr. called out to the home of John Van will be the first reunion of this Dick Johnson, Albert Witteveen was fined $5.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Haakma left for a
Koeppe is a graduate of Hope col- Hekken, living in Holland township school districtand all former teach- and Miss Hilda Stielstrawere the
honeymoon trip by motor car to
committee in charge of arrangelege and Western Theologicalsem- one mile east of the city on the ers and pupils are urged to attend
The young women’s League for the Century of Progress exposition
ments.
inary.
old Zeeland road, when a fire which the reunion.A program is to be
Service of Bethel Reformed church and the Wisconsin“Dells.*
had gained considerable headway given at 2 o’clock.
held its annual outing at Tunnel
The community extends the hapThe families of P. Nykamp, F. was discovered by the owner. It
Mjss Wilma Westerhof of Hol- Park last evening.Following swim, py couple felicitations and wishes
Oudemolen and S. Kolk of New was soon gotten under control by
land, who is to become the bride ming th3 group had a wiener roast.
for them many years of happiness
The annual convention of the of Gerritt Veenboer,principalof
Groningen, attend the Sunday the local firemen.Damage, much
The Semper Fidelis class of Firat and success.
School picnic of First Chr. Ref. of it caused by smoke, was esti- Metropolitan club to be held at the Forest Grove School, sometime Reformed church enjoyed a potLansing next week will be attendChurch of Zeeland at LawrenceSt mated at $300.
this month, was honored with a
:k supper at Tellings’tea rttom
ed by many Holland members.Ofpark last Wednesday.
miscellaneousshower Thursday on the lake front last week Wed- REVIVAL OF 4-H CLUB WORK
ficial delegates from this city are
k,
LIKELY IN OTTAWA COUNTY
evening, Mrs. William Rowderink nesday evening.
The Ottawa County Woman’s
Martin D. Wyngard, Zeeland Temperance Union will hold its Simon De Boer, Dick Van Kolken of Grand Rapids being hostess.
Sets
' 2 PkT». 27c ,
and Ted Wyma. Mrs. Anna De
Township cleric, announces the date fifty-fifth annual convention on
About 25 guests from Zeeland,
(Grand Haven Tribune)
Boer and Mrs. Grace Plagenhoef
SCOT
s roll. 20c
At a birthday party given on
of registrationsbefore the Sept Wednesday, August 22, in the First will represent the local women's
Hand and Grand Rapids were
Revival of the 4-H club work
Wednesday evening at the home of and hpme demonstration work in
11th primaries. Days for registra- Methodist Episcopalchurch of Holgroup at the convention
It.
Mrs. Walter C. Smith, 93 East Ottawa county waa seen last night
tion are Wednesday,Aug. 22, and land with Miss Margaret Bilz of
Miss Jackie Harthorn,a bride, Twenty-second street, the date be- at a meeting held in Holland,called
September 1 from 8:00 a. m. to Spring Lake, president,in charge.
Miss Gertrude Deters,Miss Minbottte
28c
8:00 p. m. at his home, one mile The convention will be from 9:30 nie Weaver and Harry Deters, all was honored with a shower Tues- ing Mrs. Smith’s birthday anni- by Miss Deborah Veneklasen,
3
pkfe.
25c
day
evening
at
which
Mrs.
G.
Vinversary,
the
engagement
of
Miss
west of Vriesland.
county welfare director, to discuss
a. m. until 5 p. m. Rev. Edith Dor- of Holland spent Sunday at the
rell of Grand Rapids, who will give home of Miss Weaver’s sister, Mr. cher and Mrs. H. W. Streur were Anne Meengs, daughter of Mr. the vocationaland recreational
cake
The annual reunion of the Van an address on present-day prob- and Mrs. Gerald Rutgers, of Otse- joint hostesses.Miss Harthorn and Mrs. Henry Meengs to Ray- program to be institutedin the
was the recipientof many beau- mond Clark of- Rockford was an- county undet FERA.
Oaa family waa held at Port Shel- lems, will be among
am
the speakers go,
N.B.C. English
pkg. 29c
tiful and useful gifts. On Thurs- nounced. Miss Meengs will be an
don Thursday with approximately on the program.
program. Other business
Miss Veneklasen addressed the
ANN
PAGE
4
lb. can. \u
August
bride.
day,
Mrs.
John
Harthorn,
mother
85 relativesfrom Grand Rapids, will include county reports and
eeting,including representatives
The Royal Neighbors picnicked at
Jamestown, Byron Center and Hol- election of officers.
om this city and other parte of
Tunnel Park Thursday evening, a of Miss Jackie Harthorn, was hostland present John Van Oss of
pot-luck supper being a feature.A ess at a surprise shower at her
Little Miss Kathleen Doris the county, telling the purpose of
Laketown, 88, only survivingmemRay Japinga, graduate of Hol- program of games and sports was home in Central Park.
JAR TOPS
doM. 23c
Kregt celebratedher seventh birth- the new plan which will give ember of the original family, was the
the land Hi|
chool and Hope col- also carried out under the direction
day Monday and to celebrate the ployment and provide a program
JAR
3
pk«c. 9e
Miss
Hazel
Beerbower,
who
is
U>
oldeat person at the
8 gathering.At lege, and for the past six' years of Mrs. Anna Zietlow.
occasionher mother, Mrs. "Cornie" of pleasant recreation and vocabe a Septemberbride, was honored Kragt, invited several young tional work for many people in
Jlection of officers Richard teacher of history at Wayland, has
Strabbing of Graaf schap was elec- been appointed to the general staff
A reunion of the Austin Fair- at a hamburger fry Thursday eve- friends to the Kragt home, 38 West the county.
ted president and Frank Van Oss of of the East Grand Rapids
Ranids schools.
srnnnU banks family was held recently at ning at Tunnel Park, given by the Twenty-second street. It goes
In the counties the work will
Jamestown was named secretary
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank young ladies of the accounts re- without saying that the surprise necessarilyrevolve around the 4-H
and treasurer. Next year’s reunion
Marriage license applications Garvelink in Paw Paw. Among the ceivable department of the Hol- was a pleasant one, and all en- dub work and the home economic
will be held in Zeeland park.
have been received from John H. guests were Mr. and Mrs. John land Furnace Company. Miss Beer- joyed a happy afternoon.Those work, she stated, as up to this
Kolenbrander, 27 years old, of Lahuis and family of Chicago. Mr. bower was presented with a gift resent were Eleanor Oonk, Kath- time it has been two unite stimuGRAPENUT FLAKES
2 pk«s. 19c
Richard Samuelson and Michael East Saugatuck, and Eva Miedema,
leen Kuipers, Ruth Wolters. Mary lating work of that kind among the
Lahuis
recently graduated from the
GAAPENUTS
Krussas, both of Chicago, paid $10 27 years old of Holland; John
phf. 17c
rural
sections.
Mrs. Arthur Sas, formerly Mias Jean Van Appledorn,Sylvia NyMoody Bible Institute.
LAFRANCE
and $6, respectively, when arraignS pkg.. 25c
The home demonstrationwork
D00^, 27 years old and Susie VanAdeline De Vries, a recent bride, kamp, Beatrice Unema, Marian
ed before Justice Nicholas Hoffman, der Wiede, 25 years old, both of
Husbands of members of the Ex- was honored with a shower given Slagh. Marilyn Sulkers, Erma has been dropped for some time
Jr., on speeding charges.
Jewson: Harold J. Kuite, 23 years celsior class of First Reformed at the home of Mrs. G. De Vries Koetsier. Marilyn Lugten, Helen in this county, except for the work
old of Holland and Laura Flanof Zeeland, Mrs P. De Vries and Kragt, Donna Kragt. Jeanette De carried on by the state extension,
Miss Petty Vanden Brink of the ne,7» 20 years old of Hamilton, church were guests at a hamburg
Mrs. Ben Poest being hostesses.
Jonge, Anna Mae Kramer, Myra and for a time the boys’ work was
fry
given
by
the
class
at
Eaglecreat
RAISIN
lb loaf 10c
Holland Furnace company is spend- and Walter J. Peterson, 25 years
Ash and Kathleen Kragt. Shirley conducted by the state. Since the
Park Thursday evening.
Plain Sagared er Ciaaemea don. 12c
Henry Walters Post No. 2144, Hieftje was unable to be present appointment of L. R. Arnold, county agent, the boys’ work has been
Veterans of Foreign Wars, held because of illness.
revived, but the home economic
<
Jr...
their annual outing Thursday after-

Lillian C. Van Dyke of

Park.

w

COFFEE

&

Bokar

Red Circle

O’clock

8

Peanut Batter ^tana
PEN-JEL
Jollies

25'

TISSUE

CE*TO

2

Strawberry Pretervec

Dc.icrt

ICE-CRE-MIX

H

55*

flou* 25

’

Swantdown

Style
BEANS
Mason Jars ^ «« ^
VUBBERS
BISCUITS

79

Maxwell House coffee 29°

^

Pott Bran Flakes 2

19c

)

Cheese Mi'V,iLcr' *
BREAD Special
DOUGHNUTS

MICHIGAN

AN FQt^

noon and evening at Tunnel Park ENTRIES COMING FOR
when more than 200 members and
MODEL YACHT MEET
their families and friends altemL
ed.'A fine program of sports was

AT SAUGATUCK

carried out for the childrenas well
as adults, a baseball game being the
Entries for the Saugatuckmodel
feature of the early evening.
yachts gold bow! regatta to be

“Neighborhood”picnics arc being held by many Holland residents this year, and several of
these have been reported each
week. On Friday evening, folks
living at Central Avenue and
NineteenthStreet had a picnic

Hit

held next Sunday, are arriving.
One of the first entered is Com-

modore Steinbrecher of

America'scup. Commodore Bob

supper and outing at Tunnel Park. Linsley will send a fleet from the
A sports program and group sing- Grand Traverse Yacht Club and
ing were features.
others are being heard from.
Local skippers are putting in
The birthday of Mrs. A. M. Wit- shape their class A and Marbleteveen was celebratedwith a head yachts. Saugatuck will have
wiener and marshmallow roast at at least six models entered in each
of the championshipclasses.
The handicap racing every TuesHartford Day Spring Conmends day ia bringing out the best of the
local fleet.

4

Charles E.
To the

SURVEY ALLEGAN
Basset WILLSUBMARGINAL
ACREAGE

Voters of Allegan County

-far-

State Representative

J.
rearwoMror*

(UwwItftV-U. X.
•

Uli

TIRES

U.

S.

WILL RUN FOR SHERIFF
AT NEXT ELECTION

TIRES

(Ptorfata Typa) _
(OaartfTypa)

m.

430-20 $5.50 4.40-21 4.50-20 K7o| *
OaASO-ZISS.?0 JC 450-21 14901
5.00 19
500-19 $5.55l

41-21
[

$6.50

at You Get for Only

I

to

i

Mb" Me*,

all
$£95

UpholstffiflAl-',x’.
5 Tull Quarts, 100%

PURE

01L.PUROIL

LUBRICATED— Using
sSyUam—

Hydraulic

Include.

pievent excessive weai

or

breakage—

LABOR

ALL

Springs Sprayed— Tires Inflated

MECHANICALLY INSPECTED

L

and

ALL MATERIALS
Our

Work

ia

Guaranteed

SAVE YOUR CAR-BRING iflN TODAY

'Mm,

he.

$2.95

AUTOMOBILE WASHED— Careful Workmanship.
AUTOMOBILE CLEANED INSIDE— Diit is HarmJHANGED—

by U.S.

Donald F. Cochrane, the brilliant
editor of the Hartford Day Spring,
thus cototoeate under date of
August 8:
“’We see by the papers’ that
ever ia the neighboring county of
Allegan our friend of niuny years,
Charles E. Bassett of Fenaville, is
a candidate for the Republican
nomination for Ropreoentativein
the state legislature.
“Scanning of the same Allegan
newspapersfails to reveal who is
his opponent, if he has one. It
ought not to make mnch difference
to Allegan voters who the opponents may be, If a man of Mr.
Bassett's character and ability is
willing to represent them at Lan-

MILK
Grapes Wl"“
WHITE HOUSE

Head Lettuce

Oranges

The county FERA has been operating playgrounds during the
summer as part of the national
program and the proposed program
is a continuationof the same plan.
The meeting was well attended
and evoked great interest.Among
those from here who attended were
Mrs. Gleen Olsen, president of the
Woman's club; A. E. Jacobson,
presidentof the Rotary club; C. 0.
Reed, president of the Grand Haven Recreational dub: Miss Susie
O’Connell, Miss Catherine Cavanaugh, Mayor Lionel Heap, E. H.
Babock, and Rev. Cornelius Lapel-

Bananas

Steaks

Ripe

tall

cana !7r

io,

ib.

25c

2 15c

“d Juicy 29c

Fruit 4 lbs. 25c

2ed
sliced

Fancy

Ib.

19c

lbs.

25c

ffl lb. 25c

MS

lb.

17c

£™r#’si

lb.

19c

lb.

15c

Sbm

4 lbs.

29c

Xiy

3 lbs.

25c

Pork Chops
Soininer Sausage

ANN FACE
next yellow Elberta

Yeal Crown Roast

1

pearing things they are.
Meats in general art a littlecheaper
or no more expensive—which la good

(Larded ready for the oven)

Boiling Beef

Cottage Cheese

Fresh Caught, Lake Trout

news.

or White

rcgtoa are three Sunday dinner
' Low Cent Dinner
fricassee Mashed Potatoes

_

Swifts

Buttered Carrots

“He ia an outstanding figure in
the agriculturalfield in the United
States, through the exceptional
service ho has rendered In affiliauon
united States
Htatcs Detion wltn
with the United
psrtment of AgriccHaro and the
Michigan State Hocticnttaral
grower in
eiety, as well as
aa a fruit growe

19*

2-lb cartoe !9c

Fresh and crisp

Sw««i

25c

No. 2 can 10c

3

3

25*

»>•
4 cant

Ground Beef nS 3

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

Tool

2

QUALITY MEATS

Bacon

peaches will be at the height ot
thtor season and the price Is moderate.
Storieshave been circulatedthat Since late peacheswill be scarcer tad
I was a candidate for sheriff on high, now Is the time to do canning
the Republican ticket this year. I and preserving.Thompson seedless
wish to say that these stories have and Malaga grapes are pieaUful and
no foundation in fact. I am not reasonable. Cantaloupesare good and
running against a man who has •ttractlvely priced, and hooeydew
melons are ins but expensive.
Tomatoes, lettuce, celery, cucumben and cabbage, together with beets
and carrots, are plentifuland cheap.
These vegetables help to make aummcr salads and cold plates the ap-

sing.

Fish lb.

Premium Hams,

19c

Picnics,

Smoked Butts, Lamb, Bacon,

Tea or Coffe*

Summer Sausage

_

JeDWlStl”

iced) Milk
opecuu uuun

hot or

$

Bars
SOUP
R.S.P.

Powder

bchools.

*PHi8 week and

roll, 19c

PAPER

CHERRIES
Romford Baking
CRACKERS Sedas or Grakans

been hired to teach the classes. In
the new plan the FERA will be
responsibleand unemployed teachers will be chosen to conduct the

a,

pint 45c

«

27

—

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO

been conductedby the boards of
education and local teachers have

Clare E. Hoffman of Allegan,
Republican candidate for "ongress,
is campaigningby putting on free
mo* en ureri.ro shows at various
points where he speaks.

1

Fig

Leon L. Drake has been appointed to take charge of the survey of land west of Allegan. It is
planned to take in a large acreage
into the submarginal land project.
Sportsmen of Allegan County are
t>ehind the projectof converting a
portion of the 32,000 acres available, fitted for hunting purposes,
into a large public hunting ground.
Fred Zigterman spent h few days
The land in ouestion is located in
several townships — Allegan, Val- in Chicago visiting friends and also
attending the Century of Progress
ley Heath, Manlius and Gyde.

V
S.

TOX

FLY
PACIFIC TOILET

has not had a county leader.
The meeting was called to select
a county committee to direct the
policy and make plans for the fall
and winter work, but it was decided that eomipittees working in
each community would be of greater benefit as sectionalgroups will
be better able to know the needs
of their sections. These committees will be appointed later by
Miss Veneklasen.
Night schools in the county will
be one of the projects pushed.
Heretofore night schools have

CANDIDATE HOFFMAN
USING FREE MOVIES

zmsszisisz

»
»<2
Insecticide

Super Suds

demonstrathmalwork

exposition.

rtwf tmm to muki
Mrem «Nf trearf

tore tore

'U.

Detroit,

followed by an Englishman from
Oshkosh, Wis., who will enter a
scale model of Shamrock V, Sir
Thomas Lipton's challengerfor the

and home

17*

Ver,

UR

,g.u.

WE REDEEM WELFARE ORDERS

NEWS

rftiwf.Hi
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fmiHtiiiimtuwnimiii
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 16, 1934

Pot
EIGHTH GRANDCHILD FOR
NICODEMU8 BOSCH
Beginning To
(Grand Rapida Press)
Boil In Holland Mayor and Mrs. Nicodemus

Political

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

SMITH AND LACY, OPPOSING

Bosch of Holland became grandparents for the eighth time Mon-

day when a seven-jmd-one-LalfCANDIDATES FOR GOV,
SPEAK AT PARK pound baby girl was born at But

In*TAe

Number 34

WEEKS NEWS

Appoint Grand
Haven Attorney
I To Aid Farmers

Oik KINO AT H-Jehn O. Roeke-I
feller oelsbratsd Hie ninety-fifth
birthday et his Lakewood. N. J,|

heme

i»f »

MISNER APPOINTED AS

•' very quietlybecauee

COUNTY CONCILIATOR FOR

of hla recent lllnoee.He ie shown in]

his detest photograph.
terworth hospitalto Mr. and Mrs.
FARMERS ON DEBT
Edward
J. Yeoman of Holland.
Quite
«
_ _ large gathering came
____
Mrs. Yeoman is the former, Miss
out to listen to Judge Lacy of DeW
Beatrice Bosch.
troit, candidate for governor
l (FAHSINH till
Appointmentof Chaa. E. Mistier
against Comstock on the Demoof Grand Haven as Ottawa County 3
'—Miss
Msnrietta
cratic ticket. Mr. Lacey spoke
conciliationcommissionerto aid 1
M. Pinneko, of
from the steps of the Masonic tern, BROEKMAN REUNION AUG. 16
farmers in financial difficultieswa*,j
Outtenborg, Iowa,
pie and was fittinglyintroduced
announced a few days ago.
and
Francis
O.
by Lewis N. Stempfly, local atThe seventh annual reunion of
M inner, who has offices in
torney who is also a candidate for the Broekman family will be held
Seuerbry,of Edgo*
the People'sSavings Bank building"
prosecuting attorney of Ottawa Thursday, August 16. in Spring
V wood, lows, met
in Grand Haven, was named totail
UiL
county.
Grove, Jamestown. The Broekvlaet year et the
position bv Judge Fred M. RayMr. Lacy said in part, as follows: man’s aj-e descendants of Mr. and
Hevellne Thermond of tne U. S. District Court,
“The real purpose of government Mrs. Herman Broekman,who were
Grand Rapids, under a federalact
mometer et A
is to
to promote the general wclfaiv,
welfare, among the first settlers of Jamesto enable distressed farmers to obCentury of Progand the state and federaland local town and to whom were born eight
tain compromisesor extensions of
ress. Essetly a
governmentsshould co-operate to children,all girls. The daughters
time to meet their obligations.
that end. We know that Presi- were married to sons of other early
year later they
Commissioner Mistier explained
dent Roosevelt will do everything settlers, namely John and Gerrit
\wero marhis new duties as follows:
that he can to promote tha genera
il Hunderman, J. Tanis, R. Van Dam,
ried et the
“A farmer who is insolvent oti
welfare and to relieve the distress M. Griniwis,T. Joppe, J. Kata and
seme piece,
unable to meet his debts as they
of the home and farm owners and P. Achershoek. Many of these IMPROVES MIG
the thermature may file with the UaiU«
sited
of the unemployed and those who have also passed on, however the
WAVS - Osf an
I — Jofin Nlooleon,
States District Court at Grand Rap.mom etor
are in distress. But we should not descendants total quite a large
of teonic ei
General Works
ids or with the eonciliation commis, registering
sxpect the federal government to number. The program as prepared
along Quebec's
Manager of Dissioner of the county in which ha
do all of that alone. The state gov•6
degrees
will include
history by Rev.
Rev
resides, a petition requesting a
tillers Company,
ernment should line itself up with Nicholas Boer of Grand Rapids, highways, the Hon.
gt the time.
composition with his creditorsor
the federal government 100 per address by the first ^presidentof J E. Perrauit. QueLimited, anan extension of time to pay hit!
cent in wholesome co-operationso the reunion, Henry A. Boeve, a
bec Minister of
nounces plane
debts,
that all may work together in
far erection et
song and playlet by young people Highways, has won
“Under the term* of the Frazierteam work to accomiplish the best from Drenthe, and an address by world wide atten*
k Linden, N. JH of
Lemke amendment of Jane 28,
results possible and get ourselves Rev. E. Tanis of Grand Rapids. The
tion for leaderthlp
world's largest
1M4, nny farmer whose comprode
out of this depression.”
meeting will be in charge of John in regulating billgin distillery mise plan is not accepted by a ma“The state of New York has re- Burgess,president.A fine proboards and p re »e ruwhere famous jority of his creditors may have
institutionalized more than 54,000
gram of sports has also been aring beauty on motor
his property appraised and purof its aged, worthy poor and placed
British brands of
ranged for.
chase it from tne truitee of hit
them in homes on an old-age penroade. He has put
gin. including
sion basis, reducing the cost from NO LIMIT ON WATER
Quebec's highways
Gordon's and, estate over a six -year period, paying one per cent the tint year, two ,
$39.61 to $23.80 per capita per
•umetfe, * will,
FOR 8AUGATUCK FOLK Into finest ship# for
month. Several other states are
and one-half per cent the second;
Isa
Certler400th anniOO prOQUCBCIu,
now pursuing this same policy and
and third years, five per cent the
In spite of the extremely dry versary fetes this
in some instancesthe reduction in
fourth and fifth yeare, and the balseason, Saugatuck has bad in
Summer,
cost has been as high as 75 per
ance the sixth year.
abundant water supply. There ha»
cent.”
“Unsecured creditorsare protec-;
been no limit on the amount
a
used
“The experience of those other or special houn for sprinkling.
ted during this period by a general;
states proves that this could be
lien and are to be paid by the trusNine wells have been dIriven
__________
near
done for less than one-half of the
tee from the funds obtained
the foot of Mt. Baldhead during
cost which is now imposed upon
through the repurchaseby thr
the past several years. The well
the backs of our taxpayersfor being pumped daily now gives 300
farmer. If objection!are made te
maintaining our worthy, aged poor
this plan the court may stay all
gallons per minute, and the reserve
in institutions, and with the other
proceedings fer five years, during
well gives 500 gallonsa minute. A
one-half which would be saved we
REV IKINNAVl It's splashing time
which time the farmer retains
100,000 gallon reservoir is on the
could take care of as many more
ITTER. session, paying a reasonableannual'
In the pool at the base of the Civic
top of Lone Pine hill, but water is
of them on an old-age pension ba4ANKB— rental. After the five yeare have,
| Virtue status. City Hall Park. Nsw
pumped directlyinto the mains,
sis without adding to the present
passed he may purchase on an apo
York City. And what's moro.on broiltax burden of the people.”
praisal baais.
HOLLAND
FOLKS BADLY
serene eeing
hot
days
ths
cops
look
tho
other
“I am opposed to the sales tax
“The terms of the eompoaitioR
r_t>eee with
BRUISED IN AUTO WRECK
| way as the boys escape tho udow
Aik
on necessary food staples, because
with creditors or extension prothe beeuMfefeyeoj
host
it is an unjust imposition on the
IKisal may provide for extending,
An accident occurred at the inIs reeevenag after,
poor, who are least able to pay. I
the time of payment of either mh
tersection of the Ottawa Beach and
I'GOEBBELS
GABBLES
TO
HITLER
do not think that a tax upon bread,
light etteek of
cured or unsecured debts, or botLl
Eaglecrest roads at 10:30 o’clock
—Gorman Chancellor Adolf Hitler
butter, milk and other foodstuffs
infantile . perely*j
and may provide for priority of
Sunday evening when the cars of
necessaryto sustain life is de- John Lemmen, 18, of rural route 7,
| listens intently si Or. Joseph Qoebale. Iho’e staying'
payments to be made during the ^j
fensible upon any basis. No one
bels. Minister of Propaganda, oxperiod of extension as between
away frem
Holland, and John Flieman of Jenican tell me that the great state of
cured and unsecured creditors.
| plains tho public reaction to tho reson Park, collided.Five occupants
ming
peete
Michigan, with all of its riches and
"In other words, the farmer it|
of the two cars were injured,recent "purging" of tho Nazi party.
though, beeeueei
all of its wealth, has to tax the
given an opportunity to make
ceiving severe cuts and body
I General von Slumber^ (center)
aha oeMht the]
food that men, women and children bruises.
ments on account to his end.
watches tho proceedings.
diseased oue.^ eat in order to sustain governduring the period of extension.
They are: John Lemmen, Evelyn
ment.”
“After the filing of the peti
Monique of Douglas, Andy Zylman
i *
• •
of Hudsonville and Theresa Wier*no proceedings can be commenced,1
John W. Smith, one-time mayor sma and Margaret Schipper of
nor can proceedings whleh have;
Canoe Carved from Log:
of Detroit,spoke to a large crowd
been commenced be further prose-;
Holland were cut and bruised. Flie*
Tragedy Lurks
at Centennial park Saturday afterman and Mr. and Mrs. Wenzel of
Found on Kirby Site
cuted by the fanner’s creditorson]
noon.
Holland were shaken by the impact,
in Dudk Marsh any debts or account”
He said:
Will Be in Parade
Miss Jean Slagh and Miss Maro
“I am in this campaign because
garet Slaghuis spent the week-end
((irnml Haven Tribune)
COUNTY AGED TO RECEIVE
FARMERS TO BE PAID
i candidate of either party eswith Miss Beulah Weatherhultin
A
wild mallard duck, nesting in
PENSION
A
canoe,
chiseled
out
of
a
hardHIGHER PRICES FOR MlUg
pouses the social and economic
Petoskey.
the marsh along the shore of the
wood maple log found on the Island
views that I hold,” Mr. Smith said.
big lake here, sacrificed her life in
He accused Alex J. Groesbeck Although collectionsof the old where the old Kirby shipyards once
Farmers in the vicinity of Zee-,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Byl enter- protecting her nest against sonie land held a meeting last Thursday.:
of being in sympathy with large age assistance tax has been far were located, will take part in the
intruder,
a
bittern,
a
muskrat,
or
utilities, especially the Standard from satisfactory, sufficientfunds water pageant on the opening day tained a number of guests durfcig
and signified their intention of go.
somethingthat tried to get her ing on strike, threatening to cull
Oil company, for which he is the are now available to start the al- of the Centennial Thursday, Aug. the centennial celebration,includcounsel. Frank Fitzgerald, the lowance of pensions to the most 9. It has been recentlymade by ing Mrs. Dent Romeyn and sons, eggs. But her sacrifice was not in o'f the milk supply by Tuesday unvain.
less their dematus for hkher
third candidate for governor, he needy cases in Ottawa county, it William Shashagway, veteran en- H. J. and Max, of Hollywood, Cal.;
Although in her fight to protect prices viere met.
was announcedtoday. Mrs. Anna gineer here who has spent most of Mr. and Mrs. John Boyink and son
charged with lack of program.
Mr. Smith said the most im- Poppen, chairman of the county his life as an engineer on the boats James of Zeeland, Mrs. John Pip- her nest the hen mallard was
In compliance with the demand ,
portant question before the people old ajje pension board, received running in and out of this port. ' pel of Coopersville,Benjamin Mul- wounded fatally,her seven eggs of the farmers, a temporary agree- i
He was salvaging wood on the der of Zeeland and Marilyn Boy- were unharmed and destined even- ment was signed by the two fae- f
is the finding of new sources of this information from the state
island and came upon the wreck of ink of Muskegon. — Grand Haven tually to hatch into healthy young tions fer an increase of slightly
revenue, making it possible to abol- board at Lansing.
ducks.
ish the sales tax which,,he deMiss Sarah Brodebeck, field su- the old barge, Mary Manda. He Tribune.
more than one cent a quart. The I
scribed as the only tax on food- pervisor of old age pensions in cut it up for wood and then struck
George Mandley, formerly of De- dealers represented declared that!
stuffs in any civilized country of ten counties, recently called on the log from which he made the
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Fortney troit, discoveredthe tragedy when they are anable to grant an in-j
the world.
the county pension board and ad- canoe. It is 12 feet long, 15 inches and their son, Delbert, Jr., were he went down in the marsh behind crease permanently without booet“The only sensible way to meet vised that investigationbe made wide and 7ty inches deep and will guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles his cottageto investigate the cause ing the retail price in the city, aa
the problem of revenue,”Mr. Smith of the various applicants.
hold one person. Mr. Shashagway Haack attending the centennial of a commotion that had attracted their returns for milk average
Mr. John De Bley has been ap- intends to paddle it himself in the celebration. Mr. Fortney was a his attention. The wounded mother about six cents a qaart.
said, “is to increase the severance
tax on gas and oil and to abolish pointed investigator. He will act parade. Years ago he made a sim- former sheriff of Ottawa county. duck was struggling in the water
,,
the liquor control board, which is under the supervisionof the ilar canoe and for years he has —Grand Haven Tribune.
beside the nest, trying to get back LOCAL POLICE
ENFORCE PARKING RULES 1
hiking our taxes by paying an army chairman of the county board in used all kinds of water craft.
into it, when hr arrived,hut died
More than a hundred attended a few moments later.
of men for doing nothing and pay- reviewing more than 500 applicaHe has lived here almut 30 years
Acting Chief Van Ry states that
ing exhorbitant rent for old build- tions on file in the county, many and has been an engineer for 48 the annual Vander Bie reunion
Mandley took the eggs and put
ings.”
of these oty people being in dire years, 10 of which were spent on which took place Saturday at Fredhe has receivednumerous comthem
in his incubator along with a
need.
the gravel tug Seneca, owned by ericks’ beach. The usual picnic setting of hen’s eggs. Next morn- plaints from merchants who feet
Nine counties in the state have the Johnson Gravel company.
features were on the program. Althat they have lost businessbecauijij
UNUSUAL CAUSE OF
ing two little hahy mallards had
FOREST FIRES startedto pay pensions to the most He has the canoe completed and bert Palmer was elected president pecked their way out of the shells of overtime parking on the part
of local drivers and that unites eon- ,
Lightning was given as the cause needy, Mrs. Poppen stated. Each has named it “Centennial."It is for the ensuing year.
and a short time later the other
ditienschange he will instructhis j
of seven fires in District11, em- county receives the full amount now on display at his home, 127
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank five baby ducks were hatched. The men to arrest violatorsand thegv
bracing the counties of Kalkaska, that has been paid in by their re- Fulton street, and is already atseven little orphan ducks were put
of
726
State
street,
was
the
scene
will be subjectto traffic fine*.
Crawford, Missaukee and Roscom- spective county, and every cent tracting attention.
of the family reunion of descend- with another brood of young malpaid in will be used for the asMr. Van Ry states that because
mon, during the early part of June,
The owner came hero 30 years ants of the late Jacobus Dyke on lards swimming about the marsh.
sistance of the old people, as the
of the many out-of-kown folks who
by ----Harry
L. Aldrich,, distru
„
---------_Btrict superago from Saugatuck and can tell Saturday.
expense of administration is not
niake their home in Holland and
visor. In several instances, accordmany interestingstories of life in
Mrs. Henry Wiggers of Drenthe its resorts during the summer j
paid out of the head tax.
ing to Aldrich, the bolts appeared
the *708 when the ports along this
George G. Brown of Lapeer is was hostess at a shower given in months the police departmenthas 1
On behalf of the many age d citito have struck green trees and
coast bristledwith masts which spending a vacation with his par- honor of Miss Josephine Vanden
zens in Ottawa county, an appeal
not been marking cars, he said, and
buried themselvesin the roots
were later supplanted by smoke- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hamelink,on Bosch of Zeeland, who this week some of the local business men
is made to you in the name of huwhere fires smoulderedfor two manity to do your part to be a good stacks and propellers.
East Thirteenth street.
will become a bride.
arc abusing the privilege. Many,
days, finally emerging in a mass
citizen and comply with the prompt
he pointed out, park their cars in
of old slash several rods distant payment of the $2 tax to our coundesirable spots for an entire day,
from the trees.
ty treasurer. ,
or at least part of
A total of 41 acres was burned
over by the seven fires, the largest LIONS AND LADIES ENZEELAND
individualbum covering 17 acres
TERTAINED AT WAUKAZOO

„

KO AT

PROBLEMS

M

^

Mr.

"KNOW WHAT

I

WANT FOR

AN ANNIVERSARY

....

GIFT?

A TELEPHONE"

a

‘

“You’ve been asking me what I wanted, Tom.

(

We

Veil, I want a telephone.

are to out of things,

without one. Ruth aaya that she and Fred save
almost enough on driving expense, alone, to pay

And

for theirs.

I’d feel so

much

safer with a

telephone in the house."

You can have telephone convenience and

pro-'

home and family for only a few
cents a day. To place an order, call, write or
tection for your

visit
will

the Telephone Business Office. Installation
be made promptly.
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feel that I
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filled this office

capable and in an economical

would kindly ask you
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in a

manner, then

I

for your support.

your service.
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Zeeland Gilbert Karskei
ken Li

against the leaders of Judah and people,for all of them had sinned poet junior team was el ____
Waukaxoo Inn was the scene of
•limii
Israel, apparently hurling his bit- together.That is God’s way ef
the regular meeting of the local
AUGUST
19, 1934
1>F Royal Oak, 12 to I, in the
IN GRANITE OR
of the Forest Grove Reformed Lion’s club when more than fifty
terest woes against Israel. But justice. He makes no exceptions. finals of khu state AaiericaiiLachurch Sunday.
members and their ladies gathered “Anoa Denounces Self-Indulgence” Samaria would fall, as would also He has no favorites. He applies gum tournament today. Royal
The following families motored there Wednesday evening to sit
Jerusalem. He cited what hap- his laws and their penaltiesalike "Oak trailed. 6 to 2, in the sixth,
I
I
pened to other strong cities in the on all.
to Green lake for a neighborhood down to dine and afterward enjoy
(Amos 6:1-7, 11-14)
but a 7-run rally gare them tha
past, three of them had been
outing Thursday:Mr. and Mrs. bridge and dancing.
Israel should have learned this lead and they never relinquished
¥
ONES ARE here today and gone temor*
ruined,in spite of their being the long ago, but blinded by their it. Two defeats eliminateda team
Joe Grit, Mr. and Mrs. Martin TigeThe local club was awarded
HENRY GEERLINGS
boast and pride of great kingdoms. prosperity they had lost sight of
laar, Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd. placque by the InternationalLions’
•Li row, yet time can never blot out the memory of
from the tourney and Zeeland lost
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ensing, Mr.
r. and associationfor attaining the high,
—
a L* a abb •• 1 ^ ^
1. t
Pride and boastfulness always There is cutting sarcasm in the God and had discarded His laws. in the first round
a smiling face ... a cheerful voice. So — mark the
Mrs. Fred Arts, Mr. Gezinus est membership standards in 1933. lead to self-confidenceand indif-l challenge of Amos to Samaria and Naturally Amos was unpopular as post of Detroit.
Kemps, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ensink, President George Damson present- ference to danger. It is the untried Jerusalemto compare themselves, he pronouncedwoes on them and
last resting place of that loved one ... with a
The personal taxes of the city
Mr. and Mrs. John Oudbier, Mr. ed the placque. Secretary Russell man who has the most to say about their kingdoms and their lands declared that captivity was near. of Zeeland will be subject to collecCO.
with
these
fallen
cities,
to
see
and Mrs. Nick Meyers, Mrs. An- Haight then presented a gold key what he can do. The athlete,beBesides they could not hope for tion by City Treasurer Ben Goozen
drew Tigelaar, Mr. snd Mrs. Ben to President Damson for distin- fore he meets competitors to vic- whether they had any better God’s help in the crisis.To do so within a period of 14 days, the city
Local Representative
De Jonee, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew guished service in 1983. Mr. Wil- tory, is prone to regard himself chance to endure than these.
would be as futile as for horses (• council decided Monday avening.
BERT WESTENBROEK, 94 W. 18th St., Holland, Mich.
Captivitywas the worst calamity try to run up the rocky side of a
Grit and Mr. Arnold Ederveen.
liam Nies, toastmaster, presented as invincible. But it is the test
The council also passed
led a resoluPHONE
Mr. and Mrs. John Steenwykand Sylvester Panins, manager of the that tells how sound is the claim. that could befall a people,but this mountain or for a plowman with tion empowering Supt. Gerrit P.I
was
surely
near
at
hand
for
Sachildren of Besverdam spent Sun- Inn and host to the Lions and After the race the boasting runner
his oxen to try to plow the same Rooks with
rith authority
authc
to shut off
day with their mother, Mrs. Wil- fcheir guests, who in turn intro- may find that others could outrun maria. Their defiant revelries mountainside. It was all their own all water users who have more than
liam Meyer, and Gertrude.
duced J". Franklin Caveny of Chi- him, the boxer that anbther can would be stopped. Humble in the fault. They had made judgment three months’ water payment to
A girls’ trio consistingof Miss cago, former editor of the “Sketch outbox him, the ball team that an- dust would their banner be. And as bitter aa gall to those whom make to the city, enless an appliZUTPHEN
George Ensing, Tuesday evening.
Rosena Heyboer, Miss Ruth En- Book” of the Chicago Art Insti- other team plays better. Amos why? Amos declaredthat the sin- they judged and had regarded cation is made to the water deMrs. William Kole of Hudsonville sink and Miss Gertrude Peuler, ac- tute and an extensivetravelerwho looked on Israel and Judah as ful self-indulgenceof the people righteousness as a deadly poison partmentto extend the time en a
A male quartet consistingof entertained at a grocery shower companied by Miss Jeanette Van in a moat entertaining manner boasting nations, confident in their would .so weaken them that in time to their wicked ways of life. Had payment promise plan. The reMessrs. Martin Ver Hajfe^John given in honor of her sister, Miss Ess, rendered vocal selectionsat presented crayon sketches and clay defenses, indifferentto neighbor- of danger there would be no ade- they allowed^righteousness, their port of the utility commission was
the Bethel mission of Grand Rap- modelingfeatured by an interest- ing enemies, but both nations fell quate defense.
scheming, bribing, profiteering submitted buk no action was taken
Sale, Hubert Heyboer -----The people refused to heed warn- plans would have been killed. They as a special meeting will be arPeuler, accompaniedby Miss Ann Henrietta Elders, at the home of ids Sunday evening.
under attack. Loudest boasts are
tef monologue.
They laughed at the predic- had trusted in their own strength, ranged with the council and Con-1
«r.
racer,
Heyboer, rendered special music, at Mrs. Henry Elders Thursday aftMr. uacuu
Jacob Pater,
Jr., unaer
underwent
no assurrance of greatest success. ings. they
othe Young Peoples society of ernoon. Those present besides an operation at the Zeeland hos- Girl and Boy Scouts in Allegsn This is as true of individualsas it tion of overthrow, and said that and loudly rejoiced in their wrongs. sumers’ Power Company,- fi
pita) last week.
something to
be tatives. The committee on
Jamestown Sunday evening.
««as ovsilixrkiiiiig
LV UC
will join in activities on Scout Day is of groups. It is true in matters such an evil day would not come. They made sin
those mentioned were Mrs. John
Mr. Henry banning and child of
Miss Lula Arts with friends of September 15 at the Allegan fair. of morals and religion as in mat- But several sins were charged Uughed at rather than condemned. and sidewalks reported tli_.
Loeks,
Mrs.
George
Ensing,
Mrs.
against
them
by
Amos,
and
he
made
Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
Hudsonville are spending a few A parade and stunts will be fea- ters of body and mind.
But their fate was coming nearer. Kamps refused the offer of
Vander Kolk and family of Oakland Leonard Van Ess and Mrs. Dick days at Ottawa Beach near Hol- tures of the combined group.
Two cities were in the prophet’s these wicked ways of theirs the Another nation would be used by for a panel of land for tha
mind as he began to pronounce basis for his prediction of cap- God for their overthrow and pun- structlonof Cherry
were recent visitors at the home Vander Molen of this place. Mrs. land this week.
of Mr. and Mrs. Lucas De Klein Jack Dorn, Mrs. Sherman Morrill Miss Jeanette Brink, daughter of
Speeders fined in Justice Nicho- woes upon them. One was Jerusa- tivity. In the time of crisis their ishment. Under the lash ef in- mittee action was
would show its evil vjdere they would be driven out the council to mi
and Mrs. Ben Mlnnema of Hudson- Mr. and Mrs^ Andrew Brink, and las Hoffman’s court Saturdsy in- lem, capital of Judah: the other self-indulgence
and family.
was Samaria, capital of Israel. results.
of their lands. The time was at rangements with
Rev. Danhof of Drenthe conduct- ville; Mrs. Lucinda De Hart of
Back of all this predictionwas hand when they would be utterly mittee also
Grandville,^ Mrs
HMfcert Dyke,
ed the wmces here Sunday.
Besterveld of Kalamazoo and It. Both these cities were on high rugMrs. Clifford Kole and Mrs. Jacob were united in
at tha Edwards of this city who paid $5 ged hills, a kind of natural forti- God and He would bring it to pass. expelled from their beloved land
Kole of Holland.
fication for them. The peoples The destructionwould be complete. aiid an enemy would take them in
home of the bride’s
each, and Miss Maxine Klenner of
Miw
* these cities were contented in Not only the stately, strong houses
irge and hold them as captives.
Rev. ,
Illinois, and E. ‘
*' housesi of the
defense, assuming that no but the smaller
iis was the '
,-ji
to pay]
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Sonday school and conjjrcof Sixth Reformed church
their annual picnic Wedafternoon and evening at
park. An interestingpro-

. Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Luidens
and son, Edwin of Rochester,New
York, and Miss Dorothy Wichers
of Holland, who has been visiting
with the Luidens, arrived Friday

Expires Aug. 26
13481

of sports and games and a dens is pastor of the Brighton Rebasket supper were features.
formed church.

to attend funeral services for Mrs.
James C. De Pree. They plan to
visit relativesin Zeeland and Hol-

land for a few weeks. Rev. Lui-

,J

The

Rifle club held their weekly

shoot Tuesday with Herman Prins
apparently being the perpetual
winner, with Bud and Don Prins
tanking next. Other scores made
Tuesday are Russell Kleis 48, Rus
sell Dyke 48, H. Prins 48, Bud
Prins 47, Don Prins 47, Fred Ter
Vree 46, Howard Working 46, John
Kammeraad 45, Arnold Datema 45,
Ted Wyma 45, Paul Danielson 44,
Ken Woldring 43, John Kleis 42,
C. F. Sulkers 42, John Danielson
42, Abe Sybesma 42, Leonard Vander Ploeg 42, Ed Landwehr 41,
Fred Van Slooten 41, John Jonkers
40, Sam Althuis 40. Lloyd Cobh 40,
Clarence Becker 38, Eugene Vander Vusse 35, Frank Smit 35. Alex
Barnum 35, Larry Kobes 35.

Dr. J. O. Scott
• • * •

A. Leenhouts
By a, Bar, ^Naiaaad

Ami

Dentist

Boon:

8:M

to 11:09
1:30 to

{p

[Over Model Drug Store]

GRAND RATIDa^fcH.

COR. DE KEYZER ^
Notary Public
Real Eatate, Insurance and
* Called ion Agency
57 Wert Tenth fit, Holland, Midi.

Beautiful

22tfc

Memorials
• a

[VftNlcrVMB Stock]
i

•

m.

*4 p. m.
— lues, ana aaiuniay
7t89 te 9:09

Slot hour*: 9-10 a.

Expiree Nov.

8

Yon can gate no greater comfort

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALK

to alleviatingthe grief of parting
Default having been made in the
from some loved one than by conconditions
of
a
certain
mortgage
PROBATE COURT FOR
given by Peter Breen and Minnie
secrating the last resting place
Expires Sept. 21.
“COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Breen, his wife, to Mary Vander.
^At a sessionof said Court, held NOTICE OF CHANCERY SALE
with one of our beautifulmemoriSchaaf, dated the 12th day of NoProbate Office in the City
als. Wo offer a wide variety of
vember. A.D. 1929, and recorded in
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Grand Haven, in said County, on
sisea and designs, from the aimthe office of the Register of
3rd day of August, A.D. 1034. The Circuit Court for the County
Deeds
for
Ottawa
County,
Michipleat markers to the moat imposof
Ottawa,
in
Chancery.
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater,
ing family monuments.
gan, on the 14th day of November,
William Westveer,R. A. Hoek
of Probate.
A.D. 1929, in Liber 162 of MortIn the Matter of the Estate of and Edward Garvelink,Trustees of
Attomeys-at-Law
gages, on page 602, on which mortMAGGIE P. HUMMER. Deceased. the segregated assets of the First
gugo there is claimed to be due at
'Daniel TenCate and Vernon D. State Bank of Holland, a Michigan
Offiae— over the Firet State
the time of this notice for princiite having filed in said court Banking Corporation,Plaintiffs;
N#rth and One-Half Wort of Warm Friend Tarn
pal and interest the sum of SevenBank
{ vs.
[their first annual account as TrusTYLER
VAN
LANDEGKND
(8 Wert Seventh
phono 4884
teen
Hundred
and
Ten
Dollars
Jacob
Essenburg
and
Rose
Esses of said estate, and their petiHolland Mich.
Mill auppliea, electric pumps,
($1,710.00),
and
an
attorney’s
fee
senburg,
husband
and
wife,
and
tion praying for the allowance
as provided for in said mortgage,
Essenburg Lumber Company, De- plumbing and heating, tin and
I thereof, ana also praying for the
sheet metal work.
and no suit or proceedings aflaw
Hwowance of their fees for extraor- fendants.
49 W. 8th ST., HOLLAND, MICH.
In pursuance and by virtue of a
having been institutedto recover
dinary and difficult legal services
14867— Ekp. Aug. 18
Expires Aug. 18
Phone
3204
the moneys secured by said mort[gpid expenses rehdered in connec- decree of the Circuit Court for the
H. R.
MORTGAGE BALE
gage or any part thereof;
with their usual responsibili- County of Ottawa, in Chancery,
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Court for (he County of Ottawa*
made and entered on the 4th day
IMes as such Trustees;
Drugs, Medicines and
Default having been made in a
that by virtue of the power of
of August, A.D. 1934, in the above
It is Ordered, That the
11817— Expires Aug. 25
13940— Expires Aug. 25
At a Mmloo of aaid Court, held at
Toilet Articles
real estate mortgage dated the
sale contained in said mortgage
r4th Day of September, A. I). 1934, entitled cause, notice is hereby
STATE OF MICHIGAN-Th« Pro- and pursuant to the statute in such the Probate Office in the City ef Croud
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at given that on the 21st day of Sep- STATE OP MICHIGAN -The Probate 24th dav of November, 1919, and
Have*, te aaid County, on tbe 27tb
bate Court for tha County of Ottawa.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
executed by Arthur Vos and Alice
case made and provided, the said day ef July A. D. 1984.
said Probate Office, be and i8 here- tember, A.D. 1934, at 10 o’clock
At a session of said Court, bald at
At a session of said Court, held at Vos, his wife, of the Township of
mortgagewill be foreclosedby saleby appointed for examining anil al- in the forenoon of that day, I, the
the Probate office in the City of
Present, Hou. Cora Vandewater.
Expires Sept. 22.
of the premisestherein described
iasring said account, and hearing subscriber,a Circuit Court Com- the Probate Office in the City of Grand Georgetown, Ottawa County, MichHsven
in said County, on the 30th day igan, as mortgagorsto the James- Grand Haven in uid County, os at public auction to the highest Judge of PrebaU.
missioner
in
and
for
Ottawa
Counlaid petition;
MORTGAGE
SALE
the 1st day of August A. D. 1934.
town State Bank, a Michigan Bankbidder at the North front door of
It u Further Ordered, That pub- ty, in the State of Michigan, shall of July, A.D. 1934.
te the Matter of tho Eatate of
Prosent:
Hon.
Cora
Vandewster
ing Corporation of Jamestown, Present. Hon. Cort Vandewater, the Court House in the Chy of
Mc notice thereof be given by pub- sell at public auction to the highest
Judge of Probate.
GERRIT
Michigan, as mortgagee, which Judge of Probate.
Grand Haven, Michigan, on Monuunn.. KAPKNGA. Deceeied
mort*w
lication of a copy of this order, for bidder, at the north front door of
mortgage was recorded in the ofIn the matter of tbe Estate of
day, the fifth day of November,
three successiveweeks previous to the Court House, in the City of
It appearingto the court that dated the 14th day of May, 1926,
In the Matter of the Estate of
fice of Register of Deeds for the
A.D. 1934, at 2 o’clock in the aftsaid day of hearing, in the Hol- Grand Haven, in said County of
the time for presentationof claims executed by Harry G. Klomparens
WILLIAM EXO, Deceased
County of Ottawa, Michigan,on PETER M. NIENHUI8, Deceased ernoon of that day, eastern standland City News, a newspaper print- Ottawa and State of Michigan,that
against said estate should be lim- «nd Elizabeth Klomparens, his
the
2nd
day
of
December,
1919,
in
b«'ing
the
place
of
holding
the
cired and circulated in said county.
It appearingto the court that tbe
Hubert Pelgrim, having filed in ard time, which premises are de- ited, and that a' time and place be wife, as mortgagors, to the First
CORA VAN DE WATER. cuit court for said county, all those time for presentation of claims against Liber 130 of Mortgages on page said court his petition, praying for scribed in raid mortgage as fol- appointed
to receive, examine
bank, of Holland, Michigan,
,
Judge of Probate. certain pieces or parcels of land said estate should be limited,and that 185 and which mortgage was as- licenseto sell the interestof said lows,
adjust all claims and demands corporation organizedand exto pay and satisfy the amount of 'time and place be appointed to re- signed by the said Jamestown estate in certain real estate therein
The land and premisessitA true copy.
said decree, viz: $8,547.50, and the ceive,examine and adjust all claims State Bank to the Reconstruction described.
uated in the city of Holland, against said deceased by and before isting under and by virtue of the
HARRIET SWART,
laws qf the State of Michigan, as
said court:
costs and expensesof this sale, and demands against said deceasedby Finance Corporation, a Federal
County of Ottawa and State
Register of Probate.
mortgagee, and which uid mortCorporation,by an assignment It is Ordered, That the
together with interest thereon and before said court:
of Michigan, vis.: the East
It is ordered, That creditorsof gage was recorded in the office of
4th
Day
of
September,
A.D.
1934
dated
February
25th,
1932,
and
rafrom the date of decree
per
Forty-eight feet of lot numIt ia Ordered, That creditors of uid
said deceased are required to pre- the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
Expires Sept. 21.
corded in the Register of Deeds
cent; and if said sale is insufficient
bered Six in Block “G” of
sent their claims to said court at County, Michigan, on the 17th day
NOTICE OF CHANCERY SALE to pay these amounts, then to cer- deceased are required to presenttheir office for the County of Ottawa, at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
West
Addition to the City of
claims to uid court at aaid probate
said Probate Office on or before of May, 1926, in Liber 147 of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Michigan, on May 23rd, 1934, in said Probate Office, be and is heretify the deficiency to the court
Holland,Michigan,according
Mortgages, on Page 168; and
the
CircuitCourt for the County for a personal decree against said office on or before the
Liber 130, page 185 of Mortgages by appointed for hearing said petito the recorded plat thereof.
whereby the power of sale conof Ottawa, in Chancery.
defendants,Jacob Essenburg, Rose 28th Day of November, A.D. 1931 and which mortgage was assigned tion, and that all person* interested in
MARY VANDER SCHAAF,
28ib Day of November. A.D. 1834
tained in said mortgage has beThe Banking Commissionersof Essenburgand EssenburgLumber at ten o'clock in the forenoon, uid time by the ReconstructionFinance Cor(Deceased) Mortgagee.
uid estate'appearbefore uid court, at
at til o’clock in the forenoon,uid come operative, and upon which
[tbe State of Michigan, R. D. Math- Company, for the payment of such and place being hereby appointed for poration, a Federal Corporation,to
By LENA BRE1MER,
time snd place being hereby appointed mortgage there is due on the date
Conservatorof the First deficiency.
the examinationand adjustment of all Henry Winter. Receiver for the uid time and placa, to show cause why
Executrix.
for the examinationand adjustmentof hereof the sum of $615.01for prinState Bank of Holland, and the
Said property being describedas claims and demands against said de- Jamestown State Bank, a Michigan a licence to sell tbe interestof said GERRIT W. KOOYERS.
ciple, interest, insurance premiums
jjjptrst State Bank of Holland, a follows:
ceased.
Banking Corporation of Jamestown. estate in said real estate should not be
Attorney for the said Executrix. ali claims and demands against said
paid by the mortgagee and attordeceased.
(Michigan Banking Corporation,
Michigan,
by
an
assignment
dated
Business
Address:
All that part of Section
It is Further Ordered. That public
granted.
ney fee in said mortgage provided:
[Plaintiffs;
May
9th,
1934,
and
recorded
in
thirty-six (36), Town five (5),
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pub548 College Ave., Holland, Mich.
notice thereof be given by publication
and no suit or proceeding at law
It is Further Ordered, That pubvs.
lic notice thereof be given by pubnorth of Range sixteen (16)
Dated: August 9, 1934.
of a copy hereof for three auc- the Register of Deeds office for
having been institutedto recover
lic
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pubr^. Russell Hunderman and Bertha
lication of a copy of this order, for
west, bounded on the West by
cessive weeks previous to uid day of the County of Ottawa, Michigan,
the debt secured by said mortgage,
fiunderman, husband and wife, and
licationof a copy of this order,
I three successiveweeks previous to
a line six hundred seventy and
hearing, in the Holland City Newt, i on May 23rd, 1934, in Liber 165,
or any part thereof;
for three successive weeks prev^Bernard Wanrooy and Haxel Wanpage
197
of
Mortgages,
whereby
six-tenths (670.6) feet West
I
aaid
day
of
hearing,
in
the
Holnewspaper printedand circulated in
Expires Aug. 25
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
l.fooy, husband and wife, Defendious
to
said
day
of
hearing,
in
the
the
power
of
sale
has
become
opland
City
News,
a
newspaper
from the west line of a public
uid county.
11500
hereby given that pursuant to the
Siats.
Holland
City
News,
a
newspaper
erative
said
mortgagee
has
elected
highway, running North and
printed and circulated in said counSTATE OF MICHIGAN
statute and said power of sale in
CORA VANDEWATER,
In pursuance and by virtue of a
and does elect to declarethe princi- printed and circulatedin said
South along the North and
ty.
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
MOa
at Probete.
said mortgage contained, for the
scree of the Circuit Court for the
pal sum with all arrearages of in- county.
South quarter line of said SecCORA
VAN
DE
WATER,
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
A true copy—
[County of Ottawa, in Chancery,
CORA VANDEWATER,
terest under the terms of the morttion thirty-six(36); bounded
Judge
of
Probate.
At a session of said Court, held . ,
on said mortgage, the costs and
HARRIET SWART
and entered on the 4th day
gage to be due and payable.
Judge of Probate.
true copy.
on the South by a public highcharges of said sale, and any taxes
Register of Probate
August, A.D. 1934, in the above
way known as Lake Shore
That said sale is by virtue of and A true copy,
Grind Hmif
SWART,
and insurance premiums paid by
[untitled cause, notice is hereby givHarric
tSwart
Drive; bounded on the East by
in pursuance of an order entered
the 6th day of August, A.D. 1934. RW*ter of Probate.
the mortgagee before the date of
that on the 21st day of SepRegisterof Probate.
a line running parallelwith
on the 7th day of April, 1934, in
Present,
Hon.
Cora
Van
De
Wathe sale, the said mortgage will
iber, A.D. 1934, at 10 o’clock
Expires Oct. 20
the West line of the premises
equity cause pending in the Cir11830
ter, Judge of Probate.
be foreclosedby sale of the premthe forenoon of that day, I, the
hereby conveyed, and one huncuit Court for the County of OtExpires
Aug.
25
In the Matter of the Estate of
ises to the highest bidder at pubMORTGAGE SALE
mr, a Circuit Court Comdred (100) feet East theretawa, State of Michigan, wherein
NELLIE
-------------HIMEBAUGH. ----Deceased.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
lic auction or vendue on the 28th
er in and for Ottawa Coun6342— Expires Aug. 25
from; bounded on the North
Rudolph E. Reichert, State BankDefault having been made in the
Hamel Ten Cate, Executor, hav- THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE dav of September, 1934, at two
in the State of Michigan, shall
by the waters of Black lake,
ing Commissioner, is plaintiff and vtatb op Bemoan - «w Pntam
ing filed in said court his sixth anconditionsof a certain mortgage
o’clock in the afternoon of uid
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
I at public auction to the hightogether with ali water front
Jamestown State Bank, a Michigan Onrt for tho Goaty of Ottawa
nual account as Executor of said
dated the 27th day of November,
bidder, at the north front door
At a session of said Court, held day at the north front door of the
and riparian rights connected
Banking
Corporation,is defendant. At a otoolon of mU Ooort. hoU at tho
estate, and his petition praying for
1922, executed by Francis C.
court house in the city of Grand
Dm Court House, in the City of
therewith. Being in the townThat no suit or proceedings at Prohoto Offtoo la tho OKy of Qronf lovon the allowance thereof, and also at the Probate Office in the City Haven. Ottawa County, Michigan,
Youngs, single, as mortgagor,to
Haven, in said County of
ia mid County, on tho 1st doy of
of Grand Haven, in said County, on
ship of Park, Ottawa County
praying for the allowances of his
Job L. Whipple, as mortgagee, and law to recover the debt secured August, A. D. 1934.
that being the place of holding
and State of Michigan, that
the 18th day of July, A.D. 1934.
and State of Michigan.
servicesfor extraordinary services
which said mortgage was recorded by the said mortgage or any part
the Circuit Court for the said
the place of holding the cirPresent:
Dated this 7th day of August,
Present, Hon. Corn Vandewater,
performed in behalf of said estate;
in the office of the Register of thereof has been instituted,and
eourt for said county, all those A.D. 1934.
Jadfee of Probate.
HON. CORA VANDEWATER, County of Ottawa. Said premises
It is Ordered, That the
Deeds of Ottawa County, Michigan, that there is claimed to be due on
pieces or parcels of land
Judge of Probate. being described as follows:
JARRETT N. CLARK, on the 28th day of November,1922, said mortgage at the date of this In the Matter of the Eatate of
The following described land
ay and satisfy the amount of Circuit Court Commissioner in and
A
P'
1M4:
Order
of
Publication.'
Liber 124 of Mortgages,on notice the sum of Seven Thousand BENJAMIN L. SCOTT, Deceased at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
and premises, situatedin the City
decree, vix: $1,226.27, and the
In
the
M*Uer
of
the
Estate
of
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interestand an attorney fee of
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date of decree at 6% per cent;
court
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account
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Grand Rapids Natl. Bank Bldg.
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hearing said petition;
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Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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the office of the Register of
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
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of Ottawa.
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ten o’clock in the forenoon at said
having been institutedto recover Door of the Court House, in the notict thereof bo biven by publicetioti HARRIET SWART,
cording to the recorded plat
th« 4th day of August A. D. 1934
of Lot eleven (11), Block five
Probate Office be and is hereby apthe debt secured by said mortgage, City of Grand Haven, Ottawa of o copy of this order,'for three eucRegister of Probate.
thereof, on record in the ofPresent, Hon. Cora Van De Wa- or any part thereof;
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pointed for examiningand allowCounty,
fiee of the Register of Deeds
County Michigan,
Michigan, that
that being
hemp the
the cusnrt weeks previous to mid day of
ter, Judge of Probate.
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ing said accounts and hearing said
far said Ottawa County, Michplace of holding the Circuit Court hMriab.te the Holland City News, a
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is for the County of Ottawa. Said newspaper
petitions:
County. Michigan.
nawtpaper printed and
end circulatedin
being in the township
In the Matter of the Estate of
Expires Sept 21.
hereby given that pursuant to the mortgaged premises are described said County,
Dated July 5th, 1934.
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NOTICE
OF
CHANCERY
SALE
ERNEST H. SULKERS, Deceased statuteand said power of sale in as follows:
Dated this 7th day of August,
CORA VANDEWATER,
That public notice thereof be given
STATE OF MICHIGAN
It appearing to the court that tbe said mortgage contained, for the
FIRST STATE BANK OF
~ 1934.
Judge of Probate The CircuitCourt for the County by publication of a copy of this
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for presentation of claims purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
JARRETT N. CLARK, time
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order
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Chancery.
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Section
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previous
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ited, and that a time and place be charges of said sale, and any taxes
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Register
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Probate
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Trustees
of
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appointed to receive, examine and and insurance premiums paid by
LUL E. CHOLETTE,
the Segregated Assets of the First per printed and circulatedin said DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE,
West, containing Eighty Acres
adjust all claims and demands the mortgagee before the date of
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
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copy:
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Hattie
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bing, Defendants.
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Circuit
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pointed for the examinationand
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and entered on the 4th day
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Attorneys for Assignee of
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Mortgagee,
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recover
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sale,
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interest
---A.D. 1934, at 10 o’clock
Holland, Michigan.
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contained in said mortgage and
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
pal
and
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to
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for
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
on said mortgage,the costs and
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and insurance premiums paid by Samuel Habing, Hattie Habing, of the premises therein described purpose of satisfyingthe aum due
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all claims and demands Judge of Probate.
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and expenses of this sale,
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tember, A. D. 1984, at two o’clock tion or vendue on the 7th day of
on the southwest corner of
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